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Business

Accounting

AUD $695.00 fmAccounting Y

fmAccounting Link (Xero Edition) is a FileMaker
solution that integrates between FileMaker Pro and
the Xero Accounting Software. Xero is easy to use
online accounting software that’s designed specifically
for small businesses. fmAccounting Link (Xero
Edition) allows you to upload and download data
between FileMaker and Xero via their API (Application
Programming Interface). fmAccounting Link (Xero
Edition) is completely unlocked allowing you to
integrate it into your existing FileMaker solution.

Using GrandTotal you can create invoices and

Mac Software

https://johnpurvis.wordpress.com/macos-software/
https://www.databuzz.com.au/fmaccounting-link-xero-edition/


$157.59 GrandTotal Y

estimates in the twinkling of an eye and keep track
over the outstanding payments. Detailed statistics and
graphs give you an insight into the current state of
your business and allow comparison to previous
periods.

FREE Manager Y Manager is accounting software for small business.

FREE* Money Y

Be in control of your finances! Money is a beautifully
easy tool to keep track of your financial life on all your
macOS and iOS devices: everything from daily
transactions to long-term investments! Just like
having a personal accountant available 24/7! Oversee
any number of accounts, keep track of all the
transactions, easily manage finances with multiple
currencies - Money brings all the expert features in a
beautiful and easy to use package! 
Mac App Store

129.00
Umsatz for Mac Accounting for the German tax
system

Y

UMSATZ MACHT DIE BUCHHALTUNG ZUM
PONYHOFPony. Umsatz ist das einzige
Buchhaltungsprogramm, bei dem du nicht weinen
musst. Versprochen.

Calendars

$49.99 BusyCal Y

A powerful, flexible, reliable calendar app for macOS.
It's packed with innovative, time-saving features
including customizable views, integrated to dos, travel
time, maps, natural language input, weather, moons,
graphics, tags and more.

$24.00/month Daylite Y

Daylite features at a glance: Apple Mail Integration,
Apple Contact & Calendar Integration, Interaction
Tracking, Calendar & Reminders, List Management,
Email Templates, Deal Pipelines, Project
Management, and Files & Documents.

$3.33/month (billed
early)

Fantastical Y

Much more than just a calendar. It’s Fantastical. The
calendar app you won't be able to live without.
Fantastical works seamlessly across your Mac, iPad,
iPhone, and Apple Watch. Add your existing calendar
accounts directly to Fantastical and keep of all your
events and tasks in sync. Your Flexibits account
syncs all your custom calendar sets, templates,
notifications, weather settings, and more.

FREE Itsycal Y
Itsycal is a tiny menu bar calendar. If you want, it will
display your events as a companion to the Mac
Calendar app.

FREE Fantastical Y

Calender App for the Mac and iOS. Fantastical
supports availability and scheduling, allowing you to
quickly find out if coworkers are available when
creating a new event. Scheduling requires a
supported server, such as Google Apps or Exchange.
iCloud does not support availability.

Collaboration

Daylite Y See BUSINESS:CALENDARS:DAYLITE

FREE Diligent Boards Y

Our secure solutions can help support the remote
connectivity needs of your leaders and board. Board
Portal Software empowers boards and executives
with the right tools, insights and analytics to securely
access board materials, track company performance

https://www.mediaatelier.com/GrandTotal6/
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and gather real-time information around competitive
news & regulatory filings to achieve good governance.

FREE Zoom Y

This cloud video conferencing solution includes
simple online meetings and group messaging into one
easy-to-use platform. Take advantage of a complete
solution that includes video, audio, and screen-
sharing experience across ZoomPresence, Windows,
Mac, iOS, Android, and H.323/SIP room systems.

Contacts Manager

$49.99 BusyContacts Y

BusyContacts makes managing contacts faster and
more efficient. Offering the same power and flexibility
that BusyCal users enjoy with their calendars,
BusyContacts integrates seamlessly with BusyCal to
form a flexible, easy to use CRM solution for
managing calendars and contacts. BusyContacts
syncs with the built-in Contacts app on macOS and
iOS and supports all leading cloud services, including
iCloud, Google, Exchange and Twitter.

$19.99 Cardhop Y

Cardhop lets you search, add, edit, and interact with
your contacts in a fun and interactive way. Just type
what you want and Cardhop will figure it out! 
from the Mac App Store

Daylite Y See BUSINESS:CALENDARS:DAYLITE

$19.95 iAddressX Y
Navigate contacts from a small icon in the system
menu, print Dymo labels, Dial regular and Skype
calls, and more. Available from the Mac App Store

$8.99 Exporter for Contacts Y

Exporter for Contacts (formerly "Export Address
Book") is a popular Mac app to export Mac contacts to
CSV, Excel, and various other formats, capable of
organizing export setups into reusable templates to
make repeated exports a lot easier. Compared to
similar apps, Exporter for Contacts offers the highest
level of flexibility for exporting contacts data from
iCloud and other sources. Available from the Mac App
Store

CRM

FREE SpinOffice CRM

SpinOffice CRM connected with your business
contacts and save time by getting organized! Get your
customers, prospects, mail, calendar, tasks and
memos, documents, projects and archive in one
central database.

Data Analysis & Manipulation

$99.00 Easy Data Transform
Easy Data Transform is suitable for a wide range of
data transformation tasks. Merge, split, clean,
dedupe, reformat and more without coding.

FREE Metabase

Metabase is an open source solution for sharing,
visualizing, and analyzing data without having to deal
with a complex workflow. The utility enables you to
filter content via an user-friendly interface, and can
transform data into easy to read graphs in no time.

$195.00 StatPlus Y

StatPlus:mac turns your copy of Microsoft Excel for
Mac (2004 - 2019) or Apple Numbers into a powerful
statistical tool without making you learn another
software or part with extraordinary amounts of money.
You'll use the familiar interface to perform complex

https://www.zoom.us/
https://www.busymac.com/busycontacts/
https://tidbits.com/watchlist/cardhop-1-3-4/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/cardhop/id1290358394
https://www.marketcircle.com/
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/exporter-for-contacts/id402323447
https://www.spinoffice-crm.com/
https://www.easydatatransform.com/
https://www.metabase.com/start/mac.html
https://www.analystsoft.com/en/products/statplusmac/


analysis and calculations, enabling you to concentrate
on analyzing the results rather than figuring out how
to achieve them.

$79.99 Warp Y

Convert and analyze large data sets at light speed.
Warp works with popular databases and data
warehouses. In contrast with other data analysis
tools, Warp works closely with each database to make
sure data processing happens close to where the
data is stored. This greatly improves performance and
reduces the amount of data that needs to be
transferred. Available from the Mac App Store

$79.99 Wizard Y

Wizard is a new way to analyze data on your Mac. No
programming, no typing. Just click and
explore.Wizard is built around pictures: 
your data, and pictures of statistical values. 
innovative graphics will help you understand data
quickly and explain statistical concepts. Import data
from Excel, Access, Numbers, R workspaces, SQLite,
MySQL, PostgreSQL, and plain old comma-separated
values (CSV).

$199.99 Wizard Pro Y

Wizard is a new way to analyze data on your Mac. No
programming, no typing. Just click and
explore.Wizard is built around pictures: 
your data, and pictures of statistical values. 
innovative graphics will help you understand data
quickly and explain statistical concepts. Import data
from Excel, Access, Numbers, R workspaces, SQLite,
MySQL, PostgreSQL, and plain old comma-separated
values (CSV). Also import from SAS, Stata, and
SPSS.

Desktop Publishing & Printing

$49.99 Affinity Publisher Y

Bring your vision to life with Affinity Publisher, the next
generation of professional publishing software. From
magazines, books, brochures, posters, reports and
stationery to other creations, this incredibly smooth,
intuitive app gives you the power to combine your
images, graphics and text to make beautiful layouts
ready for publication.

$259.95 LinkOptimizer
Reduce InDesign link size; convert image colors,
formats and more.

$170.00 Output Factory
Automate InDesign's output tasks and simplifies
workflows of printers, publishers, prepress houses,
and ad agencies.

$699.95 Output Factory Server

Output automation solution for Adobe InDesign. The
software automates InDesign production workflow by
processing files from watched hot folders. Output
Factory Server offloads printing and exporting from
InDesign to a central system leaving operator
workstations free from the output process.

$149.95 Package Central Y

Package Central is a packaging automation solution
for Adobe InDesign, which processes InDesign files
from watched hot folders. Package Central offloads
file collection from InDesign to a central system
leaving operator stations free from the packaging
process.

PDF Checkpoint automates PDF workflows with

https://warp.one//
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/warp/id973942134
https://www.wizardmac.com/
https://www.wizardmac.com/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/
http://zevrix.com/linkoptimizer.php
http://zevrix.com/outputfactory.php
http://zevrix.com/outputfactoryserver.php
https://zevrix.com/packagecentral/


$39.96 PDF Checkpoint powerful batch processing: preflight, route by preflight
results, export as images, split, convert colors, reduce
file size and more.

$250.00 PressPerCent

PressPerCent project started around 20 years ago as
a simple ink key pre-setting software tool — a popular
subject at the time when printing press manufacturers
and printers were searching for less expensive,
space-saving solutions to replace hardware plate
scanners. Since then PressPerCent evolved to
include more features that customers required such
as support for the job format of dozens press types
and models, total ink area calculations, spot color
preview, automatic job processing and flexible press
configurations.

$19.99 Swift Publisher Y

Swift Publisher is a super-intuitive, all-purpose page
layout and desktop publishing app for Mac. contains
over 500 templates of diverse print projects, including
bi-fold and tri-fold brochures, catalogs, business
cards, social media, disc labels and covers, address
labels and much more.

FREE TeXShop Y TeX previewer using "pdftex" and "pdflatex".

Fax

$8.33/month iFax Y
iFax allows you to send and receive faxes online from
any device, as easily as sending an email, and far
more securely.

Graphics & Design

FREE 550 Royalty Free Fonts Y

Download the largest collection of free commercial
use fonts, and get even more fonts in future updates!
Need to change the way your text looks in a
presentation, print project or a graphic design project?
Download a new collection of inspiring font designs.
This collection now includes over 550 original fonts in
OpenType font format, and can be used for any
personal and business project Available from the Mac
App Store

$119.95 ArtOptimizer Y
ArtOptimizer for Adobe Illustrator. Reduce Illustrator
link size; convert image colors, formats and more

FREE BirdFont Y

Birdfont is a free font editor which lets you create
vector graphics and export TTF, OTF, EOT and SVG
fonts. The editor has good support for both
monochrome and color font formats.

FREE CDRViewer Y
Open and export CorelDRAW files on Mac, send to
friends. Download CDRViewer for Mac.

FREE Color Wheel Y

Digital, abstract, classic - all types of color wheels in
one app! A set of tools for painters and designers
includes: Digital Color Wheel - our unique graphic
design tool; Classic Color Wheel - a classic, versatile
version of the color wheel. Available on the Mac app
Store

$10.00 Comic Fonts Y

Comic Fonts is a blend of styles that can be used for
comics, manga or any other design project. All fonts
are in OpenType font format so they work on both
Mac and PC; come with extended font families; and
include a 10 computer, commercial use license.
International character support (Western European) is

http://zevrix.com/pdfcheckpoint.php
http://www.excourse.com/presspercent/
https://www.swiftpublisher.com/
https://darkwing.uoregon.edu/%7Ekoch/texshop/texshop.html
https://www.ifaxapp.com/
https://macappware.com/software/free-fonts/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/550-royalty-free-fonts/id647697434
http://zevrix.com/artoptimizer.php
https://birdfont.org/
https://blue-tail.com/cdrviewer2/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1453592782
https://macappware.com/software/comic-fonts/


standard for every font.

FREE Computer Animated Pixels Y
Computer Animated Pixels™ (or C.A.P for short) is a
program that generates stunning visuals. It features
200 awesome visuals.

$249.00 Canvas Draw Y

It includes an array of vector and raster image editing
tools, built-in templates, and over 2000 symbols. Built
with business professionals and creatives in mind,
Canvas Draw 6 proves to be a diverse content
creation tool with the power to generate projects, from
precise technical drawings to metrics, from
architectural design to logo design.

$89.99 Flame Painter

Flame Painter 3 is a unique paint application that lets
you easily create original artwork, light effects,
unconventional design or beautiful backgrounds with
flame brushes.

$99.00 FontAgent Y

FontAgent is the World’s Smartest Font Manager.
Built atop the planet’s most robust viewing, searching,
activation and metadata engines, the latest FontAgent
for Mac adds macOS Catalina and Mojave support,
Dark Mode, sharable tags, nested sets, faster font
rendering and activation, smarter searching and set
management, Monotype and Adobe subscription font
support, auto-activation in Adobe Creative Cloud,
QuarkXPress and Affinity applications, and more.

$19.99 FoxCAD Y Open and edit DWG files.

$18.99 Gamma Control Y

Gamma Control is used by designers, photographers,
and filmmakers to improve color reliability or adjust
screens so they fit within various lighting conditions in
pictures or videos. It can also be used when playing
games or viewing videos to reveal details normally too
subtle to be seen.

$39.99 GraphicConverter Y

GraphicConverter has more than 1.5 million loyal
users worldwide – from amateur photographers to
professional designers. The Press has dubbed this
program the equivalent of the "Swiss Army Knife"
describing it as the "Universal Genius for photo
editing on the Mac".

$59.99 Gravit Designer Y
The professional vector design app you can access
from anywhere on any machine. Fast and flexible
graphic design tools that work the way you do.

FREE Growly Draw Y

There are hundreds of painting and drawing apps on
the App Store. This one is a bit different. It doesn’t
want to grow up to be Photoshop, Illustrator, or Draw
Anything the Next Generation. It’s not intended for
professional artists. This is a drawing app for day-to-
day use by people who don’t have a degree in graphic
design. You can use it to create illustrations for
reports, newsletters, blogs, or just to amuse your
friends.

$930.00 Hej Stylus! for Mac Y

Hej Stylus! smoothes position, pressure, tilt and
rotation. It has a pressure mapping system for
modifying the pressure in/out of a stylus. It has 5 ruler
tools: Instant, Vanishing Point, Linear, Bendy Ruler &
a Circular/Elliptic Ruler. 4 Perspective Tools: ISO -
draw in up to 6 ruled directions in one tool, One VP,
Two VPs and 3 VPs.

http://erockus.elementfx.com/cap.html
https://www.canvasgfx.com/en/products/canvas-draw/
https://www.escapemotions.com/products/flamepainter/
https://www.insidersoftware.com/font-managers/fontagent-mac/
http://www.aec188.com/
https://michelf.ca/projects/gamma-control/
https://www.lemkesoft.de/en/products/graphicconverter/
https://www.designer.io/en/
https://www.growlybird.com/draw/index.html
https://hejstylus.com/


$99.99 HighDesign LT Y
A powerful and flexible solution that combines
traditional CAD tools with the features and the model-
document-publish-manage workflow typical of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) processes.

$229.00 HighDesign Standard Y

A powerful and flexible solution that combines
traditional CAD tools with the features and the model-
document-publish-manage workflow typical of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) processes.

$360.00 HighDesign Pro Y

A powerful and flexible solution that combines
traditional CAD tools with the features and the model-
document-publish-manage workflow typical of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) processes.

$4.99 HyperDither Y

HyperDither is an OS X app that uses an elegant
color reduction (dithering) routine to turn color or
grayscale images into 1-bit black and white. The
visual effect produced by this technique creates rich,
velvety tones, and is higher-quality than the “Diffusion
Dither” method used by Photoshop. 
Mac App Store

FREE Krita for Mac Y

Krita is a professional FREE and open source
painting program. It is made by artists that want to
see affordable art tools for everyone. It can create:
concept art; texture and matte painters; and
illustrations and comics

FREE Logo Creator Y

logo design application for macOS. The app allows
users to create a custom logo in a matter of minutes.
Users can choose a vector-based logo from a list and
customize the logo for their needs or create a new
logo from scratch. Logos can be used on social
media, banners, covers, business cards, envelopes,
letters, emails, flyers or even on large screens and
billboards. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Logo Creator - Design Maker Y

Logo design application for macOS computers. Logo
Creator allows users to select a previously designed
logo and customize it for their needs or create a new
logo from scratch. The vector-based logos can be
resized and used for almost any purpose, and in any
sized end result. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Meadows Productivity Suite Y

A completely Free set of software tools for Adobe
InDesign that have been designed to streamline multi-
up impositions, and other publishing tasks. The new
release is now compatible with all Adobe InDesign
2020 and macOS Catalina systems.

$9.99 MyBrushes Y

MyBrushes is a wonderful paint program based on a
former drawing application named Paintbrush.
Paintbrush hadn't been updated for 5 years and was
not compatible with most of the Mac operating
system. It was time for a better paint program.

FREE Omber Y

Omber is a new type of vector design program that
lets you use color in new ways in your vector
drawings. With Omber's advanced soft shading tools,
you can easily make dramatic color blends or subtle
color gradients in your art. Available from the Mac
App Store

Paint Pad is a paint app for OS X which is similar to
Microsoft Paint. It provides you the basic tools to draw
quickly and allows the users to add text on images

https://www.ilexsoft.com/highdesign/
https://www.ilexsoft.com/highdesign/
https://www.ilexsoft.com/highdesign/
https://www.ilexsoft.com/highdesign/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hyperdither/id1110997147
https://krita.org/en/
https://www.apsomb.com/logo-creator/
https://apps.apple.com/app/logo-creator-design-maker/id1491137256
http://www.meadowsps.com/site/support/support_mps_pro_suite.htm
https://apps.apple.com/app/logo-creator-design-maker/id1491137256
http://www.meadowsps.com/site/support/support_mps_pro_suite.htm
http://www.effectmatrix.com/
https://www.wobastic.com/omber/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/omber/id1263219319


$4.99 Paint Pad Y

and resize, rotate, flip and crop images. It also allow
you to combine multiple images into one image.
Besides it has full support for
undo/redo/cut/copy/paste operation. And at last, it has
a friendly and clean UI and it’s really easy to use.
Available on the Mac App Store

FREE Paint Pad Lite Y

Paint Pad is a paint app for OS X which is similar to
Microsoft Paint. It provides you the basic tools to draw
quickly and allows the users to add text on images
and resize, rotate, flip and crop images. It also allow
you to combine multiple images into one image.
Besides it has full support for
undo/redo/cut/copy/paste operation. And at last, it has
a friendly and clean UI and it’s really easy to use.
Available on the Mac App Store

FREE Paintbrush Y
Simple paint program similar to Microsoft Paint and
MacPaint.

FREE Panopy Y

Panoply plots geo-referenced and other arrays from
netCDF, HDF, GRIB, and other datasets. Panoply is a
cross-platform application that runs on Macintosh,
Windows, Linux and other desktop computers.

$39.00 Patternodes Y
Create graphical patterns, animations, gradients, or
illustrations based on repetitions.

FREE SwiftDraw Y

SwiftDraw is a powerful and easy-to-use graphics
program for creating business graphics, diagrams,
illustrations, layouts, advertisements, and
presentations. The app lets you draw any object
easily, including rectangles, ellipses, polygons, stars,
arrows, arcs, lines, and Bezier paths. You can also
drag and drop JPEG images directly into any page,
and add text by simply clicking on a page and typing.
Available from the Mac App Store

Pixelmator Pro Y
See listing in Photography : Image Editors :
Pixelmator Pro

$49.00 PixPlant Y
A smart 3D texturing tool that creates high quality
normal, displacement, specular maps and seamless
textures from plain photos.

FREE Primitive Y
Recreate your photos with vector-based geometric
primitives. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Seashore Y

Seashore is a free, open-source software (FOSS)
image editor for built entirely in Cocoa. It features
advanced tools like multiple layers and alpha channel
editing, alongside basic tools like gradients, textures,
text (with subpixel rendering) and brushes.

$23.99 SOCSS Y
Powerful feature-packed 2D vector drawing software.
NOTE: Website is in Japanese

$19.99 TYSpace Y
GIS map software, use a grand new elegant
design.Support both vector layer and raster layer
rendering. Available on the Mac app Store

FREE Toolbox for iWork - Templates

Toolbox for iWork is by far our largest and most
comprehensive collection of templates designed for
the Apple iWork suite. It offers items for Apple Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers - all in one place. It is truly an
unmatched product in terms of quality, quantity, and
price in the market

https://trybestapps.com/paint-pad/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/paint-pad/id575447757
https://trybestapps.com/paint-pad/
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$85.00 SketchBook Pro

SketchBook Pro is a fun and intuitive paint and
drawing application, transforming your Mac into an
artistic toolkit. With familiar tools designed for
professional artists, illustrators, and designers,
SketchBook Pro's easy-to-use interface will help
unlock the creativity in everyone.

$19.99 Waterlogue Pro

You don’t need to paint to create beautiful watercolor
images—Waterlogue captures the essence of your
photos in brilliant, liquid color. Available from the Mac
App Store

$99.00 WireframeSketcher for Mac Y
Wireframing Tool for Professionals. Create wireframes
in minutes. Get quality feedback fast. Build better
software. Involve your entire team!

Hotel

$2.99 Manager

Nano Hotel Booking is an application for receiving
orders and booking rooms in hotels, recreation
centers, health centers, guesthouses. Also, it can be
used for daily, hourly, weekly, monthly, quarterly and
yearly renting of real estate, vehicles, construction
machinery and any other objects. Application’s
versatility makes it suitable for services reservation,
for example, at hair salons, car workshops, gyms, etc.

Information Manager

$4.99 4LightData Lists for Mac Y

A drag and drop approach to organizing people,
places, items, tasks, and other things that can be
displayed in a list. Free to download display up to any
three group windows at a time.

$39.99 Alinof Archives Y

With Alinof Archives find everything in a few clicks,
check if the object is still under warranty and print a
copy of the receipt. Alinof Archives allows you to store
and organise all your scanned documents and PDF
files to find them instantly. Download from the 
App Store

$7.99 Dalo Y Task manager

$9.97 Data Guardian Y

Leaving post-it notes attached to your monitor to
remember passwords is a major security risk! In a
world plagued by privacy concerns, trust in Data
Guardian's 448-bit strong Blowfish encryption to keep
your mind at ease! The flexible and intuitive design of
Data Guardian makes entering a wide range of data a
breeze. Address books, passwords, credit card
numbers, shopping lists, or even journal entries! On
the go? Grab Data Guardian for iOS!

Daylite Y See BUSINESS:CALENDARS:DAYLITE

$99.00 DEVONthink Standard Y

Collect, organize, edit and annotate documents of any
kind. Have them automatically analyzed, connected,
and filed. Sync them between your Mac, iPhone, and
iPad.

$199.00 DEVONthink Pro Y

Collect, organize, edit and annotate documents of any
kind. Have them automatically analyzed, connected,
and filed. Sync them between your Mac, iPhone, and
iPad.

$40.00 EagleFiler Y
Organize, search, and archive your e-mail, Web
pages, files, and miscellaneous scraps of information

https://www.autodesk.com/products/sketchbook/overview
https://www.tinrocket.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1425568219
https://wireframesketcher.com/
https://erziman.com/en/hotel-booking
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/alinof-archives/id426032406
https://www.nishcoapps.com/
https://www.koingosw.com/products/dataguardian/
https://www.marketcircle.com/
https://www.devontechnologies.com/apps/devonthink
https://www.devontechnologies.com/apps/devonthink
https://c-command.com/eaglefiler/


FREE EasyCardFile Y Store text and pictures in searchable card file style.

FREE Memo

Informant is a powerful all-access platforms which
integrates calendaring tasks and notes management
together as full-fledged citizens. No need to buy
separate apps for your time management - Informant
handles it all! Use templates or Quick Entry to create
new events and tasks quickly. Watch as we bring all
the advanced features of our mobile app - Pocket
Informant - to the desktop. Get from the Mac App
Store

$49.99 Informant

Informant is a powerful all-access platforms which
integrates calendaring tasks and notes management
together as full-fledged citizens. No need to buy
separate apps for your time management - Informant
handles it all! Use templates or Quick Entry to create
new events and tasks quickly. Watch as we bring all
the advanced features of our mobile app - Pocket
Informant - to the desktop.

FREE Microsoft OneNote

OneNote is your very own digital notebook. With
OneNote, you can capture that flash of genius, that
moment of inspiration, or that list of errands that's too
important to forget. Whether you're at home, in the
office or on the go, your notes travel with you. And
you can share your notes and collaborate with others,
across multiple devices!

FREE Mylio
See PHOTOGRAPHY:LIBRARY
MANIPULATION:MYLIO.

FREE OnePile Y

Collect all documents in one place. No more worries
about documents being spread over multiple apps.
OnePile is capable of handling many types of
information and will continuously be extended. The
powerful built-in rich text editing is the perfect place
for noting down your ideas and structure your
memories.

$9.99 SmartDay for Mac Y

SmartDay organizes all your tasks, appointments,
notes, and projects together in one place - smartly, by
finding time for you and showing exactly what you can
accomplish today and for the entire week. And now
you can share projects with other team- and class-
mates, even with family members. 
Mac App Store

$19.99 Task Office
Task Office - existing GTD, to do lists, projects and
contacts management apps.

$30.00 Yojimbo Y

Yojimbo makes keeping all the small (or even large)
bits of information that pour in every day organized
and accessible. It’s so simple, there is no learning
curve. Yojimbo’s mechanism for collecting, storing
and finding information is so natural and effortless, it
will change your life, without changing the way you
work.

Inventory

$49.99 SuperInvoice-inventory erp Y
Manage purchases sell and inventory (was
SuperInvoice-inventory).

Invoicing

The best Invoice App with own Design & Logo for
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$49.99 Bill Y Mac.

$34.99 Invoice Professiona Y

Invoice Professional enables small businesses to
quickly create tax invoices, quotes and statements on
the go. With clients/customer management in Invoice
Professional, you have the the ability to store their
contact details, billing and shipping addresses and a
photo. Products can be stored and managed easily
with SKU/UPC, descriptions, photo and price.
Available from the Mac App Store

Labeling

$299.00 Barcode Producer Y Produce customizable barcodes.

$24.99 Labels and Databases Y
label maker and designer software with seamlessly
integrated database management tool, and mail
merge capabilities.

£30.00 Scorpion BarCode Y
Scorpion BarCode is a complete Barcode creation
utility that you can use to quickly create Barcode
images for use in other applications.

Mailing

$79.50 Postage $aver Pro Y
Manage your bulk mailing and print barcodes on
envelopes.

Marketing

FREE* BrandBook Y

BrandBook makes connecting your employees with
your brand identity as easy as clicking a button. By
keeping everything about your brand in one place,
you can empower your team to use it the right way.
Why do it any other way? Available on the mac app
Store

Miscellaneous

$11.99 Home Business Card Y
Create business cards using various built-in label
formats, clipart images, and pre-made designs.

$40.65 (for one
camera)

SecuritySpy Y

SecuritySpy is NVR (Network Video Recording)
software that will enable you to quickly set up an
effective video surveillance system of any size, from
home or office installations to large-scale professional
systems with hundreds of cameras.

FREE xSort N
xSort is a free card sorting application for Mac, aimed
at user experience professionals and social scientists.
xSort is free to use, but currently not maintained.

$325.00 iNMR Y
process and visualize Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
spectra.

Office Suite

$499 ConceptDraw OFFICE Y

ConceptDraw OFFICE is a powerful software suite
especially tailored for business managers of all types,
but also designed to be comprehensive for whatever
business task you are working on. It includes three
software products integrated by the unique data
exchange technology. The suite combines business
diagramming, mind mapping and project management
software. ConceptDraw OFFICE v7 is essential to
provide brainstorming sessions, create diagrams,
schematics, mind maps, project plans, dashboards,
presentations, and many other business
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visualizations.

FREE LibreOffice Y

LibreOffice is a powerful office suite – its clean
interface and feature-rich tools help you unleash your
creativity and enhance your productivity. LibreOffice is
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS). LibreOffice
includes several applications that make it the most
powerful Free and Open Source office suite on the
market. I have used this for several years and
recommend it!

$69.99/year Microsoft Office for Mac Y
versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and
OneNote—combining the familiarity of Office and the
unique Mac features you love.

FREE ONLYOFFICE Desktop Editors Y
Create, view, and edit text documents, spreadsheets,
and presentations.

Outliner

$3.99 Cloud Outliner Pro Y

Outlines are interactive and highly customizable notes
that organize your plans, projects, and ideas in a clear
way. Cloud Outliner enables you to create and share
outlines between your Mac, iOS devices, and
Evernote account. Got a sudden flash of insight?
Don't risk forgetting it – just enter it right away on
whatever device is closest, and see your changes
synchronized with all your devices at once. 
on the Mac App Store

PDF Manipulation

$39.99 CleverPDF

CleverPDF offers 20 PDF tools, helps you easily
convert PDF to Office, iWork, images and many other
document formats, and edit PDF documents with a
set of handy utility tools, such as combine PDF,
compress PDF, split PDF, encrypt PDF, rotate PDF
and more.

FREE* PDFelement

PDF PDFelement - The easiest way to create, edit,
convert and sign PDF documents. We’re now
introducing the all-new PDFelement 7, which includes
a redesigned UI, more advanced writing tools,
improved team collaboration features, more powerful
conversion tools, a user management console, and
more. Available from the Mac App Store

$39.99 PDF Expert

From the first document you select, PDF Expert
springs into action with smooth scrolling and fast
search. Select the most relevant layout to quickly
accomplish your task, whether you compare 100 page
contracts or read a short article. 
App Store

$29.99 PDF OCR X Y

PDF OCR X is a simple drag-and-drop utility for Mac
OS X and Windows, that converts your PDFs and
images into text documents or searchable PDF files. It
uses advanced OCR (optical character recognition)
technology to extract the text of the PDF even if that
text is contained in an image. This is particularly
useful for dealing with PDFs that were created via a
Scan-to-PDF function in a scanner or photo copier.

PDF Search is a utility which has a revolutionary
search algorithm especially developed for PDF
documents. The time to reach the information in your
PDF documents will be minimum with it. It will make

https://www.libreoffice.org/
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$39.99 PDF Search you able to find what you are looking for within
thousands of documents instantly. It is system
integrated. You can start a search directly from
system menu bar like Spotlight.

$5.99 PDF Squeezer

PDF Squeezer is an easy-to-use PDF compression
tool. It reduces the size of large PDF documents by
compressing images and removing irrelevant
information. This will help you obtain important
savings in bandwidth costs, digital storage costs and
network transmission times.

$79.95 PDFpen Y
PDFpen is your PDF editor for Mac. From signing and
filling forms to correcting typos, OCRing scans and
redacting sensitive info, PDFpen is your go-to app.

$129.95 PDFpenPro Y

PDFpenPro has everything from PDFpen, and more.
Powerful form-building tools, more export options,
control over permissions and tables of contents are
just a few extras.

FREE Skim for Mac Y

Fax made easy! Snapfax turns your Mac into a fax
machine. You can fax your document anytime
anywhere. You can send fax to 58 countries in the
world. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE* Snapfax Y

Skim is a PDF reader and note-taker for OS X. It is
designed to help you read and annotate scientific
papers in PDF, but is also great for viewing any PDF
file.

Presentation Tools

$29.00 Deckset Y

Deckset designs your slides, so you can focus on
your ideas. Write down your thoughts in your favourite
text editor, and Deckset will turn them into beautiful
presentations.

$50.00 iMeetingX

iMeetingX will give you tools to track decisions, create
and distribute meeting invitations, reminders and
minutes, and follow-up on tasks. The new version has
expanded the "Getting Things Done" task
management features with advanced organization
and automatic minutes creation and management.
Now a project can be created as a single project file in
iMeetingX that contains information on an unlimited
number of meetings, as well as actionable/actioned
items, attachments, and can be stored in a user-
specified place. iMeetingX is also available for both
Windows and Mac and sharing project files between
these platforms flows naturally and without problem.

Printer Management

$435.00 PaperCut NG

PaperCut NG lets you limit and control printer use
within your organization. Whether you're an IT
manager or an academic administrator, PapaCutNG
is the perfect way to create quotas and monitor usage
for everyone who accesses your organization's
printers.

Project Management

Take notes. Organize files. Collect research.
Brainstorm in mind maps. Track tasks with a to-do list.
Drop in an equation. Sketch out an idea. Get more

http://pdfsearchapp.com/
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$59.99 Curio for Mac productive! Curio’s intuitive, freeform notebook
environment provides all the integrated tools you
need to be more productive and focus on getting
things done.

Daylite Y See BUSINESS:CALENDARS:DAYLITE

$179.99 iTaskX

iTaskX 4 is a full-featured, MS Project-compatible
project-management tool for OS X. It gives you all the
tools that sharpens the big picture or rich details
about your project without heavy overload or
complexity. Effortlessly capture dates and costs,
assign, import, or evaluate resources, vary calendars,
anticipate slack time or personalize its look, feel, and
functionality. iTaskX is the perfect tool for project
managers, architects, business analysts and project
contributors from any industry. And work effortlessly
with people who use Microsoft Project. Exchange
data through standard file formats like XML, MPP,
CVS or ICS, or saving any view as a PDF, JPG, EPS,
PNG or TIF - iTaskX provides unmatched
compatibility with Microsoft Project, Excel, Word,
Numbers, Pages, and more.

$34.96 Project Office Y
Project Office is a full featured project management
app designed to help you managing both simple and
complex projects on your iOS and macOS devices.

$129.99 Project Plan 365

Project Plan 365 is an intuitive solution for project
planning and project collaboration perfect for
individual Project Managers and/or small teams
working in fast-paced collaborative environments
which may be across disparate geographic locations.
Project Plan 365 is a MAC companion for MS Project-
you may think about our app as an extension of MS
Project for the Mac platform. Project Plan 365
provides support for all MS Project standard views
like Gant Chart, Task Sheet, Network Diagram,
Project Calendar, Task Usage, Resource Usage,
Team Planner, etc. Project Plan 365 provides critical
path info and all standard project reports, filters, time
scale and other like MS Project sophisticated
features. You can open and view MPP files from any
cloud storage location like DropBox, OneDrive,
Google Drive, Box, and SharePoint Online or from
your local device.

$87.00 RationalPlan - Single Project Y

RationalPlan is a powerful project management
software designed to help both teams and project
managers to create consistent project plans, allocate
resources and analyze workload, track work progress,
estimate project costs and manage budgets.

$149.00 RationalPlan - Multi Project Y

Built on top of the Single Project version functionality,
RationalPlan Multi Project allows you to manage
multiple projects sharing common resources. Project
portfolio management capabilities as well as clients
management support are provided via dedicated
views.

FREE Wekan Y

An open source kanban board you can run locally or
on the service of your choice. Wekan offers much of
the same functionality as other Kanban apps, such as
creating boards, lists, swimlanes, and cards, dragging

https://www.zengobi.com/curio/
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and dropping between lists, assigning to users,
labeling cards, and doing pretty much everything else
you'd expect in a modern kanban board.

Service Request Manager

$7.99 Nano Service Management

Nano Service Management is a simple service-
requests-management software for small and
medium-sized businesses (SMB). It works with a local
database. Every request for service is recorded as a
work order in the program. It binds together the
technician, based on his work schedule. Each work
order keeps records of work and materials, payment
of wages to the technicians, as well as the history of
all events on along.

Time Tracking

$1.99 Chrono Plus Y

Chrono Plus is a convenient task manager and time
tracking tool with a host of handy features. Chrono
Plus is suitable for anyone who needs to manage time
and tasks more effectively and efficiently. A must-have
for any freelancer or professional paid by the hour, it
features a sleek, intuitive interface for management of
tasks, cost calculation and invoicing. Also available
for iPhone and iPad, Chrono Plus keeps all data in
sync across computers and mobile devices. 
on the Mac App Store

$19.99 Eon Timer Y

Keeping track of time that you spend on a project is
the basis of every business. Eon can not only track
the time, but it synchronizes with over 40 different
online services.

$19.00/month Noko Time Tracking for Mac Y
Noko Time Tracking for Mac allows you to access
timers from your menu bar with one click or one quick
keyboard shortcut.

$47.00 OfficeTime Y

OfficeTime is time and expense tracking that is easy,
elegant and focused. Other time keepers are clumsy
or oversimplified. OfficeTime balances features and
ease of use, allowing you to easily track exactly what
you do each day.

FREE* Tracktiq Track your time. Count up your billable hours.

ToDo / Task Management /
Reminders

$4.99 2Remember Y

Easy to use Mac reminder app. Takes up a tiny space
on your screen but has numerous options for ToDos
including flashing icon on dock, flashing tab red, alert
and sound. Available from the Mac App Store

$99.99 OmniFocus Y
OmniFocus is powerful task management software for
busy professionals. With tools to help tame the chaos,
you can focus on the right tasks at the right time.

$49.99 Things Y
Things is the award-winning personal task manager
that helps you achieve your goals. 
Mac App Store

$24.95 Time Tracking Pro

Time Tracking Pro for Mac is an indispensable app for
anyone who needs to keep track of the time taken to
complete each type of task. Time Tracking Pro for
Mac tracks your work time and helps you take the
right breaks. Time Tracking Pro is the perfect tool for
modern work environments. Today’s way of work
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requires concentration but also flexibility to carry out
the various tasks in the most productive way possible.
And this is exactly what Time Tracking Pro for Mac
was made for.

FREE* Tracktiq Track your time. Count up your billable hours.

Word Processing & Writing

FREE BibDesk Y

Use BibDesk to edit and manage your bibliography. It
will keep track of both the bibliographic information
and the associated files or web links for you.
BibDesk’s services will simplify using your
bibliography in other applications and are particularly
well suited for LATEX users. BibDesk is developed as
an open source project and available free of charge.
Any contributions to further its development are
appreciated.

FREE Growly Write Y

Perhaps the word processor you’ve been using has
100 times more features than you need. Or it won’t
work the way you want it to — too many views or too
few, and nothing makes any sense. Or it looks as if it
were designed back when computers displayed text in
green letters on a black screen. Growly Write is
something else entirely: fresh, capable, and simple.
But not too simple.

$29.99 iA Writer Y
Plain text. Full ownership. Total focus. The original iA
Writer. Available on the Mac App Store

$9.99 Infix Pro Y
Infix works like a normal word processor, so it’s really
easy to use. It’s easy and quick – change text, fonts,
images and more. No interface gimmicks, no ribbons!

$13.99 Marked Y

Marked is a previewer for Markdown files. Use it with
your favorite text editor and it updates every time you
save. With robust features for previewing, reviewing
and exporting beautiful documents, you can work in
plain text while reveling in rich formatting. 
from the Mac App Store

$26.00 Nisus Writer Express

Nisus Writer Express is a smart word processor
loaded with small, yet intelligent features that make
writing a breeze. Nisus Writer Express offers a
customizable interface, an advanced full screen
mode, and hundreds of features that make this word
processor a joy to use. Available from the Mac App
Store

$65.00 Nisus Writer Pro

Nisus Writer Pro is a powerful word processor with an
impressive set of features to help you create beautiful
documents. Nisus Writer Pro offers an intuitive
interface, superior multilingual text support,
unmatched compatibility, and an abundance of tools
that allow you to create, edit, and polish your prose.
Taking notes in class, creating your thesis, or writing
your book, Nisus Writer Pro can handle it all.
Available from the Mac App Store

$49.00 Scrivener for Mac Y

Scrivener is the go-to app for writers of all kinds, used
every day by best-selling novelists, screenwriters,
non-fiction writers, students, academics, lawyers,
journalists, translators and more. Scrivener won't tell
you how to write—it simply provides everything you
need to start writing and keep writing.
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$59.00 Storyist Y

A powerful writing environment for novelists and
screenwriters. Do you have a story to tell? Unlike
conventional word processors, Storyist helps you
track your plot, characters, and settings, and keeps all
of your writing organized and accessible — so you
can focus on telling your story.

FREE* Templates for Pages Y
Start creating today with our professionally designed
templates!. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE* Toolbox for Pages Y

A selection of professional Pages templates: from
brochures and newsletters to meeting minutes and
project reports. Created with your business needs in
mind. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Writer

Writer (was Zoho Writer) is a powerful word processor
for the Mac. Create beautiful documents with several
writing tools with great flexibility and ease. Create a
document from scratch or import an existing
document and start typing away with several font and
formatting options. With Zoho Writer, all documents
created are stored in the cloud allowing you to access
your documents from anywhere. With the power of
the cloud, your documents are all auto-versioning
making sure you never loose anything. You can share
the documents with detailed permissions and
collaboratively edit the documents with multiple users
simultaneously.

FREE uFocus

uFocus is a distraction-free writing application that
allows you to open plain text files and manage them
inside libraries. Looking for an alternative to those
heavy word processors? Seeking for freshness? You
are on the right place to start. Available from the Mac
App Store

FREE* Ulysses

Ulysses is your one-stop writing environment for Mac,
iPhone and iPad. Its pleasant, focused writing
experience, combined with effective document
management, seamless sync, and flexible export,
make Ulysses the first choice for writers of all kinds.

Development

Asset Tools

FREE Asset Catalog Creator Y Make icons and splash screens.

$35.46 IconJar Y

Organize your icons in one place, locally. Just a click
away! Use IconJar alongside your design tool, code
editor, word processor or presentation software and
streamline your workflows.

Databases & Database
Management

FREE ArangoDB Y
Natively store data for graph, document and search
needs. Utilize feature-rich access with one query
language. Cloud – On-Prem – Anywhere

FREE DBeaver for Mac Y

Free (FOSS) multi-platform database tool for
developers, database administrators, analysts and all
people who need to work with databases. Supports all
popular databases: MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite,
Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, Sybase, MS Access,
Teradata, Firebird, Apache Hive, Phoenix, Presto, etc.
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$19.00/user/month FileMaker Y
Take on digital transformation with Claris FileMaker.
Quickly build custom apps that solve your business
problems today — and tomorrow. Accelerate your
business, unlock your team’s creative potential, and
drive to better outcomes.

$199.00 FmPro Migrator Developer Edition Y

The FmPro Migrator Batch Transfer 1.0.5 utility
included with FmPro Migrator Platinum Edition now
includes support for running on 64-bit macOS and
Windows operating systems.

$159.00 Navicat Essentials for Oracle for Mac Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.

$69.00 Navicat Essentials for PostgreSQL for Mac Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.

$69.00 Navicat Essentials for MySQL for Mac Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.

$69.00 Navicat Essentials for SQL Server Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.

$69.00 Navicat Essentials for SQLite Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.
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$14.99/month or
$149.99/year

Navicat for MongoDB Y

Navicat for MongoDB gives you a highly effective GUI
interface for MongoDB database management,
administration and development. Connect to
local/remote MongoDB servers with MongoDB Atlas
compatibility. Navicat for MongoDB offers remarkable
features for managing, monitoring, querying, and
visualizing your data. You can easily increase
productivity of routine MongoDB operations.

$14.99/month or
$149.00/year

Navicat for MYSQL Y

Navicat for MySQL is the ideal solution for
MySQL/MariaDB administration and development. It
is a single application that allows you to connect to
MySQL and MariaDB databases simultaneously.
Compatible with cloud databases like Amazon RDS,
Amazon Aurora, Oracle Cloud, Google Cloud and
Microsoft Azure. This all-inclusive frontend provides
an intuitive and powerful graphical interface for
database management, development, and
maintenance.

$34.99/month or
$349.00/year

Navicat for Oracle Y

Navicat for Oracle improves the efficiency and
productivity of Oracle developers and administrators
with a streamlined working environment. Optimizing
your Oracle development - create, organize, access,
and share information quickly and securely. Navicat
for Oracle is compatible with cloud databases like
Amazon RDS and Oracle Cloud, and supports
local/remote Oracle servers.

$14.99/month or
$149.00/year

Navicat for PostgreSQL Y

Navicat for PostgreSQL is an easy-to-use graphical
tool for PostgreSQL database development. From
writing simple SQL queries to developing complex
databases, Navicat for PostgreSQL is designed to
accommodate a wide range of users, from
PostgreSQL beginners to seasoned developers.
Connect to local/remote PostgreSQL servers and
compatible with cloud databases like Amazon
Redshift, Amazon Aurora, Amazon RDS, Google
Cloud and Microsoft Azure, and all PostgreSQL
database objects.

$34.99/month or
$349.00/year

Navicat for SQL Server Y

Navicat for SQL Server gives you a fully graphical
approach to database management and
development. Quickly and easily create, edit, and
delete all database objects, or execute SQL queries
and scripts. Connect to any local/remote SQL Server,
and compatible with cloud databases like Amazon
RDS and Microsoft Azure.

$9.99/month or
$99.00/year

Navicat for SQLite Y

Navicat for SQLite is a powerful and comprehensive
SQLite GUI that provides a complete set of functions
for database management and development.
Optimizing your SQLite workflow and productivity -
you can quickly and securely create, organize,
access, and share information.

$64.99/month or
$649.99/year

Navicat Premium Y

Navicat Premium is a database development tool that
allows you to simultaneously connect to MySQL,
MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL Server, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, and SQLite databases from a single
application. Compatible with cloud databases like
Amazon RDS, Amazon Aurora, Amazon Redshift,
Microsoft Azure, Oracle Cloud, Google Cloud and
MongoDB Atlas. You can quickly and easily build,
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manage and maintain your databases.

$299.00 Navicat Premium Essentials Y

Navicat Essentials is a compact version of Navicat
which provides the basic and necessary features you
will need to perform simple database development.
Navicat Essentials is for commercial use and is
available for MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQLite databases. If
you need to administer all aforementioned database
servers at the same time, there is also Navicat
Premium Essentials which allows you to access
multiple servers from a single application.

$34.99 Ninox Y Ninox is a simple flat-file database system.

FREE phpMyAdmin N

phpMyAdmin is a free software tool written in PHP,
intended to handle the administration of MySQL over
the Web. phpMyAdmin supports a wide range of
operations on MySQL and MariaDB. Frequently used
operations (managing databases, tables, columns,
relations, indexes, users, permissions, etc) can be
performed via the user interface, while you still have
the ability to directly execute any SQL statement.

FREE PostgreSQL Y

PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-
relational database system with over 30 years of
active development that has earned it a strong
reputation for reliability, feature robustness, and
performance.

$39.99 Postico Y

PostgreSQL is an absurdly powerful database, but
there's no reason why using it should require an
advanced degree in relational theory. Postico provides
an easy to use interface, making Postgres more
accessible for newcomers and specialists alike.

FREE SQLite N

SQLite is a C-language library that implements a
small, fast, self-contained, high-reliability, full-featured,
SQL database engine. SQLite is the most used
database engine in the world. SQLite is built into all
mobile phones and most computers and comes
bundled inside countless other applications that
people use every day.

FREE* SQLPro for MSSQL Y

SQLPro for MSSQL is a lightweight Microsoft SQL
Server database client, allowing quick and simple
access to MSSQL Servers, including those hosted via
cloud services such as SQL Azure or Amazon RDS.
Also available from the Mac App Store

$69.99 SQLPro for Postgres Y Postgres database-management studio.

FREE Valentina Studio Y

Manage multiple databases in tabs and dockable
views. Create/Drop/Alter/Browse Tables, Fields,
Indexes, Triggers, Constraints, Links, Views, Stored
Procedures, Properties, Sequences, Types, ... Edit
properties of multiple objects at the same time. Drill
down to tables and fields; incredible fast searching

Editors

FREE Amaya N

Free Open Source Software (FOSS) Amaya is a Web
editor, i.e. a tool used to create and update
documents directly on the Web. Browsing features are
seamlessly integrated with the editing and remote
access features in a uniform environment. This
follows the original vision of the Web as a space for
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collaboration and not just a one-way publishing
medium.

FREE Arduino Y Free Open Source Software (FOSS) IDE for Arduino.

$49.99 BBEdit Y

BBEdit is the leading professional HTML and text
editor for macOS. This award-winning product has
been crafted to serve the needs of writers, Web
authors and software developers, and provides an
abundance of features for editing, searching, and
manipulation of prose, source code, and textual data.

$199.00/user first
year

CLion for Mac Y A cross-platform IDE for C and C++.

$6.99 iWriter Pro Y
iWriter Pro is elegant and minimalist text editor with
built-in Markdown support. Distraction-free and
subscription-free. Available on the Mac App Store

$49.95 MarsEdit Y
Write, preview, publish, and archive your blog from a
Mac.

FREE Mu Y
Mu is a Python code editor for beginner programmers
based on extensive feedback given by teachers and
learners.

$89.00 PHPStorm Y PHP IDE.

FREE PyCharm Community Y Python IDE.

SHAREWARE RegExRX Y

A complete regular expression development tool
meant for novices and professionals alike, this editor
has many features designed to help in the
development and storage of regular expressions.
Based on the PCRE library, RegExRX will allow a
user to craft patterns that are compatible with most
regular expression flavors and will let them easily
copy those patterns to other languages like Perl,
Ruby, PHP and REALbasic.

FREE SeaMonkey Y

Free Open Source Software (FOSS) The SeaMonkey
project is a community effort to develop the
SeaMonkey Internet Application Suite (see below).
Such a software suite was previously made popular
by Netscape and Mozilla, and the SeaMonkey project
continues to develop and deliver high-quality updates
to this concept. Containing an Internet browser, email
& newsgroup client with an included web feed reader,
HTML editor, IRC chat and web development tools,
SeaMonkey is sure to appeal to advanced users, web
developers and corporate users.

$30.00 Sentenza Desktop Y
Develop native OS X applications using HTML5,
CSS3 and JavaScript.

$89.99 Synalyze It! Pro Y Analyze and edit binary files of any size.

$9.99 TableFlip Y Markdown & CSV table editor. 
Spp Store

$53.34 TextMate Y
Powerful and customizable text editor with support for
a huge list of programming languages and developed
as open source.

FREE VimR Y A refined VIm editor for the Mac.

Use the full power of the modern JavaScript
ecosystem – WebStorm’s got you covered! Enjoy the
intelligent code completion, on-the-fly error detection,
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$59.00 WebStorm Y powerful navigation and refactoring for JavaScript,
TypeScript, stylesheet languages, and all the most
popular frameworks.

$29.99 Whisk Y

Tumult Whisk is the lightweight HTML and PHP editor
with a live preview pane that displays the updated
page as you type. It is an essential app for your web
dev toolkit.

$390.00 XMLmind Y
XMLmind XML Editor is a strictly validating, near
WYSIWYG, XML editor

Libraries

FREE Mono Y

Mono is an open source implementation of Microsoft's
.NET Framework based on the ECMA standards for
C# and the Common Language Runtime. A growing
family of solutions and an active and enthusiastic
contributing community is helping position Mono to
become the leading choice for development of cross
platform applications.

FREE Sparkle N

Sparkle is Free Open Source Software (FOSS)
available under the permissive MIT license, and is
developed on GitHub by the Sparkle Project with the
help of dozens of valued contributors. Developers can
include this module in their Cocoa applications (five-
step install!) to get instant self-update functionality.

Miscellaneous

FREE AppGraphics - App Icon and Screenshot Generator Y

AppGraphics offers you the possibility to quickly
generate graphic resources for your iOS applications
with ease. The app allows you to rely on the built-in
collection of designs and templates, or you can
choose to import custom imagery. 
Mac App Store

FREE Creo for Mac Y
Design and Build Native Apps. Easier. Faster. Low-
Code Native App Development Platform. Creo gives
you the superpowers to create iOS and macOS apps.

FREE jGRASP Y

jGRASP is a lightweight development environment,
created specifically to provide automatic generation of
software visualizations to improve the
comprehensibility of software. jGRASP is
implemented in Java, and runs on all platforms with a
Java Virtual Machine (Java version 1.8 or higher).
jGRASP produces Control Structure Diagrams
(CSDs) for Java, C, C++, Objective-C, Python, Ada,
and VHDL; Complexity Profile Graphs (CPGs) for
Java and Ada; UML class diagrams for Java; and has
dynamic object viewers and a viewer canvas that
work in conjunction with an integrated debugger and
workbench for Java. The viewers include a data
structure identifier mechanism which recognizes
objects that represent traditional data structures such
as stacks, queues, linked lists, binary trees, and hash
tables, and then displays them in an intuitive
textbook-like presentation view.

$49.99 Paw Y

Paw is a full-featured HTTP client that lets you test
and describe the APIs you build or consume. It has a
beautiful native macOS interface to compose
requests, inspect server responses, generate client
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code and export API definitions.

$11.50 SimPholders Y
Access all applications from your menu bar. gives
developers quick access to apps under development.

$9.99 SnippetsLab Y

Supercharge your productivity with SnippetsLab — a
full-featured, professional code snippets manager. It
helps you create your personal code library, keeps
everything impeccably organized, and always at the
ready for use. SnippetsLab makes it simple to
manage all your contents with multi-level folders,
shortcuts, tags, and Smart Groups

$55.00 UI Browser Y

UI Browser is the ultimate assistant for Apple's
Accessibility and AppleScript GUI Scripting
technologies. It helps you to explore, monitor, and
control the user interface of most applications running
on macOS.

Packaging & Deployment

$350.00 AppProtect Y

With AppProtect, anyone can click to protect a
compiled application. The protected Mac or Windows
application must be activated to run on the customer
computer. Use AppProtect alone for a manual
activation process where you provide a unique
password to each computer.

FREE Now

Now is a global deployment network built on top of all
existing cloud providers. It makes teams productive
by removing servers and configuration, giving you a
seamless developer experience to build modern
scalable web apps.

FREE Packages
Packages lets you create distribution and installation
packages.

Programming Languages

FREE Agena Y

$197.00 DbVisualizer (Java)

DbVisualizer is a feature-rich, intuitive, cross-platform
database tool for developers and DBA's providing a
single powerful interface for a variety of databases.
DbVisualizer supports simultaneous database
connections; it lets you explore and manage database
objects, execute SQL queries, visualize information,
and a lot more. Free of charge for commercial and
non-commercial use. This edition provides basic level
features useful for most users.

$1999.00 Install4j (Java)
install4j is a powerful multi-platform Java installer
builder that generates native installers and application
launchers for Java applications.

$59.00
[Integrity Pro]
(https://peacockmedia.software/mac/integrity-pro/

link checker and much more. Find broken links,
sitemap, SEO and more. All the features of Integrity
Plus. Fast, efficient, accurate link checker. Manage
multiple sites, search, filter, export. Site-wide html
validation. A number of tests are made to the html of
each page as they are scanned, with a focus on well-
formedness and issues that may have consequences.
For a strict validation, a page can be passed to the
w3c validator with a single click.

IntelliJ IDEA lets you code without a hitch. It practices
a non-intrusive, intuitive approach to help you write,
debug, refactor, test and learn your code. Thanks to
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$149.00 IntelliJ IDEA (Java)
its deep understanding of languages and
technologies, IntelliJ IDEA provides a second pair of
hands for you when you need them. Playing the game
by your rules without ever getting in your way - that's
what we believe is the key to a productive and
pleasant development.

FREE Julia (REALBasic) N

Julia was designed from the beginning for high
performance. Julia programs compile to efficient
native code for multiple platforms via LLVM. Julia
provides asynchronous I/O, metaprogramming,
debugging, logging, profiling, a package manager,
and more. One can build entire Applications and
Microservices in Julia.

$111.18 MBS Plug-in (REALBasic) N

REALBasic development classes and controls. A
collection of several plug-in parts which extend the
REALbasic development environment with over 500
classes and 3 controls featuring over 12000
documented functions.

FREE Processing Y

Processing is a flexible software sketchbook and a
language for learning how to code. Since 2001,
Processing has promoted software literacy within the
visual arts and visual literacy within technology. There
are tens of thousands of students, artists, designers,
researchers, and hobbyists who use Processing for
learning and prototyping.

$1.99 Python Runner Y

Write and run Python code instantly! Python Runner is
a handy tool for learning Python and running Python
script for daily tasks. Simply type Python code and
press “⌘R” to run it, that is all!

FREE Racket Y

Racket is a popular variant of the Scheme
programming language. Its features and benefits
include: * Grow your Program: Racket's interactive
mode encourages experimentation, and quick scripts
easily compose into larger systems. Small scripts and
large systems both benefit from native-code JIT
compilation. When a system gets too big to keep in
your head, you can add static types. * Grow your
Language: Extend Racket whenever you need to.
Mold it to better suit your tasks without sacrificing
interoperability with existing libraries and without
having to modify the tool chain. When less is more,
you can remove parts of a language or start over and
build a new one. * Grow your Skills: Whether you're
just starting out, want to know more about
programming language applications or models,
looking to expand your horizons, or ready to dive into
research, Racket can help you become a better
programmer and system builder.

FREE Rust Y

A language empowering everyone to build reliable
and efficient software. Rust is blazingly fast and
memory-efficient: with no runtime or garbage
collector, it can power performance-critical services,
run on embedded devices, and easily integrate with
other languages.

Scala

Scala combines object-oriented and functional
programming in one concise, high-level language.
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FREE Scala Y Scala's static types help avoid bugs in complex
applications, and its JVM and JavaScript runtimes let
you build high-performance systems with easy access
to huge ecosystems of libraries.

Tools

FREE GitKraken Y Git client.

$59.00 SmartGit Y
SmartGit is a graphical Git client with support for SVN
and Pull Requests for GitHub and Bitbucket. SmartGit
runs on Windows, macOS and Linux.

Website Creation & Validation

FREE Balthisar Tidy Y Tidy up HTML code removing mistakes during editing.

$99.99 Blocs Y
Fast, easy to use and powerful visual web design
software, that lets you create responsive websites
without writing code.

$79.95 EverWeb Y
Create beautiful, responsive, websites without any
code. Just drag and drop your own images, text and
anything else - anywhere you want.

$14.99 maGalleryCreator Y

Create responsive web gallery pages and slideshows
in just a few clicks. Make use of the predefined
templates and modify the properties at your needs.
You can easily integrate the produced pages/html
code into your own webpages. 
App Store

$59.05 Mobirise for Mac Y

Create fast, mobile and high-ranking websites! No
coding and free. Mobirise is a free offline app for
Windows and Mac to easily create small/medium
websites, landing pages, online resumes and
portfolios. 4000+ beautiful website blocks, templates
and themes help you to start easily.

$59.05 RapidCart Pro Y

RapidCart Pro makes it easy to build and manage a
powerful and fully customizable online store with
RapidWeaver™. RapidCart Pro has the enterprise-
class features and the flexibility you need to create an
Ecommerce solution tailored to your unique needs.

FREE RocketCake Y
RocketCake is a free website builder for creating
responsive websites. For beginners and professional
web developers. No programming needed.

FREE Sparkle Free Y

Updating websites used to be a chore, a painful
process of arguing with your designer or fighting your
wordpress install. Introducing Sparkle, the website
builder for people who don’t (usually) build websites.
Single site. 3 pages maximum. “Made with Sparkle”
branding.

$79.99 Sparkle Pro Y

Updating websites used to be a chore, a painful
process of arguing with your designer or fighting your
wordpress install. Introducing Sparkle, the website
builder for people who don’t (usually) build websites.

FREE TotalValidator Y
Check your website today with Total Validator.
Perform multiple validations with just one click.

$54.30 TOWeb Y
Create a modern website or eShop without
programming and without subscription. Host it
anywhere.
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$55.50 Thorium Builder

Thorium Builder lets you create Progressive Web
Apps (PWA) and responsive web sites without coding.
Unleash your creativity and boost your productivity.
No technical skills required! Powered by Bootstrap 4
& Framework 7. Includes database management and
GoogleMap API.

FREE Wolf
Wolf 2 is natively available for your Mac, iPhone and
iPad. This gives you freedom to design your websites
on both your mobile and desktop devices.

Integrated
with the
powerful
Bootstrap
Framework,
Wolf
generates
website
layouts that
work
beautifully on
desktops,
tablets and
mobile
devices.
Available on
the Mac App
Store

Education

Engineering

$3,149.00 LabVIEW Full Y

LabVIEW has been the most popular test and
measurement development software for enineers and
scientists. No software improves productivity better
than LabVIEW. With its intuitive graphical
programming language, you can focus more on
solving engineering challenges and less on
developing software. With the introduction of the
LabVIEW Community edition, you can now use the
gold-standard for test and measurement development
for your personal non-commercial and non-academic
projects. Recommended for inline advanced
mathematics and signal processing. Required for
signal processing add-ons. Required for real-time and
FPGA hardware.

$5,249.00 LabVIEW Professional Y

LabVIEW has been the most popular test and
measurement development software for enineers and
scientists. No software improves productivity better
than LabVIEW. With its intuitive graphical
programming language, you can focus more on
solving engineering challenges and less on
developing software. With the introduction of the
LabVIEW Community edition, you can now use the
gold-standard for test and measurement development
for your personal non-commercial and non-academic
projects. Recommended for applications requiring
code validation. Includes code and application
deployment capabilities. Includes multiple software
engineering add-ons.

Geography
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$0.99 Earth 3D (4+)

Turn your monitor into a realistic space shuttle
window! Our planet looks exactly as it's seen by
astronauts. You see the blackness of outer space with
sparks of stars on it. You are flying around the Earth,
a colorful ball with a veil of atmosphere. 
the Mac App Store

Health and fitness

FREE* Complete Anatomy 2020

Complete Anatomy +Courses allows you to
experience the world's most advanced anatomy
learning platform. With groundbreaking innovations
such as patented state-of-the-art tools, 3D recordings
with audio and moving muscles, you can free yourself
from other static atlases and elevate your learning in
an entirely new way! Medical students, medical
professionals and lifelong learners will love interacting
with over 6,200 high-resolution anatomical structures
in breathtaking 3D.

245.00€ Escape Medical Viewer Y

EMV 5 is the latest version of Escape's medical
(DICOM) viewer, anonymizer and converter. A native
64-bit Cocoa application, EMV 5 combines powerful
features with intuitiveness, elegance and ease of use.

Language

FREE Rabbit Converter
Rabbit is a Zawgyi to Myanmar unicode, Myanmar
unicode to Zawgyi converter.

$6.99 SpellBoard Y Practice spelling words in any language.

FREE Vocabulary Teacher Y

Learning foreign languages is easy with Vocabulary
Teacher! This marvelous utility makes language
learning fun and efficient. It's free to use and it's
compatible with Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Android
and Kindle.

$4.99 WordWeb Pro Y
Comprehensive international English thesaurus and
dictionary.

Mathematics

FREE Eigenmath Y
Symbolic math program for people who need to
compute with symbols as well as numbers.

FREE GeoGebra Classic Y

a dynamic mathematics software for all levels of
education that joins arithmetic, geometry, algebra, and
calculus. It offers multiple representations of objects in
its graphics, algebra, and spreadsheet views that are
all dynamically linked.

$49.95 MathType N

Interactive equation editor that lets you create
mathematical notation for word processing, Web
pages, desktop publishing, presentations, and for
TeX, LaTeX, and MathML documents.

$6.99 MathBoard Fractions Y
Fraction App woth activities to teach terms, providing
interactive examples, and quizes.

$3.99 PhySyCalc Y

PhySyCalc allows you to include unit symbols in your
calculations, obtaining the answer in the desired unit
without those extra unit conversion steps. On top of
this great simplification, PhySyCalc knows every
fundamental physical constant. It even knows
physical properties for elements and isotopes in the
periodic table.
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$29.99 PocketCAS

PocketCAS is a very advanced mathematics
application which can help you with any kind of math
problem, from elementary school all the way up to
calculus, algebra and statistics. It can replace your old
graphing calculator, help you with your homework,
and assist you in any kind of calculation for university
or work. This app is an indispensable tool for every
student, teacher, and engineer. It makes college-level
calculus and algebra easy, and can help you in a wide
range of cases. It provides features comparable with
a TI-89 calculator, and combines them with a modern,
intuitive interface and incredible graphics capabilities.

FREE polyTool Y

polyTool handles rational polynomials with fraction or
integer coefficients of unlimited length. Both regular
and modular arithmetic can be done. Primitive
polynomials and their accompanying polynomial finite
fields can be generated. And the roots of a rational
polynomial can be found.

$8.99 Soulver

Soulver helps you do quick calculations and work
things out. It's quicker to use than a spreadsheet, and
smarter and clearer than a traditional calculator. You
type out your problems as you would on paper, and
Soulver calculates your answer as you type. You can
do calculations over multiple lines, and use words
alongside your numbers so they make sense. Soulver
is great for adding things up, easily doing
percentages, and converting things, like currencies.

Science

$750.00 CrystalMaker Y
Build, display, and manipulate all kinds of crystal and
molecular structures.

$24.99 DrawMol Y Visualize and build molecular structures.

$40.00 FX Chem Y Type chemical equations.

FREE GEE

An education and outreach tool for seismology that
aims to make it easy for non-seismologists to retrieve,
display and analyze seismic data. NO LONGER
UNDER DEVELOPMENT

FREE Jmol
Jmol is a free, open source molecule viewer for
students, educators, and researchers in chemistry
and biochemistry.

$139.99 MacArgon

Simulate argon retention in minerals and rocks.
Arbitrary pressure-temperature-time paths can be
input that a rock must follow, and calculations are
performed as to the diffusion of argon from the
mineral grains in question.

$5.99 Moon Atlas Y

Moon Atlas is an astronomy application that lets you
use then mouse or pinch and finger gestures to
manipulate a 3D globe of the Moon. This is a
rendered sphere and not a static map image. As you
zoom in more labels appear as finer detail comes into
view. You can double tap on the labels to get more
information about a particular feature. 
the Mac App Store

Physics 101 contains over 75 equations and over a
dozen simulations and tools covering the most
important aspects of physics. Simulate a circuit, or
launch a projectile, or work with the most common
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$4.95 Physics force diagram situations, and more. Whether you are
a teacher wanting to augment your lessons or a
student wanting better grasp of the material, Physics
101 is your go-to solution.

$3.99 SkySafari Y

SkySafari 6 shows you 120,000 stars, 222 of the best-
known star clusters, nebulae, and galaxies in the sky;
including all of the Solar System's major planets and
moons, and more than 200 asteroids, comets, and
satellites. Available on the Mac app Store

$11.99 SkySafari Plus Y

SkySafari 6 Plus shows you 2.5 million stars, and
32,000 deep sky objects; including the entire NGC/IC
catalog, and 7,000 asteroids, comets, and satellites
with updatable orbits. Plus, state of the art mobile
telescope control. Available on the Mac app Store

$23.99 SkySafari Pro Y

SkySafari 6 Pro includes over 100 million stars, 3
million galaxies down to 18th magnitude, and 750,000
solar system objects; including every comet and
asteroid ever discovered.* Plus, state of the art mobile
telescope control. Available on the Mac app Store

FREE Stellarium Y

Stellarium is a free GPL software which renders
realistic skies in real time with OpenGL. With
Stellarium, you really see what you can see with your
eyes, binoculars or a small telescope. Stellarium is
also used in real planetariums.

Reference Management Tools

$59.99 Bookends Y

A full-featured and cost-effective bibliography,
reference, and information management system for
students and professionals. Bookends is unicode-
savvy, so you can mix Roman (English, French,
German, etc.) and non-Roman (Japanese, Greek,
Hebrew, etc.) characters..

Teaching/Learning Tools

FREE Anki

Anki is a program which makes remembering things
easy. Because it is a lot more efficient than traditional
study methods, you can either greatly decrease your
time spent studying, or greatly increase the amount
you learn.

$1.99 Digit Span Y Excercise your memory and remember more.

FREE Globe Geography 3D Y

Globe Geography 3D - is an interactive, annotated
globe with over 100 original images that gives the
user both a conceptual overview and the descriptive
information on various topics, which are organized
into different sections. Interactive visualizations on a
physical sphere can be turned and viewed from all
angles. A great aid to teachers for visualizing earth
and space with their students. A must have for
anyone who loves to discover the world. 
the Mac App Store

FREE Listening Music Teacher Y Your personal Chord Trainer that Listens to You.

FREE Moodle N
Free Open Source Software (FOSS) course
management system.

Psykinematix Student Edition is the ideal educational
and research tool to introduce students to visual
psychophysics, the science behind eye testing. It is
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$99.00 Psykinematix Student Edition N

our most affordable solution for students in an
optometry & vision science program, studying
experimental psychology or cognitive science:
students can start designing and running many
standard protocols in no time. No programming is
required and many examples and step-by-step
tutorials are available.

FREE Structorizer Y create Nassi-Schneiderman Diagrams (NSD)

$24.99 Studies Y

Some things in your life have to be memorized. Facts,
formulas, words, pictures, dates, procedures, even
names and faces. Everything you do includes
information that needs to reside in your head. Studies
can help with that. Studies is a flashcard app for the
serious student, with editions for Mac®, iPhone® and
iPad®. It's a tool to extend your knowledge, and it
doesn't matter what it is you want to learn —
medicine, law, history, driving, aviation, fine art, music,
or martial arts — from simple day-to-day tidbits, to
knowledge of life changing importance. Studies is an
app to help you achieve your learning goals.

Weather

FREE* Forecast Bar - Weather + Radar Y

Forecast Bar offers hyper accurate, hyper local live
weather and forecasts right in your menu bar or as a
dock app. With your choice of The Weather Company
or Dark Sky, always have the most accurate weather
data. iCloud Sync keeps your locations and settings in
sync across your devices. Available from the Mac app
Store

$3.99 Outside Y

Your local weather, at a glance. A minimla weather
App that displays the correct weather information right
when you need it the most. Available on the Mac App
Store

FREE* Weather 5 days Y

Weather 5 days is a great FREE weather app with the
following features: hourly forecast for the next 24
hours, daily forecast for the next 5 days. 
from the Mac app Store

FREE* LuckGrib for Mac Y
Download and view GRIB weather forecast data. Built
for sailors. Recommended for everybody interested in
the weather. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Weather Dock: Desktop forecast Y

Weather Dock puts the weather right on your desktop.
With a glance at the dock icon, you can see the
current weather conditions, today's or tomorrow's
forecast. With a single click you can access detailed
current conditions and 7-day weather forecast.
Available from the Mac app Store

FREE* WeatherBug Y

Get all the weather information you need straight from
your menu bar with WeatherBug! See real-time
weather conditions, get severe weather alerts, check
the hourly forecast, and see a live radar view for all
your favorite locations. Available from the Mac app
Store

Entertainment

Music

Display current song lyrics on your desktop.
DesktopLyrics is an application that displays the lyrics
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FREE DesktopLyrics for Mac

of the song currently playing in the Apple Music app
right on your desktop. The lyrics for the song have to
be set in directly in the music file, DesktopLyrics does
nothing to fetch lyrics if they aren't available. If you
don't want to type-in all your lyrics manually you can
use applications like "iFetchLyrics", "Get Lyrical" or
"Lyrics Finder". Available from the Mac App Store

$39.96 NoteBurner Spotify Music Converter

NoteBurner Spotify Music Converter is a well-
designed audio converter for Spotify. It can remove
DRM from Spotify music and make it possible to save
Spotify music to local computer or play it on your
music player. Besides, you can use NoteBurner
Spotify Music Converter to convert Spotify music to
mp3, aac, flac or wav format according to your need.
Before conversion, there are flexible settings for you
to choose.

FREE** QMidi Pro Y

QMidi is the ultimate multimedia karaoke player for
the Macintosh. It can organize and play many types of
media files, including movies and .CDG files, and
allows easy text and chords editing/synchronization. It
features real time pitch shifting, time stretching and
the ability to display karaoke and movie content in full
screen mode, even on a second monitor.

FREE* Spotify for Mac
Enjoy ad-free music, offline listening, and more.
Cancel anytime.

FREE Wotja

Wotja uses a powerful "Cut-up" technique to quickly
help create novel text ideas for lyrics, songs, poems,
haiku, stories, copy writing, etc. Wotja can also create
optional random mixes of relaxing generative music.

Games

Action

$1.99 Doom & Destiny

Doom & Destiny is an old-school RPG with tons of
attitude, content and comedy! Help Nigel, Mike,
Johnny and Francis, four nerdy friends, to fight their
way through the funniest quest they ever had!
Available on the Mac App Store

$2.99 Illuminations

Illuminations is an action game centered around
fireworks. The goal is to shoot the rising rockets in
order to set them off. Do a good job and you'll create
a spectacular show of light. Miss too many rockets,
and it's game over. Enemies will spawn to slow down
your attempts. Shoot them as well to add to the show,
and to prevent them from stopping you. Each rocket
you miss will lower the crowd excitement meter, as
will each stun shot you receive from enemies. Hitting
rockets will raise the meter. If the meter reaches zero,
it's game over.

FREE Parsec N
Fast-paced multiplayer cross-platform 3D Internet
space combat.

FREE* Planet of Cubes Survival Craft Y

Welcome to Planet of Cubes - the ONLY SURVIVAL
Real-Time Multiplayer block building Game with
thousands of players online in the MASSIVE open
world made of cubes and blocks. Make new friends in
the spawn zone. Add them to the Friends List and
move forward to explore massive open world. Find
and mine resources like cobblestone, ore, gold and
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diamonds. Craft armor, weapon and various tools like
pickaxes, hoes and axes to progress faster. Craft and
use Furnace to create new blocks and items like glass
or iron. Survive together with friends or alone!
Available on the Mac App Store

$9.99 Shadow Tactics Y

Shadow Tactics is a hardcore tactical stealth game
set in Japan around the Edo period. Take control of a
team of deadly specialists and sneak in the shadows
between dozens of enemies. Choose your approach
when infiltrating mighty castles, snowy mountain
monasteries or hidden forest camps. Set traps, poison
your opponents or completely avoid enemy contact.
Available on the Mac App Store

$1.99 Trine Y

Trine™ is a fantasy action game where the player can
create and use physics-based objects to beat
hazardous puzzles and threatening enemies. Set in a
world of great castles and strange machinery, three
heroes are bound to a mysterious device called the
Trine in a quest to save the kingdom from evil.
Available on the Mac App Store

$1.99 Trine 2 Y

Trine™ 2 is a sidescrolling game of action, puzzles
and platforming. You play as one of the Three Heroes
who make their way through dangers untold in a
fantastical fairytale world. Physics-based puzzles with
fire, water, gravity and magic; Wicked Goblins; Climb
the tallest trees and towers in the enchanted forest!
Available on the Mac App Store

FREE* World of Cubes Survival Craft Y

Create your own worlds with thousands of random
players or friends online in Multiplayer mode or start
your own survival game on the infinite randomly
generated maps! Explore universes and random
worlds created by others. Upload your own maps and
creations from single player mode to online
Multiplayer server to play with others! Build whatever
you can dream of by yourself or with many other
users online in real time Multiplayer mode. Protect
your own online creations with passwords so that only
friends and people you know can access them!
Available on the Mac App Store

$11.99 Worms Revolution Y

Worms™ Revolution sticks an exploding sheep under
worm-on-worm conflict and blasts it squarely into the
21st century. With 32 single player missions, 20 single
player puzzles, online or local multiplayer for up to 4
players, 3 multiplayer modes, customisation, worm
classes and dynamic water!

Adventure

$12.99 80 Days for Mac via Steam

Phileas Fogg has wagered he can circumnavigate the
globe. Hundreds of journeys, thousands of routes.
Travel by steamer, express train, airship, hover-car,
hydrofoil, gyrocopter, camel, horse-back, hot-air
balloon... Can you make it in 80 Days?

$14.95 Clan Lord

Clan Lord is a world of high fantasy role-playing on
the Internet. Join thousands of players around the
world whose online characters are exiled to a
dangerous island chain, threatened by monsters,
sorcery, and political strife. Not just hack and slash --
heal the wounded, study magic, and solve puzzles.
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FREE* The Secret Society

Solve puzzles and riddles in a hidden object mobile
adventure! Seek and piece together notes to solve
great enigmas. Immerse yourself in a mysterious
story with unexpected plot twists while you explore
worlds full of enchanting characters. Swap and match
gems in an ingenious puzzle wrapped in a hidden
objects mystery. Enjoy updates with additional quests
to find clues and continue your own journey. 
on the Mac App Store

Arcade

FREE [Allenroids]https://allenmonroesmith.bitbucket.io) Y

Allenroids is a freeware Asteroids game. Way back in
the olden days when Mac OS X was young, there
weren't many games on the platform. So I wrote one.
Due either to its devilish simplicity or my raving
egomania, it remains one of my favorite arcade
games. So Allenroids proudly marches on into the
modern era, complete with this frighteningly antique
webpage.

FREE Impossible Twisty Dots Y

Fun dots placing game, thousands levels, hundreds
hours of entertainment. Very challenging and
addicting puzzle game. This is a simple game with
simple rules. Just click to shoot the dot, and don't
touch the dots on the circle. Over 1000 Exciting
Levels to beat! It's a fun physics based arcade game,
recommended both for children and adults! The
challenge increases with each level. New style classic
free puzzle game. Download from the Mac App Store

FREE* Rapid Jump Y

Control the lovely spirit jump to the board, do not
touch the thorns, do not jump down, eat more life to
add scores, down deep score higher and higher, your
score will be upload to the leaderboard, and the
world's small partners with the first fight! interesting!
Available on the Mac App Store

$0.99 The Dark Eye – Chains of Satinav 12+ Y

Face your Destiny! In Andergast, whose inhabitants
are considered to be superstitious, King Efferdan
awaits a state visit from high-ranking dignitaries. For
centuries the kingdom has been at odds with
neighboring Nostria, but now first steps are being
undertaken toward a lasting peace. 
Mac App Store

$8.99 Tacoma Y

Tacoma is a narrative adventure from the creators of
Gone Home, set aboard a high-tech space station in
the year 2088. As you go about your mission, you’ll
explore every detail of how the station’s crew lived
and worked, finding the clues that add up to a
gripping story of trust, fear, and resolve in the face of
disaster. Available from the Mac App Store

$9.99 Titan Attacks! Y
Space Invaders game where the Earth is under attack
from evil aliens from Titan!

Board Games

FREE Backgammon Masters Online

Backgammon Masters is a wonderfully executed
game of backgammon in medieval style. It has very
simple and easy to use interface for real fans of this
popular board game! Backgammon is one of the
oldest board games in the world, beginnings of which
date back to more than 5000 years. Despite its old
age millions of people all around the world enjoy this
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game up to this day. Play with friends, organize
tournaments and improve your skill! One match will
only take you 5 to 30 minutes.

FREE GreenChess Chess Software for macOS and iOS

$14.99 SparkChess

SparkChess is the only chess game that puts fun first.
With a choice of boards, computer opponents and
online play it delivers a first-class game of chess
that's as accessible to experts as it is to novices, kids
and anyone else who wants to discover how
enjoyable this ancient strategy board game really is.

$24.99 The Jackbox Party Pack Y

Long gone are quiet nights in watching the same old
TV shows – The Jackbox Party Pack is here!
Experience five fun games in one great pack – giving
you the perfect excuse for rounding up friends, family
and fellow gamers for a few hours of gaming delight –
whatever the day, whatever the occasion. You’re
gonna need more than one party for this. Included
are: YOU DON’T KNOW JACK 2015; Fibbage XL;
Drawful; Word Spud; Lie Swatter

Card Games

FREE Chitarrella
Chitarrella is a single program to play 11 Italian card
games, including the most popular ones: Scopone,
Tressette and Briscola.

FREE Fun Bridge

FunBridge is a bridge game. It enables you to play
deals at your own pace, whenever you want, and rank
yourself against hundreds of other players (as well as
your friends) who have played the same deals as you
under the same conditions (indeed, you play with 3
computers at the table and these are the same for all
players). You can watch a replay of how other players
have played (bidding and card play), replay deals, see
your live scores and even pause a deal to resume it
later. For each deal, you are compared to other
players and it is possible to watch a replay of how
each player has played, making FunBridge an ideal
tool to progress.

$99.00 Poker Copilot

Poker Copilot tracks your hand history and provides a
heads-up display (HUD) for poker. It works with Full
Tilt Poker, PokerStars, Winamax, Merge Network,
Ongame Network, and 888 Poker. Cash games and
tournaments are supported.

Emulators

FREE Dolphin Y

Dolphin is an emulator for two recent Nintendo video
game consoles: the GameCube and the Wii. It allows
PC gamers to enjoy games for these two consoles in
full HD (1080p) with several enhancements:
compatibility with all PC controllers, turbo speed,
networked multiplayer, and even more!

FREE Macintosh.js Y
Emulator written in Javascript of a 1991 Macintosh
Quadra 900 running Mac OS 8.

FREE ScummVM Y

ScummVM is a program which allows you to run
certain classic graphical adventure and role-playing
games, provided you already have their data files.
The clever part about this: ScummVM just replaces
the executables shipped with the games, allowing you
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to play them on systems for which they were never
designed! ScummVM is a complete rewrite of these
games' executables and is not an emulator.

FREE/$15.00 sixtyforce Y

sixtyforce is an emulator that runs Nintendo 64
games. It dynamically (in real-time!) translates
Nintendo 64 game code to run on your Mac. Nearly
every part of a Nintendo 64 has been reverse
engineered and painstakingly recreated in software to
give you the best possible experience.

Gaming Client

FREE GOG Galaxy Y

The gaming Client designed for a convenient
purchasing, playing and updating games, as well as
an online play between gaming platforms, GOG
GALAXY is also built with optionality in mind, and a
belief that you should own the games you buy.

Miscellaneous

$1.99 Brain App (4+) Y

Quick-play Brain Exercises - Pick an exercise, choose
difficulty and time settings and challenge yourself to
set high scores (or practice without any time limits).
Available from the Mac App Store

$8.99 Gone Home (12+) Y

A story exploration video game. You arrive home after
a year abroad. You expect your family to greet you,
but the house is empty. Something's not right. Where
is everyone? And what's happened here? Gone home
is an interactive exploration simulator. Interrogate
every detail of a seemingly normal house to discover
the story of the people who live there. Open any
drawer and door. Pick up objects and examine them
to discover clues. Uncover the events of one family's
lives by investigating what they've left behind.

FREE Jigsaw Puzzles Epic Y

Jigsaw Puzzles Epic is a jigsaw game with over
10,000 beautiful pictures in a wide variety of
categories. You can also create puzzles from your
own photos. This premium quality app is the perfect
choice for lovers of jig saw puzzles. 
Mac App Store

FREE PS Remote Play Y

Use the PS Remote Play application to control your
PlayStation®4 system from your computer. With this
application installed on your PC or Mac, you'll enjoy
immersive PlayStation® gaming while being
connected remotely to your PS4™ system.

Puzzles

$9.99 2x2 for Mac OS X Y

2x2 (two by two) is a multiplication puzzle game. Your
goal is to solve a multiplication puzzle where all digits
are replaced by letters. To achieve the best score, you
should solve the puzzle with a minimum number of
errors and in the shortest amount of time. Are you
ready for the challenge?

$1.99 Agent A: A puzzle in disguise

A stylish 60s themed world full of hidden contraptions
and clever logic based puzzles. The mission (should
you choose to accept it) is to infiltrate enemy spy
Ruby La Rouge's secret hideaway and catch her! Oh
and do be careful, Miss La Rouge has a taste for
dismissing agents such as yourself... 
the Mac App Store
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FREE Fishdom
Fishdom is a challenging and fun match-3 gameplay
with unique twists as you decorate tanks to create
cozy homes for lovely fish. Feed them, play with
them, and watch them interact with each other.

FREE* Impossible Twisty Dots Y

Fun dots placing game, thousands levels, hundreds
hours of entertainment. Very challenging and
addicting puzzle game. Available on the Mac App
Store

FREE* Jigsaw Puzzles Epic Y

Jigsaw Puzzles Epic is a jigsaw game with over
10,000 beautiful pictures in a wide variety of
categories. You can also create puzzles from your
own photos. This premium quality app is the perfect
choice for lovers of jig saw puzzles. 
Mac App Store

FREE Letterpress Y
Word game that offers real-time play against humans
and bots, definition lookup, chat, stats and
leaderboards. Available on the 

FREE Mahjong! Free Y
MahJong Solitaire is a matching game for one player.
The goal of the game is to remove all tiles out of the
board by pairs. Available on the Mac App Store

FREE* Mahjong Solitaire Epic for Mac Y

Mahjong Epic has been enjoyed by millions of people
for more than seven years. This new and improved
sequel brings the game to all new heights! Because of
its simple rules and engaging game play, Mahjong
Solitaire has become one of the most popular games
in the world. Whether you only have a few minutes to
spend, or many hours, Mahjong Solitaire Epic is your
perfect companion! Available on the Mac App Store

FREE* Sudoku Epic Y

Sudoku Epic is a free sudoku game with five different
sudoku games in one: Regular 9x9 puzzles, 6x6 mini,
Wordoku (also known as Letter Sudoku), Killer
Sudoku and daily soduko challenges. Killer Sudoku is
an exciting mix of sodoku and kakuro. Wordoku is
played with letters instead of numbers, and the
puzzles contain words that function as hints 
on the Mac App Store.

$3.99 Swim Out Y
Swim Out is a strategic, turn-based puzzle game with
smart and minimalistic design bathed in a bright and
peaceful atmosphere Available on the Mac App Store

FREE* Word Wow Big City Y

The worm is back for another adventure and this time
the race has moved to the city. Challenge your word
making skills to help navigate the worm down
buildings of death defying heights. Puzzle your way
down and around obstacles, before time runs out.
Think strategically to earn bonus points and stars.
Your live worldwide rank will be revealed at the end of
each level. Available on the Mac App Store

Simulations

$6.99 Bad North 12+

Your home is under attack. The king is dead at the
hands of Viking invaders. Hope is a distant glimmer in
the fog, fading fast with every passing moment. As
you rise to take your father’s place as ruler, it will fall
to you to stage your defenses. But make no mistake –
this is no fight for victory, but a desperate grasp for
survival. Available on the Mac App Store

Billiards is an amazing 3D computer simulation of five
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$4.95 Billiards different billiards games: 9-Ball, 8-Ball, Straight, 3-
Ball, and Snooker.

$4.99 Bridge Constructor Portal (4+) Y

Enter the Aperture Science Enrichment Center and
experience Bridge Constructor Portal – the unique
merging of the classic Portal™ and Bridge
Constructor™ games. As a new employee in the
Aperture Science test lab, it's your job to build
bridges, ramps, slides, and other constructions in 60
test chambers and get the Bendies safely across the
finish line in their vehicles.

$5.99 Dandara

The world of Salt hangs on the brink of collapse. The
citizens, once free spirits, now stand oppressed and
isolated. But not all is lost, for out this aether of fear
arises a heroine, a rawy of hope. Her name is
Dandara. Welcome to a unique metroidvania
platformer full of mystical creatures and boundless
exploration. Defy gravity as you jump across floors,
walls and ceilings alike. Available on the Mac app
Store

FREE Pinball

Pinball is an extremely entertaining 3D Pinball game
with lots of amazing effects and options. Enjoy
Pinball's sleek design and cool features, solo or
competing in 2 player mode. Post your score in our
Top 100 list and check how you are playing against
others around the globe.

$14.99 The Sims™ 2: Super Collection

Take your Sim from cradle to the grave through life’s
greatest moments! Create your own houses,
neighborhoods, Sims—then watch it all come to life!
Manage your Sims, so they experience the rewards of
a life well lived. Or neglect their needs, indulge in their
fears, and see what happens. Available from the Mac
App Store

FREE Township

Township lets you build your dream town! Harvest
crops, process them at your facilities, and sell goods
to develop your town. Trade with distant islands.
Open cafes, restaurants, and other community
buildings to give life in your town special flavor.
Explore the mine to get resources and find ancient
artifacts. Run your own zoo and collect animals from
around the world.

FREE War Thunder for Mac Y

War Thunder is the most comprehensive free-to-play,
cross-platform, MMO military game for Windows,
Linux, Mac, PlayStation®4, PlayStation®5, Xbox One
and Xbox Series X

$1.99 XAirports Y

XAirports is a utility app that allows owners of the
popular flight simulator "X-Plane" to easily set COM
and NAV radio frequencies and autopilot parameters
while flying. This avoids pausing the sim to look up,
memorize, and enter frequency data, as well as to
fiddle with virtual knobs. Availaible from the Mac App
Store

$59.99 X-Plane Y

A comprehensive flight simulator with 35 models of
aircraft to choose from and more options to download.
Fly over Earth or Mars and land at any of over 33,000
airports.

Strategy & War
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FREE Age of Conquest IV
Age of Conquest is a Risk-like turn-based grand
strategy war game. Wage colossal wars solo, against
the AI, or take on your gaming friends in cross-
platform multiplayer games.

FREE Battle for Wesnoth

Build up a great army, gradually turning raw recruits
into hardened veterans. In later games, recall your
toughest warriors and form a deadly host against
whom none can stand! Choose units from a large pool
of specialists, and hand-pick a force with the right
strengths to fight well on different terrains against all
manner of opposition.

$9.99 Iron Marines Y

A real-time, dynamic and deep strategy game that will
transport you to amazing and unknown planets.
Immersive, engaging gameplay, ridiculously appealing
art, and a touch of silly humor. Brave soldiers, mighty
mechas and powerful aliens await your command to
face the greatest challenges. Available on the Mac
App Store

$5.99 Kingdom Rush Y

Fight on forests, mountains, and wastelands,
customizing your defensive strategy with different
tower upgrades and specializations! Rain fire upon
your enemies, summon reinforcements, command
your troops, recruit elven warriors and face legendary
monsters on a quest to save the Kingdom from the
forces of darkness! Available on the Mac App Store

$5.99 Kingdom Rush Frontiers Y

Bigger and badder than ever before, Kingdom Rush:
Frontiers is a whole new level of the furiously fast,
enchantingly charming gameplay that made the
original title an award-winning hit. Tap your troops
through an epic (mis)adventure as you defend exotic
lands from dragons, man-eating plants, and ghastly
denizens of the underworld -all with flashy new
towers, levels, heroes, and more goodies to help you
crush your foes to a pulp. (Don't worry, we've still got
all the good ol' stuff from the last game, too. It's
vintage now.) Available on the Mac App Store

$9.99 Kingdom Rush Origins Y

The most addicting tower defense game returns in an
all-new prequel adventure - welcome to Kingdom
Rush Origins! Kingdom Rush Origins is the third
installment of the award-winning Kingdom Rush saga,
loved by millions and earning accolades from gamers
and critics around the globe. Take a trip back to the
beginning, before Vez’nan ever thought to threaten
the kingdom with the gem of power, and experience
even more of the lightning-fast, exceptionally
captivating gameplay that made the franchise a
cornerstone of essential tower defense games. In this
exciting prequel, command your elven army and
defend mystical lands from sea serpents, evil
sorcerers, and wave after wave of gnoll tribesmen, all
with the help of brand-spankin’ new towers, heroes,
and spells to fend off every last baddie. 
the Mac App Store

FREE Minesweeper U73 4+ Y
Classic game, mac style. Board size from small to
huge. Subtle ambient sounds. Available on the Mac
App Store

World Conqueror 3 is a newly-developed strategy
game released in 2015 by EASYTECH! Commander!

http://www.ageofconquest.com/
https://www.wesnoth.org/
https://www.ironhidegames.com/Games/iron-marines
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1462950428
https://www.ironhidegames.com/Games/kingdom-rush
https://apps.apple.com/app/id838989419
https://www.ironhidegames.com/Games/kingdom-rush-frontiers
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1137650165
https://www.ironhidegames.com/Games/kingdom-rush-origins
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1436752028/
http://www.pathos-software.com/
https://apps.apple.com/nl/app/minesweeper-u73/id1482533409


FREE World Conqueror 9+ Y War is about to begin. Lead your army and conquer
the world! Available on the Mac App Store

Home &
Personal

Automation

FREE Hammerspoon Y

This is a tool for powerful automation of OS X. At its
core, Hammerspoon is just a bridge between the
operating system and a Lua scripting engine. What
gives Hammerspoon its power is a set of extensions
that expose specific pieces of system functionality, to
the user.

FREE Homebridge Y

Homebridge is a lightweight NodeJS server that
emulates the iOS HomeKit API. Homebridge allows
you to integrate with smart home devices that do not
support the HomeKit protocol. Here are just some of
the manufacturers you can integrate with.

Automotive

FREE EOBD Facile Y

The best OBD2 scanner is worthless if it's not paired
with the best car diagnostic software. EOBD-Facile for
PC enables you to make the best use of your ELM327
and utilise the data of your vehicle. Download it for
free !

$4.99 Focus Dashcam Organizer Y
Focus Dashcam Organizer gives you a better way to
manage, export, and flag Tesla Dashcam videos.
Download from the Mac app Store

ebook Readers & Book
Managers

$2.99 Book Track Y

Book Track is the application built for iPhone, iPad
and Mac to easily keep track of the books you have
purchased and which you would like to read. Manage
your personal collection and wish list, searching for
books by name or author or entering them manually.
Digitizing your personal library has never been easier
or faster. {Available on the Mac App Store]
(https://apps.apple.com/us/app/book-track-library-
manager/id1496543317)

$9.99 Clearview Y

Clearview is an easy-to-use tabbed style e-book
reader for Mac, equipped with library shelf, supports
popular e-book formats as PDF, EPUB (DRM free),
CHM, and MOBI. You can make annotations, insert
bookmarks, and do searching freely. {Available on the
Mac App Store]
(https://itunes.apple.com/app/clearview/id557090104

$19.99 MarginNote 2 Pro Y

A brand new e-reader to better study and digest your
books. Integrating powerful tools for book annoation,
mindmapping, flashcards and more, to build up your
reading notes as never before. 
App Store

FREE Send to Kindle
With Send to Kindle, reading your personal
documents on a Kindle has never been easier.

Genealogy

Discover and experience your personal family history,
explore your origins, your ancestors, and how your

http://www.ieasytech.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id987738059
https://homebridge.io/
https://homebridge.io/
https://www.outilsobdfacile.com/software-eobd-facile-elm327.php
https://boundarylabs.com/Focus
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/focus-dashcam-organizer/id1476008241
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/book-track-library-manager/id1496543317
http://www.clearview-reader.com/clearview/
https://itunes.apple.com/app/clearview/id557090104
https://www.marginnote.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1035238564
https://www.amazon.com/gp/sendtokindle/mac


$29.99 MacFamilyTree Y

family has evolved over the course of time.
MacFamilyTree 9 offers you a wide range of options
to capture and visualize your family history. Search
the free FamilySearch archive, which contains billions
of genealogical entries, and continue your research
on the go, using MobileFamilyTree (available
separately) for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.

Health and Fitness

$8.99 GlucoAide

GlucoAide (was 1-2Tracker) is designed specifically
for people with diabetes. With GlucoAide, users can
easily track and graph their blood glucose tests as
well as track their weight on a day-by-day basis. The
program allows people with diabetes to keep food and
exercise logs along with a handy journal. GlucoAide
can store links to diabetes-related resources such as
websites, documents, folders, email addresses, etc.
In addition, diabetes-team contact information and
medication information can be stored. Data input is
quick and easy. Works with mmol/L and mg/dL.

$29.99 Diabetes Pilot

Diabetes Pilot allows you to track all of your diabetes-
related data on your Mac and is designed for all
people with diabetes - whether you use insulin, other
medications, or just diet and exercise, Diabetes Pilot
can help you organize and analyze your information.
Best of all, Diabetes Pilot for Mac works together with
the Diabetes Pilot iPhone/iPod app! Use your iPhone
to track your information when you're out, then sync
your data to your Mac to back it up, edit and analyze
it, and easily create beautiful, doctor-friendly reports
for printing or emailing.

$19.99 GPS Tracks Y

GPS Tracks is one of the best apps for editing and
creating tracks on your iPhone, iPad, or Mac. Sync all
of your saved tracks from GPS Tracks over iCloud for
editing and reviewing. Available on the Mac App Store

$25.00 MacDive

MacDive is your digital logbook for downloading and
logging your dives right from your dive computer!
Supporting over 50 models of computer from Atomic
Aquatics, Aeris, Mares, Oceanic, Suunto, and more,
it's back for version 2!

FREE* Massage Maps Y

Reflexology charts for Mac, iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch
and Apple Watch. Reflexology provides us an
effective alternative method of the massage. This
method uses pressure techniques on specific areas of
the body. These areas reflect real organs. The
massage of such reflex zones has a positive impact
on your body and health. In some cases it can heal
various medical conditions.

$4.00 Move! Y

Move! for Mac helps you get healthy at your desk.
Move! is a Mac application which will change the way
you work and live. Improve your overall health and
fitness by breaking with the bad habit of prolonged
sitting.

$2.99 Pocket Yoga for Mac Y

Roll out your mat, make your selections and you are
ready to go! Pocket Yoga recreates the experience of
being in an actual yoga studio. A soothing voice will
guide you through your entire practice while soothing
music plays in the background. You will even get

https://www.syniumsoftware.com/macfamilytree
http://ttpsoftware.com/glucoaide/
http://www.diabetespilot.com/mac
http://www.dmsoftwaresolutions.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/gps-tracks/id782896887
https://www.mac-dive.com/
http://massagemaps.bravecakes.com/
https://christiantietze.de/move-work-break/
https://www.pocketyoga.com/


directions on when to inhale and exhale. 
from the Mac App Store

$19.99 rubiTrack for Mac Y

rubiTrack – the most powerful way to track and
improve performance for runners, cyclists, triathletes
and enthusiasts in any sport. Available on the Mac
App Store

FREE Sluggard

This application was created to make you more
healthy by performing exercises during the day. Fight
sitting disease by taking steps to become more
physically active. Available on the Mac App Store

FREE Stretchly Y
Stretchly is cross-platform open source app that
reminds you to take breaks when working with
computer.

FREE TrailRunner Mini
TrailRunner mini is a trusty route planner for the
modern runner, based on the openStreetMap project.
Manage routes for running, hiking, biking and travel.

Hobbies & Crafts

$247.00 iTrain Y

iTrain offers an easy to use solution to control your
model railroad with your computer(s), especially if you
want to automate only parts of your layout and keep
control of the rest yourself. For example, automatic
block control avoids collisions and you control which
train is driving manually or fully automatically
according to a selected route.

$39.99 RailModeller Pro Y Design model railroad and slotcar layouts.

FREE RUMlogNG
for Mac

Y

RUMlogNG
is a HAM
radio
logging,
QSL
handling
and
printing
tool,
especially
made for
the short
wave DXer,
made by a
DXer.
Basic
logging
features
are
included for
the higher
bands up
to 1.2 cm
and for
satellite.
RUMlogNG
can handle
an
unlimited
number of
logs and
an
unlimited

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/pocket-yoga/id409206073
https://www.rubitrack.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/rubitrack-6/id1557892760
https://sluggardapp.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/sluggard/id1160131071
https://hovancik.net/stretchly/
https://www.trailrunnerx.com/trailrunnermini.php
https://www.berros.eu/en/itrain/
https://www.railmodeller.com/home-railmodeller.html
https://dl2rum.de/rumsoft/RUMsoft_Home.html


number of
QSOs per
log.
Clublog
data are
used for
automatic
DXCC
recognition.
A contest
module is
included.
Run RTTY
directly
using Fldigi
or your
Elecraft
transceiver.
Available
from the
Mac App
Store

FREE Sonos Y Control your Sonos Music System.

Inventory

$19.99 BluePlum Home Inventory Y

Blue Plum Home Inventory will help you make and
maintain a home inventory for any property you own.
It lets you organize your belongings in collections,
rooms, locations and/or assign one or more tags to
each one. It helps you add photos, videos, receipts,
manuals, contracts and any other document related to
your items.

$29.99 Dress Assistant

Dress Assistant allows you to catalog your entire
wardrobe on your laptop or desktop via photographs
and organize them into unique categories to mix,
match, and critique at will without any undue hassle.
You simply need to photograph your clothes either via
your computer’s camera or with your personal digital
camera and save them within the application. Once
inside the app mixing and matching clothes for any
occasion is as simple as selecting the wanted images
and dropping them into Dress Assistant’s arranging
screen.

$9.97 Librarian Pro Y

We all collect something, whether it's stamps, movies,
games, music, books or wine. Librarian Pro brings
sophistication and class to managing your collection!
Browse all of your items at a glance on a virtual
bookshelf, in a list, or in cover flow. Item artwork and
information is easily and automatically downloaded
from the web. Even track which items you have lent
out to friends; or, for small businesses, go as far as
recording late fees and due dates.

$29.95 Movie Collector for Mac Y

catalog your DVD movies in a database automatically
by just typing the movie title or scanning the DVD
barcode to download all data from various sources on
the Internet.

$29.95 Music Collector Y Catalog CDs, vinyl and music files on your PC or Mac

Track home belongings from a coffee maker to a car

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/rumlogng/id964454561
https://www.sonos.com/en/listen-your-way
https://theblueplum.com/mac/homeinventory/
https://www.dressassistant.com/index_mac.html
https://www.koingosw.com/products/librarianpro/
https://www.collectorz.com/movie/movie-collector
https://www.collectorz.com/music/music-collector


$7.99 Nano Home Inventory Y and even a house. You will always know where things
are, the end date of the warranty or insurance.
Available on the Mac App Store

iPhone/iPad Management

$39.99 AnyTrans iPhone Manager

Backup or migrate data from old phone to new
iPhone, and even move app with data from old
iPhone to new one. For the first time, AnyTrans users
can also mirror, record, and capture iPhone screen
from one place.

$19.99 Fix My iPhone Y

Fix My iPhone offers quick and instant solution to fix
your iOS 13 software issues without losing a single
byte of your data, no matter your device is in recovery
mode, white Apple logo, black screen, looping on
start, etc.

$29.95/year
[MacX
MediaTrans(https://www.macxdvd.com/mediatrans/)

Y

Your bulky 4k videos max out iPhone storage. Your
chaotic songs mess up music library. Your HD records
and HEIC photos run into format issues. Your
valuable data are exposed to cybertheft attacks. Meet
MacX MediaTrans - the best iTunes alternative.
Secure, backup and transfer photos, music, videos,
ringtone, ibook, iTunes purchases, etc, all in one fell
swoop. Say goodbye to space woes, data loss,
lengthy syncing, and other iTunes errors or
restrictions.

FREE PhotoSync
SEE
PHOTOGRAPHY:MISCELLANEOUS:PHOTOSYNC

$29.99 SyncBird Pro Y
Alternative to iTunes that helps you transfer music,
photos, videos, messages, contacts and more
between your iPhone, iPad, iPod, iTunes & Mac.

$29.95/year WinX MediaTrans Y
The Easiest Way to Transfer Photos, Videos and
Music between iPhone iPad and Computer.

Miscellaneous

FREE BOINC Y

BOINC lets you help cutting-edge science research
using your computer (Windows, Mac, Linux) or
Android device. BOINC downloads scientific
computing jobs to your computer and runs them
invisibly in the background. It's easy and safe. About
30 science projects use BOINC; examples include
Einstein@Home, IBM World Community Grid, and
SETI@home. These projects investigate diseases,
study global warming, discover pulsars, and do many
other types of scientific research.

$1.99 GPX Reader Y
READ YOUR GPX & TCX LOG FILES WITH THIS
TINY MAC APPLICATION. Available from the Mac
App Store

$29.95 PerfectTablePlan Y Create the best table seating plan in the least time.

FREE Router Y
Router is the best way to view & edit .GPX, .TCX,
.KML, .LOC, Garmin (.FIT), and Pioneer (.DB) GPS
route files on your Mac.

FREE Safelog Pilot Logbook Y

Whether you fly (or intend to fly) a Piper Cub, an
airliner, or even a helicopter, you've come to the right
place. This is the home of that really good electronic
pilot logbook system that you've been looking for--
Safelog has the most features, most polished user
experience, and the lowest total cost of any credible

https://erziman.com/en/home-inventory
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/nano-home-inventory/id1035159896
https://www.imobie.com/anytrans/iphone-manager.htm
https://www.minicreo.com/fix-my-iphone/
https://www.macxdvd.com/mediatrans/
https://www.minicreo.com/syncbird/
https://www.winxdvd.com/mediatrans/
https://boinc.berkeley.edu/
https://www.fousa.be/apps/gpx-reader-mac
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/gpx-reader/id543327839
https://www.perfecttableplan.com/
https://readmeansrun.com/router/
http://www.pilotlog.com/


pilot logbook system

$3.99 Thesis Generator Y

Thesis Generator creates persuasive, argumentative,
comparison, and analytical thesis statements based
on your opinions supporting and opposing topics.
Essay outline suggestions are provided for every
persuasive, argumentative, and comparison thesis
statement results. Availaible from the Mac App Store

Music

$9.99 Chords Compass Y

Over 250,000 chords you can use for your
GarageBand projects, song books and more! Find the
perfect chords for your songs on all popular music
instruments!

$3.99 eTuner Y
Chromatic tuning application to determine and display
musical pitch information as you play an instrument,
hum, or sing a note.

$19.99 iReal Pro Y

Tool to help musicians of all levels master their art. It
also simulates a real-sounding band that can
accompany you as you practice. The app also lets
you create and collect chord charts of your favorite
songs for reference.

FREE Last.fm Scrobbler for Mac Y

Explore Top Music Powered by your Scrobbles We
bring together your favourite music services and join
up listening, watching and sharing to connect your
musical world. Below you can visualise, in real-time,
the listening habits & trends of Last.fm's global
community. Go Explore.

FREE Matrix Maker X Y

Matrix Maker X is designed to facilitate the easy
creation and formatting of twelve-tone matrices (12 x
12 arrays) used in the composition and/or analysis of
twelve-tone music, as well as the creation and
formatting of 7 x 7, 6 x 6, and 5 x 5 matrices (or, for
that matter, matrices of any dimension from 2 x 2
through 12 x 12). Any number of matrices can be
created without exiting and re-initializing the
application; this is particularly advantageous if the
program is being used in a networked environment.
Extensive documentation in HTML format can be
viewed by utilizing any of the current Macintosh
browsers..

FREE MusicBrainz Picard Y
Picard is a cross-platform music tagger written in
Python.

FREE Native Access Y

Manage installation of Native Instrument products.
The easiest way to get all your music creation tools
ready for use Download, install, activate, and update
all your software from one place Spend more time
making music and less time managing products

$280.25 Pianoteq Y

A virtual instrument which you can install on your
computer. It can be used both in standalone mode
and as an instrument plug-in in VST, AAX, and
AudioUnits hosts.

$14.99** QMidi Y

QMidi is the ultimate multimedia karaoke player for
the Macintosh. It can organize and play many types of
media files, including movies and .CDG files, and
allows easy text and chords editing/synchronization. It
features real time pitch shifting, time stretching and
the ability to display karaoke and movie content in full

https://jgmobileapps.com/thesis-generator/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thesis-generator/id1023020023
https://neonway.com/product/chords-compass/
http://www.ebranta.com/
https://irealpro.com/#mac
https://www.last.fm/
https://johnmelby.com/matrix-maker.html
https://picard.musicbrainz.org/
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/specials/native-access/
https://www.pianoteq.com/
http://developer.larhythmix.com/samplefinder


screen mode, even on a second monitor.

$2.99 SampleFinder Y Move playlists, songs and radio stations.

$7.50 ScreenSleeves Y

Album cover artwork screensaver for Mac.
ScreenSleeves detects which music player is playing,
and displays cover art and details for the currently-
playing track.

$149.00 Sibelius Y

Whether you’re composing for a live performance, for
picture, or for fun, nothing empowers you to write
music like Sibelius, which provides the core tools you
need to create professional-quality scores easily. The
music notation software offers unique features that
drive your creativity, make you sound better, and
enable you to compose beautifully rendered scores
quickly.

$19.95 Sidify Music Converter for Mac Y

A Powerful Mac Music Converter function. Convert
songs, playlist, podcast to MP3, AAC, FLAC, WAV or
AIFF. function. Convert local audio files to
MP3/M4A/AAC/WAV/OGG. function. Download music
with 100% original quality kept. function. Preserve &
edit ID3 Tags after conversion. function. Fully support
macOS 11 Big Sur.

$19.95 Similarity Y

As an active music fan you surely know how difficult
sometimes it may be to keep your music collection
ordered. The more sound files you have, the more
time and efforts it takes to clean out duplicates, low-
quality files and purify the entire collection of musical
garbage it contains. That’s where Similarity comes in
handy! Now the program can also work with images.
Enjoy wide capabilities to process this type of files as
well. At this time the algorithm is in the constant
improvement state, and will be much more efficient in
the future also providing almost the same precision as
superior audio comparison algorithms.

$4.99 Sleepytime Y
Sleep timer for iTunes, Spotify, Rdio, Ecoute, and
Pulsar.

$9.99 STAMP Y

Quickly gather music samples for your project.
Displays the entire contents of your sample folders in
a single list. Discover various music services, try
Apple Music, Spotify and Google Play Music. Move
your playlists and tracks from Spotify, Apple Music,
YouTube, Google Play Music, Deezer, Rdio and
others.

FREE* Stave'n'Tabs Y
easy-to-use music notation software for iOS and
macOS with dozens of powerful features.

$59.97 TableEdit

TablEdit is a program for creating, editing, printing and
listening to tablature and sheet music (standard
notation) for guitar and other fretted, stringed
instruments, including mandolin, ukulele, bass and
banjo (even taking into consideration the special
aspect of the fifth string).

FREE TEFview

TEFview, the FREE TablEdit File Viewer. With the
increasing number of songs available in TablEdit
format on the internet, it is clear that there is a need
for an inexpensive file viewer for those musicians that
don't need the full capabilities of TablEdit.

TunesKit is a very easy-to-use and powerful iTunes

http://developer.larhythmix.com/samplefinder
https://peacockmedia.software/mac/screensleeves/
https://www.avid.com/en/sibelius
https://www.sidify.com/sp/music-converter.html
https://www.similarityapp.com/
https://irradiated.net/?page=sleepytime
https://freeyourmusic.com/
https://staventabs.com/
http://www.tabledit.com/
http://www.tabledit.com/tefview/index.shtml


$44.95 TunesKit Y

DRM media converter. It helps iTunes lovers easily
bypass the Fairplay DRM protection from iTunes
purchased and rented movies/TV shows, and
converts iTunes encrypted M4V to MP4 format with
fast speed and 100% preserved quality.

VinylStudio
See MULTIMEDIA:AUDIO
CAPTURE/RECORDING:VINYLSTUDIO

Packages & Deliveries

FREE Delivery Status
Delivery Status displays delivery status of packages
for a variety of shipment services.

FREE* Parcel

All Deliveries in One Place. You never know where
your next delivery will be coming from. Parcel
supports more than 300 carriers around the world,
including DHL, FedEx, TNT, UPS, USPS, Royal Mail
and many others. Available from the Mac App Store

Personal Finance

Discontinued Bank2CSV for Mac Y

Make your files compatible with Excel, Quicken for
Mac, Intuit Quickbooks Online. Need to import bank
or credit card transactions in a CSV, XLS, XLSX, PDF,
QFX, OFX, QBO, QIF, MT940, STA file into Excel,
Quicken for Mac, Intuit Quickbooks Online, but cannot
seem to make it work? The problem is that your bank
only provides transactions in a format that Excel,
Quicken for Mac, Intuit Quickbooks Online cannot
read.

$69.99 Banktivity Y

See all of your accounts in one place so you can
make smarter financial decisions. Never miss a bill
again. Know how your day to day decisions can affect
the long term outlook of your finances.

FREE Bitcoin Expert

Bitcoin Expert (was Bitcoin info) gives you actual
Bitcoin exchange rates and statistics. Supported
Currencies: USD, EUR, GBP, JPY, CNY, CAD, AUD,
NZD, CHF, SGD, and PLN.

FREE BudgetTail Y
BudgetTail allows you to take control of your finances
and plan your future. BudgetTail is your personal
finance budget tracker.

$*.95 Currency Assistant Y
Currency Assistant is a very flexible and easy-to-use
currency converter.

$9.99 GaragePay Y

GaragePay is a Mac application designed to make
dealing with PayPal a lot easier. It lets you download,
view, search, and archive all your PayPal transactions
without having to log into the PayPal website. Since
all information resides in GaragePay's own database
the application can be used fully featured even
without an internet connection. It downloads all
transactions in all accounts while updating previously
downloaded transactions.

$0.99 LoanStar for Mac
Generate fixed interest rate loan data. 
the mac app store

FREE Mint QuickView
Bring together all of your accounts, bills and more, so
you can conveniently manage your finances from one
dashboard.

Free, easy-to-use, personal finance software. Open-
source, cross-platform, software that helps you

https://www.tuneskit.com/
https://junecloud.com/software/dashboard/delivery-status.html
https://parcelapp.net/
https://apps.apple.com/app/parcel-delivery-tracking/id639968404
https://www.propersoft.net/products/bank2csv
https://www.iggsoftware.com/banktivity/
https://www.facebook.com/bitcoinexpertapp/
https://www.bluebrookharbor.com/
https://www.mabasoft.net/products/currencyAssistant.html
https://www.iwascoding.com/GaragePay/
http://www.actmac.com/Home.html
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/loanstar/id405823498
https://www.mint.com/


FREE Money Manager Ex organize your finances and keep track of where, when
and to who the money goes. It is also a great tool to
get a bird's eye view of your financial worth.

$49.99 Moneydance Y

Moneydance is an easy to use and full-featured
personal finance app that doesn't compromise your
privacy. With Moneydance, your data is private,
encrypted, and never shared. Moneydance makes
any financial task easy with online banking and bill
payment, account management, budgeting,
investment tracking, multi-currency, as well as
detailed graphs and reports.

$33.10 MoneyMoney

MoneyMoney is a banking application for keeping
track of your German bank accounts and doing bank
transfers within Germany. Interactive account
statements and precise infographics show all your
finances at a glance.

$60.00 MoneyWell Y

MoneyWell is a personal finance package built around
the concept of envelope budgeting. It's designed to
keep you from overspending by using proactive
budgeting techniques. It also helps you direct your
extra money to debt reduction and savings so you
end up with a nice cash buffer for emergencies and a
more stress-free life.

$49.99 MoneyWiz Y

Simplify your financial life by keeping all your
accounts, budgets and bills in one place, plus
powerful reports, worldwide banking, and instant sync
between all your devices.

$14.99 Money Pro Y

Money Pro® is the next generation of Money app
(over 2 million downloads worldwide). Money Pro is
the one place for bill planning, budgeting and keeping
track of your accounts. Easy sync with iPhone/iPad
versions. Money Pro works great for home budgeting
and even for business use. Available on the Mac App
Store

FREE Pecunia

Open-Source German banking application. Pecunia
2.1.3 ist ab sofort verfügbar. Neu ist die Unterstützung
des Abrufs von Depotinformationen für Depotkonten.
Derzeit werden nur die Salden von Depotkonten
angezeigt, mit der nächsten Version wird das UI für
Depotkonten so erweitert dass sämtliche verfügbaren
Depotinformationen angezeigt werden.

$34.99/yr Quicken Starter
Get your complete financial picture at a glance. With
Quicken, you can view your banking, investment,
retirement, and credit card accounts - all in one place.

$44.99/yr Quicken Delux
Get your complete financial picture at a glance. With
Quicken, you can view your banking, investment,
retirement, and credit card accounts - all in one place.

$67.49/yr Quicken Premier
Get your complete financial picture at a glance. With
Quicken, you can view your banking, investment,
retirement, and credit card accounts - all in one place.

$4.99 ReceiptBox
ReceiptBox is a very easy to use application designed
to help you keep track of your receipts. 
the Mac App Store

FREE* SavingsApp

Are you tired of personal finance apps like Quicken
that is overloaded with features you don't need?
Savings 2 isn't like that. It is powerful enough to do all
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the personal finance tasks you need, but with none of
the complexity you don't.

Free* SayMoney
SayMoney is an innovative solution for administration
and evaluation of your personal finances.

$39.99 SEE Finance Y

Manage all of your financial accounts in a single place
and gain control over your finances. Track all of the
financial accounts you might have including banking,
credit cards, investments and others. Generate a
variety of customizable reports and budget to keep
your spending on target. Track and monitor your
individual investments and your investment portfolio
as a whole. Perform these tasks and more in any of
the 150+ different currencies available. 
the Mac App Store

FREE StarMoney Y

GERMAN - StarMoney shows you where your money
goes. It puts all your finances in one place,
automatically categorized and presented in a clear
and understandable way. Set and reach financial
goals and cut your spending.

Pets

$9.95 SafeCat N

SafeCat can be used as pet medical record keeping
software and/or used as cattery management
software, but at its heart, it’s a guide to help you
collect important information about your cat in order to
keep him safe.

Productivity

$1.99 Be Focused Pro Y

Staying on task seems is a real challenge for our
screen-bound generation. The Be Focused lets you
get things done by breaking up individual tasks
among discrete intervals, separated by short breaks.
It’s a surprisingly effective way to retain motivation
and focus. Create tasks, configure breaks and track
your progress throughout the day, week or custom
period. Use either your iPhone, iPad or Mac – your
devices always stay in sync. Available from the Mac
App Store

$5.51 Noise Machine Y

Noise Machine is a white noise and soundscape
generator designed to help you block out workplace
noise and create a more productive work environment
to suit your mood. It can be very hard and tiring to try
to concentrate in a noisy work environment. The
chatter of co-workers can be especially hard to block
out. Conversely excessively quiet environments can
lack energy and can feel very isolating.

$17.99 Notebooks Y

Notebooks is a writing app, a text and markdown
editor, a file organizer, a task manager, an eBook
creator and more. You will quickly learn to love this
unique combination: consider having a few text
fragments, randomly created, which you want to
combine to a chapter of a book and save as PDF or
eBook. Available from the Mac App Store

$3.50/user/month Timing Y

Say Goodbye to Start/Stop Timers. Just keep
focusing on your work while Timing records your time
automatically, then review your time when it is
convenient for you. Whether you worked from home
or in the office, you see how you spent your time and
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how productive you were. The timeline even shows
when you worked on what, making smart suggestions
to record hours of time with just one click.

Sailing

FREE PredictWind Offshore Weather Y

PredictWind is the only company in the world that
runs their own global weather model at 50km
resolution with 2 sources. In addition 1km / 8km
resolution forecasts are generated for popular regions
around the world. These wind & marine forecasts
(PWG & PWE) can only be found at PredictWind.

Travel

$14.99 iCaching

iCaching is an indispensable tool for geocachers.
Import, organize, manage, explore, and export your
geocaches with iCaching, a fast, native Mac app.
Tested on Mavericks, Yosemite, El Capitan, and
Sierra.

FREE Transporter
Transporter is an offline trip planner for Sydney,
Australia, trains.

Writing Tools

$45.00 Jutoh for Mac

From brainwave to best-seller, Jutoh is your digital
publishing assistant. Create top-quality fiction and
non-fiction e-books - novels, self-help guides, poetry,
children's books, autobiographies, and more. Convert
your existing book or create it from scratch in Jutoh;
edit and format; and output to Kindle, ePub, print, and
even speech! Works on Windows, Mac and Linux. No
subscription - unlimited books!

$46.00 Grammarian PRO3

Check grammar and spelling here, there, and
everywhere. Wherever you write, Linguisoft's
grammar checker is there. Grammarian PRO3's
spelling and grammar check features are universally
available, anywhere you enter text, in all applications-
word processors, email, web browsers, and all other
applications.

Internet

Browsers

FREE Brave

Brave automatically blocks ads and trackers, making
it faster and safer than your current browser. Soon,
micropayments and better ads will give users and
publishers a better deal. Up to a whopping 60% of
page-load time is caused by the underlying ad
technology that loads into various places each time
you hit a page on your favorite news site. And 20% of
this is time spent on loading things that are trying to
learn more about you.

FREE Chromium Y Fast and stable open-source browser.

FREE CLIQZ Y
CLIQZ is the first browser to give you back your
security and revolutionize search. Surf and find ultra-
safe, ultra-fast.

FREE Firefox Y

Firefox offers a fast, safe Web browsing experience.
Browse quickly, securely, and effortlessly. With its
industry-leading features, Firefox is the choice of Web
development professionals and casual users alike.
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FREE Firefox ESR Y
Firefox ESR (Extended Support Release) is intended
for system administrators who deploy and maintain
the desktop environment in organizations such as
schools, governments and businesses.

FREE Microsoft Edge Y Chromium-based version of Microsoft Edge.

FREE Min Min is a smart, minimal web browser.

$8.99 MStopTheMadness Y

An extension for Safari, Firefox, Google Chrome,
Microsoft Edge, and Brave that stops web sites from
making your browser harder to use. And it protects
your privacy on the web! Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE Opera Y

Opera is a fast and secure browser trusted by millions
of users. With the intuitive interface, Speed Dial and
visual bookmarks for organizing favorite sites, news
feature with fresh, relevant content, speed-boosting
Opera Turbo mode and more handy features, Opera
has everything you need to do more on the web. Also,
with 1700+ available extensions, you can mix and
match additional features to customize the browser
the way you want. Reduce online tracking and shield
your browsing wotj the built-in VPN.

$3.99 OverPicture for Safari Y
OverPicture is a Safari Extension that allows you to
play any web video in Picture-In-Picture mode.
Available on the Mac App Store

FREE Tor Browser Bundle Y

An easy-to-use portable package of Tor, Vidalia,
Torbutton, and a Firefox fork preconfigured to work
together out of the box. It contains a modified copy of
Firefox that aims to resolve the privacy and security
issues in mainline version.

$35.00 URL Manager Pro Y

How many bookmarks do you have by now? With the
ongoing exponential growth of the Internet, many
people are finding that the built-in bookmark
capabilities of today's browsers are just not good at
handling the number of URLs that most people want
to maintain. URL Manager Pro solves many of the
problems of keeping track of your bookmarks. URL
Manager Pro offers you an array of powerful features
for collecting, manipulating, and using very large
collections of URLs. Not just URLs of Web pages, but
also the URLs of email addresses, newservers, FTP
sites, Telnet hosts, and more.

$2.99 WebBuddy Y

Tired of too many tabs collecting in your browser
windows? WebBuddy is a menu bar app for visiting
links in your favourite apps such as Mail, TweetDeck,
or WhatsApp, leaving your main browser focused on
your most important tasks. Download from the Mac
App Store

Chat / Messaging

FREE Franz

Franz is a free messaging app and combines chat
and messaging services into one application. It
currently supports Slack, HipChat, Facebook
Messenger, Telegram, WhatsApp, Google Hangouts,
Skype, and Grape.

Monal allows you to connect to your chat server
without having to give a third party access to your
password or messages. Whether it is a personal
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FREE Monal Y
Google talk account or a corporate chat server, it is
important not to give someone access to sensitive
information. This app has no ads, no user behavior
tracking and all messages are exchanged directly with
the XMPP chat server. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE Riot

Riot is an Open-Source, privacy-aware, multi-platform
collaboration tool (text, audio, video, etc.) built on top
of Matrix. The main features include end-to-end
encryption, bridging to other services such as IRC,
Gitter, or Slack, and integrations with popular services
such as GitHub and Travis.

FREE Signal Y

Say "hello" to a different messaging experience. An
unexpected focus on privacy, combined with all of the
features you expect. State-of-the-art end-to-end
encryption (powered by the open source Signal
Protocol) keeps your conversations secure. Signal is
an independent nonprofit. We're not tied to any major
tech companies, and we can never be acquired by
one either. Development is supported by grants and
donations from people like you.

FREE Twist Y

Imagine a distraction-free teamwork app. Where
conversations stay organized and on-topic. And
where information is easy to find, forever. That’s
Twist.

$24.95 WhatsApp Pocket Y

WhatsApp Pocket allows you to use WhatsApp
Messenger on your computer, extract and recover
WhatsApp messages from your iPhone. You can
backup and view the chat history on your PC or Mac
with a single click only. Do you want to save the
important WhatsApp chats? Or you have deleted
some important chats mistakenly or accidentally?
WhatsApp Pocket solves all your problems and also
does many more.

$5.83/user/month Wire Pro

The most secure collaboration platform. Modern day
collaboration meets the most advanced security and
superior user experience. Wire offers the most
comprehensive collaboration suite featuring
messenger, voice, video, conference calls, file-
sharing, and external collaboration – all protected by
the most secure end-to-end-encryption.

FREE Zulip Y

Zulip is 100% open source software, built by a vibrant
community of hundreds of developers from all around
the world. With 120,000 words of developer
documentation, a high quality code base, and a
welcoming community, it’s easy to extend or tweak
Zulip.Zulip combines the immediacy of real-time chat
with an email threading model. With Zulip, you can
catch up on important conversations while ignoring
irrelevant ones. Zulip has modern apps for every
major platform, powered by Electron and React
Native.

Email

430.00 Direct Mail
Create and send great looking email newsletters with
Direct Mail, an easy to use email marketing app for
the Mac.

Fmail is a native application shell for FastMail. For
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FREE FMail iOS and Android there are native clients, but not for
macOS.

$2.99 HTML Email Signature - Outlook

HTML Email Signature for Outlook allows you to
create enhanced, customized email signatures from
HTML. Simply type in a name for your signature, add
your HTML, and your signature is created! A button to
preview the HTML is also available.

$79.99/yr Letter Opener Pro for Mac Y Open winmail.dat files Automatically in macOS Mail.

$9.99 Mail Pilot Y

Mail Pilot is the email app for people with email
fatigue. Quickly manage and productively organize
their inboxes with a simple, task-oriented approach,
tailored for the desktop.

Free Mailbutler

Mailbutler is your personal assistant for efficient and
productive work with Apple Mail. With its various
functions, it simplifies, optimizes, and streamlines
working with emails in your daily life. Use it for
business or private purposes -- Mailbutler will become
an indispensable, reliable servant once you start
using it.

$49.99 MailMate Y

MailMate is an IMAP email client for macOS featuring
extensive keyboard control, Markdown integrated
email composition, advanced search conditions and
drill-down search links, equally advanced smart
mailboxes, automatic signature handling,
cryptographic encryption/signing (OpenPGP and
S/MIME), tagging, multiple notification methods,
alternative message viewer layouts including a
widescreen layout, flexible integration with third party
applications.

$29.95 Mailplane Y

Manage all your Gmail, Calendar and Contacts
accounts in Mailplane instead of cluttering up your
browser window. All-in-one app with Apple-like
keyboard shortcuts. No separate set-up required.

Free Missive Y

Missive brings a sleek and more streamlined email
collaboration process. With native notifications,
unseen Dock badges, and a clean UI, you can now
close that browser tab and ditch your old email app
for good (psst, make sure to set Missive as your
default email client in the settings).

$49.99/yr Newton Y

Newton Mail (was CloudMagic Email) is a
subscription-based service that supercharges your
email with power features like Read Receipts,
Snooze, Send Later, Undo Send, Sender Profile,
Connected Apps and more across iPhone, iPad, iPad
Pro, Apple Watch and Mac. Comes with a 14-day free
trial, requires an annual membership fee after the
trial. Works with Gmail, Exchange, Yahoo Mail,
Outlook, iCloud, Google Apps, Office 365 and all
IMAP accounts

$139.99/yr Outlook Y

With Outlook, you can quickly connect and share files
with the people and groups that matter most. Simplify
your life with tools that help you take control of your
email and schedule. Find important information fast
so you can make decisions even faster.

Polymail is a new email platform that keeps you on
top of your most important communications. Polymail
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$10.00/user/month Polymail Y provides you the tools to save time and peace of
mind.

$29.99 Postbox Y

Postbox is a new email application that helps you
organize your work life and get stuff done. It has all
the elegance and simplicity of Apple Mail, but with
more power and flexibility to manage even the most
demanding workloads.

FREE Shift for Mac Y

Shift is the desktop app for streamlining your
accounts, apps, and workflows. Connect all of your
email accounts + your favorite web apps and tools to
Shift. Then, customize your workstation so it's just
right. Add the apps you use most to Shift, and put an
end to the logging in, logging out nightmare.

$60.00 SmallCubed MailSuite
Mail Suite manage Mail like a Maven With Mojave, we
have consolidated our 4 plugins into a single product
with a single installer.

$30.00 SpamSieve Y
SpamSieve is a robust spam filter for major email
clients that uses powerful Bayesian spam filtering.

€ 9.99 System-i Email Extractor

System-i Email Extractor is a simple application that
allows you to extract email addresses from any text
file, you can view they into a list and then you can
export as text ONLY email addresses.

$4.99 Winmail Reader Y Read "winmail.dat" attachment files.

File Transfer

$19.95 Deliver Y

File transfer solution for remote and local
destinations. Deliver lets users send files over the
Internet and local networks with automatic email
notifications, file compression, delivery history and
other powerful capabilities. The app supports FTP,
SFTP, Amazon S3, WebDAV and other remote and
local services, and allows to send files to multiple
destinations at once.

$29.00 Fetch Y

Fetch is a reliable, full-featured file transfer client for
the Apple Macintosh whose user interface
emphasizes simplicity and ease of use. Fetch
supports FTP and SFTP, the most popular file transfer
protocols on the Internet for compatibility with
thousands of Internet service providers, web hosting
companies, publishers, pre-press companies, and
more.

FREE FileZilla Y

The free FTP solution. The FileZilla Client not only
supports FTP, but also FTP over TLS (FTPS) and
SFTP. It is open source software distributed free of
charge under the terms of the GNU General Public
License.

FREE* Sync Y Sync app for secure cloud storage; 5GB free to start.

$45.00 Transmit Y

Upload, download, and manage files on tons of
servers with an easy, familiar, and powerful UI.
Transmit now connects to 11 new cloud services, like
Backblaze B2, Box, Google Drive, DreamObjects,
Dropbox, Microsoft Azure, and Rackspace Cloud
Files. Transmit still handles the classics — FTP,
SFTP, WebDAV, and S3.

Simple, user-friendly yet powerful FTP client for Mac.
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$22.99 Viper FTP for Mac Y

Viper FTP is a handy and powerful file manager for
macOS, with a tremendous user interface that makes
it effortless to use. Viper FTP allows you to transfer
files by FTP, FTPS, SFTP, Google Drive, Dropbox,
Amazon S3, WebDav and YouTube. If you maintain a
website, upload documents or photos, or if you upload
your movies to your YouTube account and you want it
done quickly and easily. Available on the Mac App
Store

FREE WeTransfer Y

Simple tool to send files safely and seamlessly
around the world. Just drag-and-drop to upload your
files, and you’ll get a download link that you can share
wherever you’d like, however you’d like. It’s that
simple, and it’s free (for up to 2 GB).

Internet Utilities

$6.99 CopyQueue

CopyQueue lets you take control of your file transfers,
such as copying to and from USB drives, network
shares, downloading from the internet and uploading
to FTP sites.

$19.95 Folx Pro Y

Folx is a free download manager for macOS with a
true Mac-style interface. It offers convenient
downloads managing, flexible settings, etc. Folx has a
unique system of sorting and keeping the downloaded
content.

$28.00 Freedom

Freedom is the app and website blocker used by
more than 350,000 people to improve focus and
productivity. Use Freedom to block distractions so you
can get your work done. Block what you want, when
you want, and be more productive.

FREE Homedale for Mac

With Homedale, you can scan for Wi-Fi / WLAN
Access Points and monitor their signal strength. The
details window shows all ‘Information elements’ and
their decoded data. It works with 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax
wireless networks in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
frequency bands using 20, 40, 80 and 160 MHz width
channels.

$39.99 IP Camera Recorder Y
A video surveillance solution for Mac, PC and iPhone
that lets you monitor IP cameras

FREE Meteorologist

Meteorologist is a simple interface to weather
provided by weather.com. It provides the ability to
show the weather in the main menu bar, displaying
more detail in a pop-up menu, whose contents are
customizeable from the preferences. The source code
is available.

$8.99 Minitube Y Desktop application to view YouTube videos.

$9.99 Network Logger Pro! Y

Would you like to record your internet outages on your
Mac in a detailed report that you can show to your
service provider? Would you like to schedule speed
tests to create an ongoing graph of your Internet
connection speeds? Would you like to see the
network traffic flowing over your Mac and local
devices* to determine if you are getting the bandwidth
you are paying for?

Use Network Speed Tester suite for macOS, iOS,
tvOS, and Android to measure the actual transfer
speed of your WiFi or wired network. A graph helps
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$3.99 Network Speed Tester Y you see changes in realtime. Optimize your WiFi
network by moving or placing your WiFi router until
you reach the best results.

FREE Paparazzi! Y
aparazzi! is a small utility for macOS that makes
screenshots of webpages of any size.

$25.00 PhotoDesk

PhotoDesk lets you view, like, comment, and
download Instagram pictures/videos. (NO Uploads! /
Image Posting! Instagram forbids that! AND you need
an existing Instagram account). But you can do so
much more.

$39.96 PingPlotter Y
A network diagnostic tool that graphs latency and
packet loss between your computer and a target.

$39.96 Proxifier

Proxifier allows users to access any Internet
application via firewalled/proxied network. There are
many network applications that do not support
working through proxy servers and thus cannot be
used behind a LAN or firewall(s). Proxifier solves this
problem and gives you the opportunity to work with
your favorite software without any restrictions.

$49.00 Proxyman Y View HTTP/HTTPS requests.

$47.88 Speedify

Speedify lets you speed up everything you do online
by using all of your Internet connections at the same
time while adding a security layer through VPN
encryption. Combine Wi-Fi, ethernet, cable and DSL,
3G, and 4G, Tethered smartphones, and any other
connections you can get your hands on into one
blazing fast super-connection!

FREE SquidMan for Mac Y
SquidMan is a MacOS X graphical installer and
manager for the Squid proxy cache. It is designed to
operate as a "personal" proxy server.

Free What Route

WhatRoute is designed to find the names of all the
routers an IP packet passes through on its way from
your Mac to a destination host. It also measures the
round-trip time from your Mac to the router, thus
enabling you to determine slow links--or hops--in the
Internet. WhatRoute can also find dead links, such as
routers that don't respond.

FREE WiFi Speed Test Y
WiFi Speed Test for Mac OS X tests the delay,
download, and upload speeds of the users WiFi and
Internet connection.

Miscellaneous

$24.00 Hostbuddy

Hostbuddy is the easiest way to manage and update
the /etc/hosts file on your Mac. Add new entries and
turn on and off existing ones with one click. It's perfect
for switching between staging and production servers
or just for testing out your new website before it goes
live.

News / RSS Readers

FREE Feedly Y
The feedly app gathers the content of your favorite
websites, blogs, Youtube channels and RSS feeds in
one place. Available from the Mac App Store

Download the Gentle Reader news reader to get the
freshest content in an easy-to-read format with no
clutter and no ads. Add your favourite websites or
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FREE Gentle Reader Y
discover new articles by exploring what other readers
are bookmarking based on your interests. The Just
like the iOS version, the Mac version has the ability to
allow you to read your Bookmarks 'offline' + Makes
uses of Touch Bar support for models of MAC that
have that support.Available from the Mac App Store

$9.99 Leaf Y

Leaf is an amazing news reader for your Mac. Read,
share, star and search your news by using a clean
and intuitive interface. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE LuckNews Y A fully featured, easy to use, fast, free, news reader.

FREE MacPAR deLuxe

MacPAR deLuxe is a utility program that runs on the
Apple Macintosh. It is useful to you if you download
(or upload) binary files from internet newsgroups
(a.k.a. "Usenet"). Often, binary content comes in the
form of sets of many files that together form a "rar"
archive. MacPAR deLuxe assist you in combining
these files after the download finishes.

FREE NetNewsWire Y A free and open source (FOSS) RSS reader for Mac.

$9.99 News Explorer Y

News Explorer syncs your RSS, JSON, Atom and
Twitter feed subscriptions, folder setup, news items,
read statuses and favorites across all your Apple
devices. You'll always see exactly the same data on
all your devices, be it an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch,
Mac, Apple Watch or an Apple TV. Synchronization is
based on iCloud. So there is no need to login or to
sign up into any other service. It just works out of the
box.

$4.99 Newsflow Y

Newsflow brings news from all of your favourite
websites right to your desktop. Enjoy your articles in a
fast, fluent and highly customizable news reader..
Download from the Mac App Store

$9.99 ReadKit Y

Have all your Instapaper, Pocket, Pinboard articles
and Feedly, Fever, NewsBlur, Feed Wrangler, Feedbin
and built-in RSS feeds in one convenient place even
when you're offline. Download from the Mac App
Store

$9.99 Reeder Y

The news reader supports Feedbin, Feedly, Feed
Wrangler, FeedHQ, NewsBlur, the Old Reader,
Inoreader, Minimal Reader BazQux Reader, Fever,
Readability, and Instapaper. Download from the Mac
App Store

$2.99 Stripes Y

Stripes is an awesome news reader created to help
you enjoy your daily news and easily manage your
subscriptions. Read, share, star and search your
favorite feeds by using clean and intuitive interface.
Download from the Mac App Store

FREE Vienna Y

A free and open source (FOSS) RSS reader for Mac.
Vienna is an RSS/Atom reader for macOS, packed
with powerful features that help you make sense of
the flood of information that is distributed via these
formats today. The Vienna Project is continuously
being improved and updated, so keep up to date with
current development on the forums. 
App for years and recommend it
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Privacy

$8.52 My IP Hide Y

My IP Hide is an lightning fast proxy service to
unblock websites and hide your real IP by encrypted
traffic. It is stable, fast and easy to use. With our
enhanced proxy technology, My IP Hide is much
faster than other hide-IP technology such as VPN,
SSH proxy and web proxy. Meanwhile it is more
secure than ordinary proxy because of its encrypted
traffic.

$2.99 Quiet Y
Quiet is a content blocker for Safari on macOS and
iOS. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE* Windscribe Y

Windscribe is a free desktop application and browser
extension that work together to block ads and
trackers, restore access to blocked content, and help
you safeguard your privacy online. You can use up to
3 GB of data per month for free, and upgrade to
unlimited usage for just $9/month or $49/year.

Screen Sharing/Remote
Desktop/Remote Access

$79.99 Apple Remote Desktop Y
Control the screen and communicate with users.
Manage computers remotely. Download from the Mac
App Store

$19.99 Jump Desktop Y

Jump Desktop is a secure and reliable remote
desktop app that lets you connect to any computer,
anywhere in the world. Download from the Mac App
Store

FREE OpenSSH Y

OpenSSH is the premier connectivity tool for remote
login with the SSH protocol. It encrypts all traffic to
eliminate eavesdropping, connection hijacking, and
other attacks. In addition, OpenSSH provides a large
suite of secure tunneling capabilities, several
authentication methods, and sophisticated
configuration options.

$199.00 Remote Desktop Manager Enterprise for Mac Y

Centralize, Manage and Secure Remote Connections.
IT departments are responsible for managing and
controlling access to an ever-growing inventory of on-
site and off-site servers, computers and devices. Yet
relying on multiple remote connection tools and
password managers is inefficient, frustrating and
unsecure. Instead of being treated to streamlined
clarity, IT pros, sysadmins and help desk technicians
struggle with ongoing chaos. The solution is to
centralize remote connection technologies, remote
machine data, password management, and access
control on a platform that is secure, scalable, and
refreshingly simple to use.

$40.00 Termius Y

Termius is the SSH client that works on Desktop and
Mobile. Use modern SSH for macOS, Windows and
Linux to organize, access, and connect to your
servers.

$40.00 VNC Connect Y

Provides a consolidated remote access strategy that
evolves with your business. Deploy a single, flexible
solution that enables new business practices and
breaks down ecosystem barriers.

Social Networking
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FREE Keybase

Keybase helps you perform cryptographically-secure
operations with people you know on the Internet:
chatting, file sharing, even publishing public
documents. It's all easier and safer with Keybase.
Just download the app, create an account, and
connect to one or more of your social identities.

$9.99 Tweetbot Y

Tweetbot is an award-winning, full-featured* Twitter
client for the Mac. It has a beautiful interface with light
& dark themes, multiple-column support and much
more. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Twitterrific Y

Third party Twitter client. Also see
https://johnpurvis.wordpress.com/2018/05/08/mac-
app-product-review-twitterrific-5/
on my Mac every day.

VPN

FREE Best VPN

Best VPN is a VPN for MacOS with no registration,
unlimited VPN traffic and block annoying ads. No logs
saved. No registration. One click connect to VPN.
Fastest VPN servers. Get secure and unlimited
access to your favorite websites wherever you are!
Block malware domains, tracking systems and
annoying ads on any device you use with our DNS
Firewall.

FREE HotspotShield Y
HotspotShield is a free privacy and security VPN
proxy

$9.95/Mo or
$39.95/Yr

Private Internet Access for Mac Y
You deserve a VPN that is both reliable and
trustworthy. Protect yourself online with the world’s
most trusted VPN.

$10.95/month (other
plans avaialable)

PureVPN Y
Experience The Fastest VPN Service Ever! Whether
it’s high-speed streaming, browsing, security, file
sharing, or privacy; you get everything with PureVPN!

FREE (Requires
VMware worksapce
ONE)

Tunnel - Workspace ONE Y

VMware Tunnel uses the native Per-App VPN
capabilities which allow you to access corporate
resources behind the firewall, giving you easy access
to what you need to be productive.

FREE Tunnelblick Y
Tunnelblick is a FOSS (Free Open Source Software)
graphic user interface for OpenVPN

$14.00 Viscosity Y
A first class OpenVPN client that lets you secure your
network with ease & style.

$1.99 VPN Guard Y

VPN Guard is a small macOS status menu application
to monitor your macOS VPN connections and keep
connected them as currently the OS lacks this
feature.

$9.95 VyprVPN Y

Automatically configures and simplifies managing
your VPN connections. Switch freely between
VyprVPN worldwide server locations and VPN
protocols with a single click.

Website Maintenance

FREE Integrity

Integrity checks the links and images on your site.
Feed Integrity your homepage URL and it will follow
internal links to find all of your pages, checking each
link and reporting the server response code for each.

Integrity Plus fills the gap between Integrity, the free
no-frills link checker, and Scrutiny, the webmaster
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$15.00 Integrity Plus

tools suite. If you manage more than one site then
Integrity Plus allows you to store settings for each site
and switch between them. It generates a sitemap in
xml and a variety of other formats. it also adds a
search box and filter button to help you search your
data.

$45.00 Integrity Pro

Integrity Pro builds on Integrity Plus. It has the new
crawling engine, it checks links and generates a
sitemap with all the searching, filtering and exporting
functionality of the Plus version. It adds SEO details
and a sitewide spellcheck. It isn't intended to replace
Scrutiny, but to be pitched between Integrity Plus and
Scrutiny, a more affordable step for Integrity Plus
users.

$25.00 Website Watchman Y
An easy to use website archival utility. Monitor,
archive, go back in time.

Multimedia

Animation

FREE Pencil
Pencil is an animation/drawing app which lets you
create traditional hand-drawn animation (cartoon)
using both bitmap and vector graphics.

$9.99 Smoovie

Smoovie is the easy way to create and share stop
motion movies. Beautifully crafted and instinctive to
use, Smoovie is all you need to effortlessly capture,
edit, and share your creations.

Author Tools

$480.00 CatDV Pro
CatDV Pro is a clip logging and cataloging application
designed to enhance the productivity of video editors
using an existing NLE application.

FREE MediaInfo Y
MediaInfo is a convenient unified display of the most
relevant technical and tag data for video and audio
files.

$3.99 VideoScan Y

VideoScan displays hidden information about your
multimedia documents. The application is able to
analyze your files as well as the embedded audio and
video streams. Available on the 

Audio

$4.99 Downcast for Mac Y
A very cool podcast player for iOS, Mac, Apple Watch,
and CarPlay. Available on the Mac App Stre

$199.99 Logic Pro X Y

Create and improvise in a whole new way with Live
Loops. Control music-making sessions from your iPad
or iPhone with Logic Remote. Transform sounds into
instruments with Sampler and Quick Sampler. Quickly
build drum beats and melodic patterns with Step
Sequencer. Available on the Mac App Stre

$14.99 MP3 Gain Y
Increase and normalize the volume of audio (mp3,
aac, wma, etc) files.

FREE Outline Dashboard Y

Outline Dashboard is a remote control application for
use with any Outline processors and iMode powered
loudspeaker when connected to a wireless or wired
LAN. Freeing the sound engineer to move around the
venue whilst monitoring, adjusting and controlling all
parameters of loudspeakers, processors and

https://peacockmedia.software/mac/integrity-plus/
https://peacockmedia.software/mac/integrity-pro
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amplifiers.

FREE SimpleDelay Y

SimpleDelay is a simple delay Audio Unit. Use it to
delay audio by up to 10 seconds. It does not produce
an echo or provide wet mix controls. It simply delays
audio by the specified time. SimpleDelay is 100% free
with no advertising or nagging.

$29.00 SoundSource Y

Control audio on a per-app basis, adjusting the
volume and output device for individual apps. Apply
an equalizer and other audio effects to any audio on
your Mac. Even adjust your Mac's audio device
settings and levels instantly, from anywhere.

$14.99 (normally
$19.00)

SoundS Control Y

Sound Control is a unique application that adds
advanced audio controls to your Mac. Control the
audio of each of your apps independently with per-
app volume, EQ, balance, and audio routing.

$49.00 Sound Siphon Y

Sound Siphon makes it easy to capture your Mac’s
audio. Use it to create virtual input audio devices that
send audio from one app to another. Or, record right
in the Sound Siphon app.

$15.00 (FREE while
in public Beta)

SparkFX Y Organize and play sound effects with your Mac

FREE The Levelator

The Levelator is software that evens out the variations
in audio levels within your podcast or other audio file.
For example, so one speaker is at the same level as a
second speaker. It's not a compressor, normalizer or
limiter although it contains all three. It's much more
than those tools, and it's much simpler to use. The UI
is dirt-simple: drag-and-drop any WAV or AIFF file
onto The Levelator's application window, and a few
moments later you'll have a new version which just
sounds better. Available on the Mac App Stre

$20.00 Yate Y

Yate was developed for people who want complete
control over their tagging experience. The application
was designed from the ground up for Mac users and
uses its own tagging library. Yate will tag mp3 (mp2),
m4a (AAC, ALAC), mp4 (AAC, ALAC, video), m4b,
m4v, flac, aiff (aifc, aif), dff, dsf, wav, ogg (single
stream Vorbis and Opus), Monkey’s Audio (ape) and
WavPack (wv) files.

Audio Capture/Recording

$59.00 Audio Hijack

Audio Hijack allows you to record any application's
audio, including VoIP calls from Skype, web streams
from Safari, and much more. Save audio from
hardware devices like microphones and mixers as
well. You can even record all the audio heard on your
Mac at once! If you can hear it, Audio Hijack can
record it.

$399.00 Bitwig Studio
Bitwig Studio is a professional Digital Audio
Workstation for creating and performing your musical
ideas in the studio and on stage.

$49.00 Farrago Y

Farrago is the Mac's best way to quickly play sound
bites, audio effects, and music clips. Podcasters can
use Farrago to include musical accompaniment and
sound effects during recording sessions, while theater
techs can run the audio for live shows. Whether you
need quick access to a large library of sounds or to

https://staticz.com/simpledelay/
https://rogueamoeba.com/soundsource/
https://staticz.com/soundcontrol/
https://staticz.com/soundsiphon/
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play through a defined list of audio, Farrago is ready!

$99.00 Loopback Y

It's easy to pass audio between applications on your
Mac, with the power of Loopback. Create virtual audio
devices to take the sound from apps and audio input
devices, then pass it to any audio processing
software. With an easy-to-use wire-based interface,
Loopback gives you the power of a high-end studio
mixing board, right inside your computer!

FREE* MP3 Audio Recorder
Mp3 Audio Recorder is a simple audio recording
software，it can record audio files into high-quality
MP3 format by system built-in or external microphone.

$99.00 MegaSeg DJ Y

The advanced DJ mixer for Mac. The mix must flow.
MegaSeg DJ 6 for Mac offers the core mixing features
you need plus some extras. It combines fast access
and elegant management of any media library,
including integrated Music.app and iTunes playlists,
with features designed for party, club, and mobile DJs.
MegaSeg DJ delivers the tools.

$199.00 MegaSeg Pro Y

Pro mixing, automation, and scheduling. Powerful
features for Pro DJs, Radio, and Business. MegaSeg
Pro 6 for Mac has powerful features for professionals.
From radio automation, to video mixing for VJs, to
music for retail, hotels and restaurants, to real‐time
sound effects for podcasts, theater and sports arenas;
MegaSeg Pro performs.

$19.00 Piezo Y
Easy to record audio on your Mac. In seconds, you'll
be recording audio from any application or from audio
inputs like microphones.

$128.00 Radiologik DJ for Mac Y

Radiologik is a system suitable for both live DJing and
24/7 radio automation on the Mac that uses iTunes (or
Music in macOS Catalina) as its database and those
playlists as the logical building blocks for
sophisticated programming. Radiologik was
developed for and is used in LPFMs, NCE-FM,
college and high school stations, and online stations.
It's also used by radio and live venue DJs, Sirius/XM
channels, and is licensed to users in over 60
countries. Fully automated and unmanned stations
use Radiologik to pick content by date, intro and outro
artists and titles, announce the time, station ID, play
podcasts, manage and play advertising by a separate
schedule that integrates with the programming
schedule, all completely autonomously.

$0.99 Recordia for Mac Y
Record audio directly from the menu bar or with a
global keyboard shortcut. Available from the Mac App
Store

$29.95 VinylStudio Y
The easy way to convert your records and tapes to
CD, MP3 and other digital formats

Audio Editing & Conversion

$24.99 Amadeus Lite Y

Amadeus Lite is an intuitive and powerful wave editor
supporting a variety of sound formats including AIFF,
Wave, MP3, WMA, AAC, Ogg Vorbis, Apple Lossless,
and many others. Click on one of the thumbnails
below to see a larger version of it. 
Mac App Store
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$99.00 DSP-Quattro Y Audio File Editing, AudioCD Mastering, Plug-in
Hosting.

$29.99 Easy Audio Mixer Y

Easy audio mixer is a simple, yet powerful audio
editor and ringtone maker. With instant interface, you
can cut audio accurately, merge audio, insert silent to
audio, split audio from video file, and also join multi
audios into one. You can preview edits in real time
and export them as ringtones, mp3, m4a, and wav
formats.

$29.00 Fission Y

With Fission, audio editing is no longer a chore. You
can join files, crop and trim audio, and rapidly split up
long files. Fission is streamlined for fast editing, and it
works without the quality loss other audio editors
cause. If you need to convert between audio formats,
Fission can do that too. Rapidly export or batch
convert files to the MP3, AAC, Apple Lossless, FLAC,
AIFF, and WAV formats. Fission has all your audio
needs covered. Finally, simple audio editing has
arrived.

$15.00 ID3 Editor MP3 tag editor.

$225.00 Reaper

Reaper is a digital audio workstation: a complete
multitrack audio and MIDI recording, editing,
processing, mixing, and mastering environment.
Reaper is designed to let you work quickly and
creatively, without imposing any artificial limits on
what you can do. It includes professional plugins,
advanced customization, and compatibility with
almost any hardware. It supports both VST and AU
plugins.

$34.99 Sound Studio Y
Digitize audio. Make live recordings. Apply digital
effects with ease.

$6.99 Tunesify Y

Tunesify is the simplest way to convert almost any
audio file into formats supported by iTunes, iPods and
iPhones. Tunesify can convert FLAC, Windows Media
Audio, WavPack, Ogg Vorbis, Monkey's Audio and
many more. Lossless formats, such as FLAC, can be
converted to Apple Lossless, which preserves the true
CD-quality sound. Files can also be converted to
AAC, MP3 or WAV formats. Available on the Mac App
Store

$60.00 WavePad Y

This audio editing software is a full-featured
professional audio and music editor for Windows and
Mac. Record and edit music, voice and other audio
recordings. When editing audio files, you can cut,
copy and paste parts of recordings, and then add
effects like echo, amplification and noise reduction.
WavePad works as a WAV or MP3 editor, but it also
supports a number of other file formats including
VOX, GSM, WMA, real audio, AU, AIF, FLAC, OGG,
and more.

FREE xACT Y

xACT stands for X Audio Compression Toolkit, an
application that encodes and decodes FLAC, SHN,
Monkey's Audio, TTA, Wavpack, and Apple Lossless
files. It also can encode these formats to MP3, AAC,
or Opus, and do various other utility functions, in
addition to a full set of shntool functions.
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Audio & Video Servers

$769.00 MediaMaster Express Y
A video control software specially designed to run
video for clubs, churches, theaters and more.

$1850.00 MediaMaster Pro Y

MediaMaster will turn any powerful computer into a
full fledged media server capable of running live or
programmed HD video shows in sync with music and
light. MediaMaster's multi-threaded engine delivers
blistering performance, by taking advantage of multi-
core machines.

Audio & Video Streaming

$29.00 Airfoil Y

Stream any audio from your Mac all around your
network. Send music services like Spotify or web-
based audio like Pandora wirelessly to all sorts of
devices, including the Apple TV, HomePod, Google
Chromecast, Sonos devices, and Bluetooth speakers.
You can even send to iOS devices and other
computers.

FREE BBC iPlayer Y
BBC iPlayer lets you watch your favorite BBC shows
anywhere you go.

FREE Get iPlayer Automator Y

The goal of Get iPlayer Automator is to allow iTunes
and your Mac to become the hub for your British
Television experience regardless of where in the
world you are. Get iPlayer Automator allows you to
download and watch BBC and ITV shows on your
Mac. Series-Link/PVR functionality ensures you will
never miss your favourite shows. Programmes are
fully tagged and added to iTunes automatically upon
completion. It is simple and easy to use, and runs on
any machine running Mac OS X 10.9 or later. And
since the shows are in iTunes, it is extremely easy to
transfer them to your iPod, iPhone, or Apple TV
allowing you to enjoy your shows on the go or on your
television.

$59.00 ManyCam Y

Live Video Made Better. Live streaming software that
helps you deliver professional streams, video
conferences and online classes with ease. ManyCam
has the live video tools you need, from Chroma Key,
multiple video sources and picture-in-picture to
effects.

FREE OBS Studio for Mac Y See under "Video Capture"

$179.00 Wirecast

Wirecast lets you capture an unlimited number of
input devices from live camera feeds, iOS cameras
(coming soon), computer desktop, Web feeds, and
more. Then add polish and professionalism to your
broadcast with live switching, transitions, titles, lower
thirds, and more. And finally, use the built in
multiformat encoding capabilities and easily stream to
integrated streaming services and CDNs.

Media Playback

$19.99 Boom 3D
Boom 3D is a revolutionary app with 3D Surround
Sound and phenomenally rich and intense audio that
is realistic and works on any headphones.

FREE Elmedia Player

Elmedia Player is a smart Mac Flash player. It is full of
handy features and controls. This SWF player Mac
app provides its users with top usability and great
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viewing experience.

$19.95 Elmedia Player Pro

Elmedia Player is a smart Mac Flash player. It is full of
handy features and controls. This SWF player Mac
app provides its users with top usability and great
viewing experience. You can save a Flash movie that
is playing along with its external resources, make a
screenshot of any moment of the video or convert
your favorite FLV or SWF video into a series of
images.

$1.99 MetaNow Y

MetaNow is an utility Application to assist you while
watching a Movie or TV Show on your Computer, is it
in a supported Video Player or simply in your Browser.
It attempts to provide extended Informations about the
currently playing Movie, its Cast, Trailers & more.

FREE Mini-Compo Y

Are you making the best of your music files? Mini-
Compo plays the main part of the music one after
another like a DJ. It's usage is up to you. At first, let's
create a playlist. You can add the music from your
music file to the playlist. This application plays a
music from the "Start Position", and it plays a music
for "Playback Duration”. For example, if you made a
setup playback 30 seconds respectively, you can
listen to 100 musics in 50 minutes of commuting time.
Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Mixxx

Mixxx allows you to perform live DJ mixes with your
digital music collection. It helps you rock the party
with MIDI/HID controllers, vinyl turntables, or even
just your keyboard.

FREE MKPlayer
MKPlayer is an easy-to-use media player designed to
offer unique features to enjoy watching videos and
listening to music:

$3.99 OverPicture for Safari Y
OverPicture is a Safari Extension that allows you to
play any web video in Picture-In-Picture mode.
Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Silicio Y

Silicio is a mini player and a today widget that allows
you to see and control your music. Alongside iTunes
with Apple Music and Beats 1, a wide range of music
players is supported. Available from th Mac App Store

FREE Tiny Player Y
Tiny Player for Mac is a minimalist music player app.
Plays MP3s (also FLAC, AAC, AIFF and WAV)

$19.99 VLC Media Player

VLC Media Player is a highly portable multimedia
player for various audio and video formats (MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX, MP3, OGG, ...) as well as
DVDs, VCDs, and various streaming protocols. It can
also be used as a server to stream in unicast or
multicast in IPv4 or IPv6 on a high-bandwidth
network.

FREE VOX for Mac
VOX MUSIC PLAYER for MAC. Premium Mac Music
Player for Hi-Res music through the popular sources.

Miscellaneous

FREE Coollector Movie Database Y

Catalog your DVD collection. Automatically scan your
video files. Rate what you've watched. Get
personalized recommendations matching your tastes.
Easily decide what to watch on TV, in theaters, on
Netflix. Discover great movies and series that you
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would have missed otherwise.

€19.99 EUR fennel DVDManager Y

DVDManager Pro is a complete rewrite of our
DVDManager project; now ready for the years to
come! Alongside some new features and
enhancements, being qualified for macOS Catalina
(10.15), it also has inherited all the goods from
DVDManager: compatible with OS X Yosemite
(v10.10), localized in 17 languages, etc. At last, your
transition from DVDManager should be really smooth:
your DVD library being imported, you'll be ready in no
time to better manage the workflow of your DVDs!

Ripping, Archiving, Organizing

$67.95 MacX DVD Ripper Pro Y

Enables Mac users to rip homemade & commercial
DVDs to any format at fast speed and original quality.
Supports all knotty DVDs and rips DVDs/ISO
images/folders in all sorts of formats, including DVD
to MP4, HEVC/H.265, H.264, MOV, FLV, MPEG4,
AVI, QT, MP3, etc. With 350+ preset profiles.

$59.99 Samplism Y

Samplism is a revolutionary audio file organizer that
helps you quickly organize, preview and search for
your audio samples. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE Samplism Lite Y

Samplism is a revolutionary audio file organizer that
helps you quickly organize, preview and search for
your audio samples. Available from the Mac App
Store

$24.95 MacX DVD Ripper Pro different from above Y

Mac DVDRipper Pro allows you to copy DVDs to your
Mac so you can easily view them without wasting your
laptop's battery-life, spinning a disc in your optical
drive. By ripping the DVD to your harddrive you are
also keeping an exact copy of your DVD, and you can
compress each movie on the fly - making them
viewable on video iPod, iPod Touch, iPhone, iPad,
Apple TV and many more.

Video Capture

$99.50 Camtasia Y

App for screen recording on macOS. It’s easy to use,
extremely powerful, and produces a quality end
product that doesn’t require you to be a trained video
editor. It’s goal is to make screen recordings, editing,
and sharing extremely fast, easy, and professional
looking.The new, simplified recorder gives you greater
control of what you capture. Select individual inputs to
record with the updated recorder.

FREE OBS Studio for Mac Y

Free and open source software for video recording
and live streaming. Download and start streaming
quickly and easily on Windows, Mac or Linux. High
performance real time video/audio capturing and
mixing. Create scenes made up of multiple sources
including window captures, images, text, browser
windows, webcams, capture cards and more.

Video Editing/Conversion

$49.99 Cisdem Video Converter for Mac
Mac Video Converter is the All in one solution for
converting video & audio files in any format, ripping
DVD movies, and converting online videos.

Compressor tightly integrates with Final Cut Pro to

http://www.fennelsoftware.com/
https://www.macxdvd.com/mac-dvd-ripper-pro/
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https://obsproject.com/
https://www.cisdem.com/video-converter-mac.html


$49.99 Compressor Y

add custom output settings, distributed encoding, and
extensive delivery features. With support for HDR,
HEVC, 360° video, MXF output, and improved
performance and efficiency on Mac computers with
Apple silicon, it’s the most powerful, flexible way to
export your Final Cut Pro projects.

$49.99 EditReady

Rewrap or transcode media into edit-optimized
masters and proxies. Designed to ensure you get the
best quality output for your source media without
confusing settings. Resize, rotate, retime, trim in and
out points, and apply color changing LUTs. View and
edit metadata. Burn-in timecode, metadata, custom
text and images.

FREE Gifski

It converts videos to GIF animations using fancy
features for efficient cross-frame palettes and
temporal dithering. It produces animated GIFs that
use thousands of colors per frame.

$17.99 GlueMotion Y

A tool for time lapse photographers. The application
allows you to batch edit, deflicker and assemble
sequences of images into time lapse movies.
GlueMotion has been made to save your time and
guide you during the process of creation. By using the
included batch editing tool, you will not have to use
additional applications.

FREE HandBrake Y

HandBrake is a tool for converting video from nearly
any format to a selection of modern, widely supported
codecs. Convert video from nearly any format. Free
and Open Source. Multi-Platform (Windows, Mac and
Linux),

$18.99 iSubtitle for Mac Y

Inject subtitle tracks, chapter markers and metadata
into your movies and TV-shows. The perfect
companion app for your iTunes/TV app library and all
your Apple devices, like the iPhone, iPad, iPod, Apple
TV and Mac. iSubtitle takes full advantage of Apple's
soft subtitle technology. The subtitle tracks are
resolution independent and rendered in real-time as
you watch the movie. The export and metadata
tagging is fully automated so you don't need to tweak
a lot of parameters to get your movie into iTunes or
TV with beautiful tagging and artwork. {Available on
the Mac App Store]
(https://apps.apple.com/us/app/isubtitle-
3/id1166951701)

FREE itsMine Y
Add professional logos to your videos to help protect
your creative work and promote brand awareness.

FREE* Merge SX Y
Helps professional and amateur video content
creators seamlessly join a collection of videos into a
single movie.

$49.99 Motion Y

Motion is the powerful motion graphics tool that
makes it easy to create cinematic 2D, 3D, and 360°
titles, fluid transitions, and realistic effects in real time.
And with its Metal engine, Motion lets you build and
play back effects at incredible speeds. 
the Mac App Store

FREE Shotcut Y
Shotcut is a free, open-source, cross-platform video
editor
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$29.99 Total Video Converter Pro Y

Total Video Converter Pro = Powerful DVD Burner +
Any Video/Audio Converter + Screen Recorder +
Video Editor + Video Cutter + Video Combiner +
Audio Extractor. Total Video Converter Pro is a full-
featured video toolbox to record screen, and burn,
convert, and edit. Available on the Mac App Store

$59.95/yr UniConverter Y

Original quality video conversion with full GPU
acceleration. Wondershare UniConverter
accomplishes your conversion tasks with its handy
features. Customize home movies with advanced
editing features and get professional-caliber work in
minutes. Compress videos with the right size and
quality for playback on mobile devices, sharing on
social networks, sending emails, and other purposes.

$59.99 Wondershare Filmora

Wondershare Filmora (was Wondershare Video
Editor) is an easy-to-use yet powerful video-editing
app to edit and retouch videos with rich video and
photo editing functions like trimming, cropping,
rotating, adding stylish titles, applying filter effects,
inserting transition and motion effects, etc.
Furthermore, you can export videos to various
popular video formats and portable devices for wider
sharing and enjoyment or directly upload them to
YouTube for sharing with family and friends. It also
enables you to burn videos to DVD discs for better
video preservation.

FREE X Lossless Decoder Y

X Lossless Decoder(XLD) is a tool for Mac OS X that
is able to decode/convert/play various 'lossless' audio
files. The supported audio files can be split into some
tracks with cue sheet when decoding. It works on Mac
OS X 10.4 and later.

Video Production

$249.99 StoryBoard Quick Y

Turn your words into pictures with StoryBoard Quick.
The best, fastest way to communicate your shot and
scene ideas. No complicated 3D. No cartoony stick
figures. No time-consuming drawing. Simply click your
way to creating the best shots for your videos.

Visual Effects

$20.99/month Adobe After Effects CC 2018 Y

Create animated titles, credits, and lower thirds.
Combine videos and images to send a UFO across
the sky or create an explosion — the possibilities are
endless. Remove objects like booms, wires, or even
people. Apply hundreds of effects to do anything from
adding fog to making it snow. And create VR videos to
drop your audience right into the center of the action.

$295.00/Year Boris FX Mocha Pro Y

Mocha is the world’s most powerful planar tracking
tool for VFX and post-production. Featuring GPU-
accelerated tracking and object removal, advanced
masking with edge-snapping, stabilization, lens
calibration, 3D camera solver, stereo 360/VR support,
and more.

$149.00 Boris FX Optics Y

Optics is the definitive digital toolbox for photos.
Created by professional feature film VFX artists,
Optics is designed to simulate optical camera filters,
specialized lenses, film stocks and grain, lens flares,
optical lab processes, color correction as well as

http://www.effectmatrix.com/total-video-converter/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id426654691
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natural light and photographic effects. Take your
images to the next level, try Optics. Available now as
a plug-in for Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom, as well
as a standalone application for macOS and Windows.

Photography

Camera Management &
Maintenance

$4.99 ShutterCheck Y
Know how many shots (shutter clicks) your Canon
EOS camera has taken.

Library Manipulation &
Management

$7.95 Duplicate Annihilator for Photos Y

Duplicate Annihilator for Photos takes on the time
consuming task comparing the Master images and
Versions in your Photos database using effective
algorithms to make sure that no duplicates escape.
When a duplicate is found the versions of that master
will be marked with a description of your choice to
make it easy to locate and delete.

$0.99 Duplicate Photos Fixer Pro Y

Photo-fixing tool that smoothly scans and deletes
duplicate or similar photos, depending on the
matching level you choose. This tool works with
photos from iPhoto, external storage devices, and
your system’s hard drives.

$14.99 flickery Y
flickery is a great new way to use and enjoy flickr with
your Mac. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Mylio Y
One app to collect all of your photos, videos, and
documents into a single library, automatically
organizing them into the visual story of your life.

$14.99 Pixave Y Store and organize those inspiring photos.

$29.95 PowerPhotos

PowerPhotos allows you to break up your Photos.app
images among multiple Photos libraries, rather than
having to store all of them in one giant library. You can
easily switch between libraries, or just browse the
photos in your libraries directly from PowerPhotos,
without having to open each library in Photos.

Metadata Manipulation

A Better Finder Attributes Y
See UTILITIES ; FILE MANAGEMENT : A BETTER
FINDER ATTRIBUTES

$17.99 MetaImage Y

MetaImage is the ultimate Mac tool to read, write and
edit images metadata. It is the first editor that allows
you to edit EXIF, IPTC, XMP and Maker tags in a
familiar interface.

$0.99 Photos Exif Editor Y
Photos EXIF Editor is an intuitive app which can edit
EXIF, IPTC & XMP data of thousands of photos in no
time! Available on the Mac App Store

FREE Photos Metadata Export

Photos Metadata Export helps you to create easily
lists with metadata of your photos. 
info from all your photos and create excel file. Just
select a folder with photos, and this app will give you
back a list with metadata of these photos. You can
preview metadata and then create an excel file with
the metadata. Get metadata of any kind of image file
or row image file.

https://shuttercheck.app/
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/#photos
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Miscellaneous

$19.99 Glimpses Y

Glimpses creates Still Motion Videos. When you want
to show your awesome photos from your recent
vacation but there are just too many, you can either
sort through them and heavy-heartedly decide which
ones to toss aside...or you show them all - with a Still
Motion Video. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE HEIC Converter Y

HEIC Converter is a macOS app that makes it easy to
quickly convert images in the HEIC format to JPEG or
PNG. HEIC is Apple's new default image format in
iOS 11, replacing JPEG. HEIC uses more advanced
and modern compression methods to achieve much
smaller file sizes with the same visual quality.
Unfortunately, HEIC is a very new format and not yet
supported outside of iOS and macOS. This app
makes it possible to share your HEIC images on the
web or with non-Apple users. Available from the Mac
App Store

$39.00 HoudahGeo Y

Use HoudahGeo to geocode and geotag your photos.
“Pin” photos to the exact places where they were
taken. HoudahGeo stores latitude, longitude and
altitude as geotags right within the image file. Just like
a GPS-enabled camera. HoudahGeo supports many
methods of geocoding, ranging from automatic to
manual. Use a GPS track log, reference photos taken
with iPhone, or pick locations on the built-in map.
HoudahGeo works with both JPEG and RAW images.
It can browse Apple Photos, iPhoto, Aperture, and
Adobe Lightroom Classic libraries.

$39.95 ImageFramer Lite Y

Quickly and beautifully frame photographs, digital art,
Etsy shop listings, family snapshots — any image you
can get onto your Mac. Choose from thousands of
photorealistic or artistic frames and mats, layered in
endless combinations. Add text and image overlays,
including watermarks to digitally sign your original
artwork. Available from the Mac App Store

$49.95 ImageFramer Standard Y

Quickly and beautifully frame photographs, digital art,
Etsy shop listings, family snapshots — any image you
can get onto your Mac. Choose from thousands of
photorealistic or artistic frames and mats, layered in
endless combinations. Add text and image overlays,
including watermarks to digitally sign your original
artwork. Available from the Mac App Store

$79.95 ImageFramer Pro Y

Quickly and beautifully frame photographs, digital art,
Etsy shop listings, family snapshots — any image you
can get onto your Mac. Choose from thousands of
photorealistic or artistic frames and mats, layered in
endless combinations. Add text and image overlays,
including watermarks to digitally sign your original
artwork. Available from the Mac App Store

Tethering for the serious photographer. Multi-point live
view, focus peaking, dual histogram, variable-step
bracketing, industrial strength reliability and swift
operation are the cornerstones of this premium Canon
EOS tethering app. Photographers practicing slow-
paced genres (like architecture, product, portrait,
macro, landscape and astrophotography) will benefit

https://www.eternalstorms.at/glimpses/
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$13.99 Kuuvik Capture Y from working on a large screen with advanced
composition and evaluation tools, extensive exposure
automation, precise exposure control and improved
focusing accuracy — a must with today's high-
megapixel sensors. Sport, wedding and wildlife
photographers will also find it an indispensable time-
saver when culling thousands of images. 
the Mac App Store

$13.99 maWatermarker Y
Protect your photos with beautiful and subtle
watermarks and drive more traffic to your website or
blog! Available from the Mac App Store

$9.99 PhotoConvert for Mac Y

PhotoConvert 4 is a powerful and intuitive utility to
convert and rename your photos in batch.
PhotoConvert 4 offer features like image format
conversion between JPEG, JPEG2000, TIFF, PNG,
GIF, WebP, BMP and more formats. It can import
most of all RAW image types of various DSLR
cameras. Rename feature to give meaningful name to
your photos. In addition, It has options to preserve
metadata properties (EXIF, RAW, TIFF, etc.), time
stamp and also maintains source folder photo storage
hierarchy. Available from the Mac App Store

$9.99 PhotoMill X Y

PhotoMill helps you batch convert photos to popular
image formats, rename by a pattern, add text and
image watermarks, adjust colors, fit geometry, edit
metadata, and more. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE PhotoSync Y
Drag-and-drop photos and videos between iPhone,
iPad, and iPod touch and your computer.

FREE PixVeew for Mac Y

PixVeew is a fast and simple picture viewer and
contact sheet printing application for macOS. You can
either manually flip through a collection of images or
use a slideshow mode. Available from the Mac App
Store

$5.99 Raw Right Away Y

Transform MacOS Finder into a better place to
manage your Nikon Raw (.NEF), Canon Raw (.CR2),
Sony Raw (.ARW) and JPEG* image files. Raw Right
Away is a fast OS X Quick Look generator and suite
of basic metadata utilities for Nikon Raw (.NEF),
Canon Raw 2 (.CR2), Sony Raw (.ARW) and JPEG*
image files. The preview generator runs very quickly,
so you are no longer made to wait while browsing raw
images. [Available from the Mac App Store]
(https://geo.itunes.apple.com/us/app/raw-right-
away/id963507809

FREE ScreenToLayers Y
Capture your screen as a layered Adobe Photoshop
(PSD) file.

$9.99 Webcam Effects Live Y

Subtle to Extreme Webcam Filters for Mac. 65
customizable filters for webcams or FaceTime HD
cameras. Send adjusted live stream to other apps like
Zoom, Chrome, OBS.

$8.99 WebToLayers Y
Convert websites to layered Adobe Photoshop (PSD)
files. The App allows you to screenshot webpages by
keeping each element in a separated layer.

Photo Editors
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$79.99 AccuRaw EXR Y

AccuRaw EXR is a raw image editor and developer
that delivers unmatched resolution and control over
how your images are processed. In addition,
AccuRaw EXR implements a non-clipping workflow
that supports the preservation of "greater than 1"
highlights in EXR formats. AccuRaw EXR supports
most cameras from major manufacturers. 
the Mac App Store

$129.99 AccuRaw Monochrome for Mac Y

AccuRaw is a raw image editor and developer that is
optimized for maximum resolution monochrome
output. To see the difference that true monochrome
processing makes, see these images. AccuRaw
Monochrome supports most cameras from major
manufacturers; a full list is available on the support
site. Available on the Mac App Store

$29.99 Acorn Y

Acorn is an image editor for MacOS 10.11 and later,
including MacOS 10.15 Catalina. The Image Editor for
Humans. Everyone needs to edit photos at some
point, but not everyone has the time to learn
complicated super pricey photo editing software. This
is why we created Acorn. Add text and shapes to your
digital pictures. Combine images together to create a
photo collage. Work with layers to touch up your
favorite photos or make something entirely new from
scratch. Do all this and more with Acorn! 
the Mac App Store

$49.99 Affinity Photo Y

Affinity Photo has become the first choice for
photography and creative professionals around the
world, who love its speed, power and precision. Born
to work hand-in-hand with the latest powerful
computer technology, it’s the only fully-loaded photo
editor integrated across macOS, Windows and iOS.

$0.99 Black Out Y

Black Out is a macOS app that lets you quickly hide
sensitive parts of an image. This can be useful when
you want to post a screenshot or photo on the web
that contains some information you don't want
revealed. Available on the Mac App Store

$23.00 DoubleTake Y

DoubleTake is the "nano" of stitching software. Drag &
drop your images onto or into DoubleTake, arrange
them, and check the overlaps. When you are done -
save and perhaps copy and paste the result to iPhoto.

$99.99 DxO PhotoLab Y Image enhancement tool for RAW and JPEG files.

FREE Growly Photo Y

Growly Photo does not import your photo files, it just
remembers where they are. Within Photo you can
create a structure of groups and folders as simple or
complex as you like, to make finding and viewing your
photos absolutely easy. At the top level are groups,
for example you could organize your photos by year
as in the screenshot above. You can also have groups
for family, animals, collections, trips -- whatever you
can think of. Each group contains folders, nested to
any depth, and the folders contain references to your
photo files.

$17.99 GlueMotion Y
See MULTIMEDIA:VIDEO
EDITING/CONVERSION:GLUEMOTION

High Dynamic Range Imaging software product for
the macOS operating system. Version 2.1 focuses on
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$39.99 HDRtist NX Y

improving color rendering, single RAW support and
integration with Apple's "Photos" organizing software.
HDRtist NX2 is the fourth major revision of their HDR
software, covering 10 years, allowing for a
significantly improved engine, modern interface, and
extendable functionality.

$4.99 Image Plus Y Photo editor and converter.

$19.99 Inpaint Y

Inpaint will magically fill the selected area with
intelligently-generated textures pulled from the
surrounding image data. Go to our Tutorials page and
see for yourself how easy it is for anyone to do with
just a few simple steps.

$9.99/$19.99/$52.99
monthly Creative
Cloud subscriptions

Lightroom Classic CC Y

Lightroom Classic gives you all the desktop editing
tools you need to bring out the best in your photos.
Punch up colors, make dull-looking shots vibrant,
remove distracting objects, and straighten skewed
shots. Easily organize all your photos on your
desktop, and share them in a variety of ways.

$3.49 maPhotoResizer for Mac Y
Resize, crop photos and convert file type, one by one
or in batch.

$39.90 Neat Image Y

Neat Image software is engineered to reduce the
noise in your digital images. It can also minimize film
grain, JPEG compression artifacts and other
imperfections.

$44.95 Movavi Photo Editor Y

Movavi Photo Editor for Mac – a simple program
that’s equally good both for beginners and
professionals. No need to avoid shooting photos in
crowded places. Take photographs wherever you
want and then just remove unwanted objects, random
people, trash, or bad graffiti from your digital images
with Movavi’s photo software. The Object Removal
tool uses great care to cover all those little flaws in
just a couple of minutes! Restore photos taken
decades ago.

$15.00 Optimage Y

Optimage is a simple yet powerful image optimization
tool that provides the highest compression ratio at
consistent visual quality, implementing many best
practices for using images on web and mobile. It is
the first tool to achieve visually lossless compression
in a comprehensive set of third-party tests and the
new state of the art in image compression.

FREE Photo Eraser Y

Super Photo Eraser for Mac magically erase
unwanted objects from photo on Mac OS X system
and instantly fix your photos. Powered by the latest
revolutionary photo eraser for Mac algorithm, Super
Photo Eraser performs the best among all other Mac
photo eraser that ruin your photos, including popular
professional photo processing softwares. A variety of
experiments shows the intelligent Super Photo Eraser
for Mac will give you better and more natural,
amazing results than any similar tools. 
Mac App Store

$19.99 Photo Eraser Pro Y

Super Photo Eraser for Mac magically erase
unwanted objects from photo on Mac OS X system
and instantly fix your photos. Powered by the latest
revolutionary photo eraser for Mac algorithm, Super
Photo Eraser performs the best among all other Mac
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photo eraser that ruin your photos, including popular
professional photo processing softwares. A variety of
experiments shows the intelligent Super Photo Eraser
for Mac will give you better and more natural,
amazing results than any similar tools.

$4.99 PhotoJob for Mac Y

PhotoJob 2 is a powerful and intuitive toolkit to edit
your photos in batch. PhotoJob offers to convert,
resize, watermark, rename, optimize and enhance
thousands of photos at lightning fast speed and
provides numerous options. In addition, PhotoJob has
options to preserve metadata properties, time stamp
and also maintains source folder photo storage
hierarchy. Extensive set of photo editing controls,
easy-to-use interface, preset management and batch
processing makes PhotoJob most effective way to
edit and personalize photos. Available on the Mac
App Store

$19.99 Pixelmator Pro Y

It is an image editor designed to make the most
powerful professional image editing tools accessible
to everyone and includes an extensive collection of
tools for editing and retouching photos, creating
graphic designs, painting, drawing vector graphics,
and adding stunning effects.

$9.99 PhotoBulk Y
Bulk image editor that lets you add text/image
watermark, resize, and optimize hundreds or
thousands of images or photos in just one click

$17.99 PhotoRevive Y

automatically colorizes your old black and white
photos. The application uses a revolutionary artificial
intelligence that will add colors in an ultra-realistic
way. The application is super simple to use. Scan or
import your photo and that's it. The application will
color it without any effort on your part.

$6.99 Pro Paint Y

Pro Paint is a full-featured photo editor that is used for
image editing, vector graphic, free-form
transformation, cropping, alpha channel editing,
drawing and more specialized tasks. It provides high
quality image manipulation tools for original artwork
creation. Available from the Mac App Store

$143.00 PTGui

PTGui is panoramic photo stitching software.
Originally developed as a Graphical User Interface for
Panorama Tools (hence the name), PTGui now is a
full-featured photo stitching application.

$39.99 RAW Power Y

RAW Power® makes your best shots even better.
Professional Image Editor App and Photos Extension.
Adjust images with incredible precision and power,
using special controls in Apple’s RAW decoder.
Available from the Mac App Store

$39.99 Super PhotoCut Pro Y

An unprecedented Mac tool designed to AUTO cut out
wedding dresses, veil and transparent objects from
photo. Removing image background from transparent
objects (veil, glass, water, fire...) is a complex and
difficult matting task even on the premise that you are
proficient in Photoshop. But now Super PhotoCut Pro
will assist you to complete the task efficiently.
Available from the Mac App Store

Photo Printing
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$32.78 PhotoPrintPilot Y

Photo Print Pilot is photo printing software specially
designed for photograph printing at home. Photo Print
Pilot allows you to take images for printing from
different folders. To print photos in a desired format
you should just choose a template with a size of the
images for printing and a way they will be arranged on
a page.

System

Disk Maintenance

$14.99 Disk Aid Y

The Disk Cleaning module conducts a deep and
thorough scan to identify all kinds of potential
unneeded files that can be safely removed from your
Mac. It also features a handy large file scanner that
highlights the largest files stored on your Mac. This
module often saves our users tremendous amounts of
disk space. Available from the Mac App Store

$19.99 DriveDX Y
Advanced drive-health diagnostic and monitoring
utility.

$29.00 MacClean360

MacClean360 is all-in-one Mac cleaner & manager. It
not only can find and remove all junk files in your
Mac, but it also can help you optimize, speed up and
manage your Mac computer

$19.95 MacMaster Y Clean up your disk.

$29.95 PowerMyMac Y

Thee best Mac Cleaner app to clean your Mac to free
up the precious disk space and optimize your Mac
with many useful features. Power your Mac as good
as new.

Utilities

Archives
(Compression/decompression)

$24.95 BetterZip Y

BetterZip can create archives with these formats: ZIP,
DMG, TAR, TGZ, TBZ, TXZ, TZ, Zstandard, Brotli, 7-
ZIP, XAR, and — using the external commandline
utility — RAR. Modify archives: Open an archive and
add, delete, rename, and edit files. It's super easy.
Compatibility: Have BetterZip remove Mac specific
files from archives for archives that look and behave
well on Windows.

$6.99 Mr. Zipper Y

A professional compression and extraction tool which
supports quick look and personalized settings.
Supports these extraction formats: RAR, 7Z, ISO,
CAB, MSI, Zip, Stuffit, Arj, Z, Lzma, Tar, Gzip, Bzip2,
EXE, PAX. It also supports these compression
formats: 7Z, Zip, Gzip, Tar, Bzip2.

$29.00 RAR N

RAR is a powerful archive manager. It can backup
your data and reduce the size of email attachments,
open and unpack RAR, ZIP and other files
downloaded from Internet, create new archives in
RAR and ZIP file format.

$0.99 unRAR Y Extract RAR, ZIP, and 7x files.

ZipEnc is a Mac OS X utility which compresses
folders and files into password protected zip archives.
Nobody will be able to extract the content without a
password. Safeguard your information not only on
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$1.99 ZipEnc for Mac Y your own disk, but also when moving it around
through email, on your laptop, removable hard drive
or USB key. Compressed files can be opened on
Windows and Linux computers as well. Make sure
your digital privacy is safe with ZipEnc ! 
from the Mac App Store

Backup

$49.99/year Acronis True Image for Mac Y

Only one personal solution combines backup and
antimalware together to protect you from today’s
threats – from accidents to failures to attacks. Unifies
reliable backup and advanced antimalware in one full
feature solution, eliminating the cost and complexity
of managing multiple tools

$49.99 Arq Y
Arq backs up your files. You control your data. Arq is
backup software for your Mac or Windows PC.

$7.00/month Backblaze Y

Secure. Offsite. And the only backup service that
doesn't need you to pick folders and filestypes.
Unlimited files. Unlimited file size. Blazing fast.
Backblaze will automatically back up all your files
including documents, photos, music, movies, and
more. It’s that easy.

$39.99 Carbon Copy Cloner Y Clone your Mac drives. Make bootable backups.

$6.00/month Carbonite Y
Backup and recovery to the rescue. Learn how
Carbonite helps protect personal and business data
from common forms of data loss.

$49.99 ChronoSync Y

ChronoSync is a complete, all-in-one solution for file
synchronizations, backups, bootable backups and
cloud storage. In use by thousands of photographers,
video editors, filmmakers, musicians and other data
professionals. No other app can compare!

$24.95 ChronoSync Express

ChronoSync Express is the entry-level version of the
popular ChronoSync utility. It is the one application
you can count on for both reliable backups and easy
folder synchronization. ChronoSync Express
combines an efficient file copy engine, flexible
scheduling options, broad connectivity, and a robust
user interface into the one utility that no Mac should
be without.

FREE CloudBerry Backup Y

MSP360™ Backup for macOS supports Amazon S3,
Amazon Glacier, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud and
other cloud storage providers. It’s available in
Freeware and Pro versions. The Freeware version is
designed for personal use only. It comes with most of
the features of the PRO version, such as flexible
scheduler and retention policies.

$29.99 CloudBerry Backup Pro Y

MSP360™ Backup for macOS supports Amazon S3,
Amazon Glacier, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud and
other cloud storage providers. Comes with advanced
features: compression and encryption.

$29.95 Deliver Express
Automated file transfers from identified folder by FTP,
SFTP, Amazon S3, WebDAV, AFP and other remote
and local services.

The easiest way to create and work with Mac disk
images (.dmg files). DropDMG makes it easy to
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$24.99 DropDMG for Mac

create a professional disk image for your app. Disk
images pack entire folders or disks into a single
compressed file, either for transport across the
Internet or simply for backup or archival. They are
Apple’s preferred format for distributing Mac software
and the only archive format whose contents you can
directly access in the Mac Finder—no extraction or
third-party software required.

$19.99 Get Backup Pro Y

Advanced Mac Backup Software Imagine it. One day
your Mac with all family photos, valuable documents
and emails refuses to boot up. Don't find yourself in
this situation. Start backing up your files today! Keep
your data safe with Get Backup Pro, our backup,
archive, disk cloning, and folder sync software for
Mac. Quickly back up data, create bootable and
encrypted backups, sync folders, and be confident
that your data is safely stored in case of system
failure or information loss.

$49.95 GoodSync

GoodSync is easy and reliable file backup and file
synchronization software. It automatically analyzes,
synchronizes, and backs up your emails, precious
family photos, contacts, MP3s, financial documents,
iTunes, and other important files locally - between
desktops, laptops, servers, external drives, and
mobile devices, as well as remotely with FTP, SFTP,
WebDAV (including MobileMe), Amazon S3 cloud
storage.

FREE iDrive Y Automatic online backup; free 5GB account.

$119.00 Retrospect Y Data Protection for Businesses. 

FREE RsyncOSX Y
GUI front end to the command line rsync file
syncronization and backup command.

$8.00 Sync Y

Sync makes it easy to store, share and access your
files from just about anywhere. Best of all, Sync
protects your privacy with end-to-end encryption —
ensuring that your data in the cloud is safe, secure
and 100% private. Get 5 GB free, upgrade any time

$8.99 SyncSettings Y

SyncSettings is the first application able to back up
and sync the preferences of your Mac apps. Tired of
settling all your apps after a new macOS install or to
manually keep the same settings across several
macs? SyncSettings will do it for you. Available on the
Mac App Store.

FREE TimeMachineEditor Y

TimeMachineEditor is a software for macOS that lets
you change the default one-hour backup interval of
Time Machine. You can change the interval or create
a more sophisticated scheduling.

$69.99 Tri-BACKUP for Mac Y
Tri-BACKUP: Powerful Mac Backup Software. Your
data is priceless... Backup them!

$99.99 Tri-BACKUP Pro for Mac Y
Tri-BACKUP: Powerful Mac Backup Software. Your
data is priceless... Backup them!

Contacts

AddressBook Aid2 is an application for editing
contacts on your Mac. This is a redesigned version of
AddressBookAid with using Contacts.framework
which was introduced in OS X 10.11. In addition to the
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$8.99 AddressBook Aid2

change, code refactoring and optimization have been
made. Also the "Replace All" function in Find-and-
Replace has been implemented. The contacts on your
Mac are shown much like a spreadsheet. The date is
separated in one column, and you can add/edit each
value in the cell, sort the data in the column. You can
find a value and replace all of them at once. And you
can compare any two contacts in the special panel.

$5.99 vCard Editor

vCard Editor is an application for editing a vCard file.
This is an redesigned version of vCard Editor with
using Contacts.framework which is introduced from
macOS 10.11. In addition to the change, code
refactoring and optimization are done. Also the
"Replace All" function in Find&Replace is
implemented. The contents of vCard file is shown
such like a spread sheet. The date is separated in the
column, and you can add/edit each value in the cell,
sort the data in the column. You can find a value by
the FindBar and replace all of them at once. And you
can compare any two contacts in the special panel.

Data Recovery

$49.99 Cisdem Data Recovery for Mac Y

Recover Lost Data Safely and Quickly! No Data No
Fee (macOS Catalina Ready!) Lost files due to Mac
crash? Accidentally deleted something important?
Have an SD card formatted? Files disappeared after
upgrading? Don’t panic. We bring them all back to
you, in the most straightforward, easy and secure
manner.

FREE Disk Drill Y

Disk Drill is a Mac data recovery software designed
natively for Mac OS: easily protect your files from
accidental deletion with Recovery Vault and recover
lost data from Mac disks. Most of storage devices, file
types and file systems are supported. You can
recover deleted files from iPhone and Android
devices! Disk Drill offers helpful and free tools for disk
management like duplicate file finder, byte-to-byte
backups, disk cleanup and space visualization,
bootable data recovery drive, disk health monitoring,
etc.

$89.00 Disk Drill Pro Y

Disk Drill PRO also features a number of advanced
scanning modes for data recovery of FAT, NTFS,
HFS/HFS+, other file systems and formatted
(initialized) drives. Using Quick Scan you can locate
deleted items on FAT and NTFS disks, this scanning
method is fast and accurate, but is unlikely to find
data deleted long ago. With Deep Scan you can try to
recover data from any disk or memory card
regardless of their file system. This recovery method
is long and thorough, it scans your disk in a binary
mode and is capable of finding deleted files even after
formatting.

$69.95 Magoshare Data Recovery Y
Safe & reliable free Mac data recovery software to
help completely and easily recover deleted, formatted
and lost data under Mac OS.

Desktop

Customizable Dock for Mac, Application Launcher,
Dock Replacement. Customisable Dock for Mac,
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$24.99 ActiveDock Y Application Launcher and Dock Replacement.
Perpetual License for 2 Macs, 1 Year
Maintenance/Free Updates

$59.99 ActiveDock Pro Y

Customizable Dock for Mac, Application Launcher,
Dock Replacement. Customisable Dock for Mac,
Application Launcher and Dock Replacement.
Perpetual/Lifetime License for 3 Macs, Lifetime
Updates/Maintenance, includes Pro features (such as
support for multiple Monitors and others)

$19.95 Alarm Clock Pro Y

From the tinker-tonk of an incoming phone call, car
horns during rush hour, and loud neighbours, we are
all over-saturated with noise! Wake up to the serenity
of your musical selection instead! Put to rest the goofy
retro beeps and buzzing of a bedside alarm clock or
cell phone.

FREE Amethyst Y Tiling window manager similar to xmonad.

$2.99 AnyTime Y

AnyTime helps you to place multiple clocks in your
taskbar (menu bar). Multiple time zones are now
always in your view. Color code options for easy
reference. Perfect for working across world offices.

$9.99 Artpaper Y
Enjoy artwork from a variety of galleries and
museums on your desktop.

$15.00 Bartender Y

Bartender lets you organize your menu bar icons, by
hiding them, rearranging them, show hidden items
with a click or keyboard shortcut and have icons show
when they update.

$2.99 Battery Indicator for Mac Y
Remaining battery time in your menu bar. 
from the Mac App Store

$7.99 BigBen Y

Suppose you have a friend on holiday in some remote
part of the globe and you want to know the right time
to call him up: fine! Let BigBen show you at a glance
the current date and time of twelve cities of your
choice all over the world. Available from the Mac App
Store

$4.99 CalendarMenu for Mac Y

CalendarMenu is a macOS menu bar application,
which provides a small calendar showing all
informations you need to keep track of all upcoming
appointments, birthdays and reminders in the blink of
an eye.

$9.99 Cisdem Window Manager Y

Cisdem Window Manager can split screen into
various sizes and positions on Mac. All you have to
do is drag windows to the edges or corners of your
screen, or use our grid system to select the area that
the windows should cover and you can also set
keyboard shortcuts. Once you start splitting screens
on mac with Window Manager you’ll wonder how you
ever managed without it.

FREE Clocker Y
A Free Open Source Software (FOSS) menu-bar
utility designed to help you keep track of different time
zones.

FREE coconutBattery for Mac Y

With coconutBattery you are always aware of your
current battery health. It shows you live information
about the battery quality in your Mac, iPhone and
iPad.

With coconutBattery you are always aware of your
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$9.95 coconutBattery for Mac Plus Y

current battery health. It shows you live information
about the battery quality in your Mac, iPhone and
iPad. Adds WiFi support, iOS Battery Lifetime
Analyzer, iOS Advanced Viewer, Mac Advanced
Viewer, Custom Printing Tempates and Notification.

$0.99 Coffee Buzz Y

Ever wanted to temporarily keep your Mac from
starting its screen saver or going to sleep? Sure, you
could change your Energy Saver settings, but isn't
there a more convenient way? Well, now there is!
Coffee Buzz is the easiest and safest display-sleep
preventer available. With simple operation and
exclusive Safety Auto-Shutoff feature, keeping your
Mac awake. Available from the Mac App Store

$1.99 Color Folder Master Y

Keeping your files well ordered and categorized is
ideal for efficiency and helps to keep things more
organized. Another option to help visually locate
certain folders is making them have different colored
to the standard folder. A standard folder in Finder is
blue, ColorFolder can help quickly make a folder
looks different with others. Grag a folder from Finder
into the app's drop area then set the color. 
from the Mac App Store

$2.99 Dato Y

Dato is a replacement for the system menu bar clock.
By default, it looks exactly the same, but when you
click it, you get a small calendar, calendar events, the
current time in various time zones, and more.
Available from the Mac app Store

$2.99 DClock for Mac Y

DClock is a minimalist clock that resides in the dock
with pure macOS style. Additionally, it provides analog
and digital modes, alarms, stopwatch and timer.
Available on the Mac App Store

$34.95 Default Folder X Y
Track recently used files in every app. Reopen
recently closed Finder windows. Copy and Move files
in file dialogs.

$4.99 Desktop Blurrifier Y

Do you have icons on your desktop? Do you want to
see them easier but still have a nice desktop picture?
Don't have or want to go to Photoshop to make an
adjustment to a desktop image? Use Desktop
Blurrifier! Quickly put a blur on a picture and set it to
your desktop picture. Add a little more flare with quick
saturation, exposure, and colorize options. EPS
images and PDFs are supported, you can have a logo
as your desktop and blur it too! 
Mac App Store

1,99 € Drop Circles Y

Drop Circles is meant to be a helpful Utility to quickly
open an explicit Application, either as an Application
Launcher or as arg & Drop Destination. You can
imagine it as an “Open with…” Extension. You can
setup up to 8 customisable Circles to perform specific
Actions. Available on the Mac App Store

$19.95 F-Bar Y

F-Bar lets you manage your Laravel Forge servers
from your menu bar. Reboot the server or services
like MySQL and Nginx. Launch and open an SSH-
connection with Terminal, Hyper or iTerm directly from
your Mac’s menubar. Short cuts to your sites and
copy server’s IP address to your clipboard.
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$4.95/month Focus for Mac Y Reclaim your productivity by blocking distracting sites
and applications, like Facebook and Fortnite. Stay on
task and in flow to accomplish your best work!

FREE* Forecast Bar Y

Forecast Bar offers hyper accurate, hyper local live
weather and forecasts right in your menu bar or dock.
With full support for Mac OS X's dark theme, a daily
weather report, and severe weather notifications.
Available on the Mac App Store

$4.99 InstaCal for Mac (Formerly Unsplash) Y

InstaCal is an affordable, yet powerful calendar app
that puts all your events right at your fingertips,
always available in your Mac's menu bar. InstaCal is
quick and convenient, and can be opened at any time
with a configurable keyboard shortcut. From there you
can view your calendar events, make changes, invite
friends or even add new events. 
Mac App Store

FREE* Irvue (Formerly Unsplash) Y

Thousands of stunning photos from Unsplash on your
Mac. Don't worry about where to find a new wallpaper
for your Mac. There are tons of gorgeous high-
resolution photos on Unsplash. Irvue brings them to
your desktop. Download it from the Mac app Store

$14.99 iScreen Recoder Y

1Click - Screen Recorder is an intuitive, light, stable,
efficient and easy-to-use screen recording software.
With this screen recorder on Mac, you can create a
new screen recording. This easy-to-use screen
recording app helps you record online courses, game
play tricks, product demos, presentations, online
meetings and more. No matter what, it makes you
work efficiently and smartly. This screen recording
app has extremely high performance, even when
recording a 5K screen, your work can go smoothly.

$11.99 iStat Menus Y An advanced Mac system monitor for your menubar.

$2.99 iWall-Dynamic Desktop Engine Y

iWall is a very popular beautiful video that can be
used in any format (no conversion required), directly
supports 4K, 8K ultra high definition video source,
audio (visualization function), picture, animation (gif),
program, web page, website, website, Url is your
dynamic desktop software and can interact. Please
note: This is the only dynamic desktop that can
interact. Filled with all kinds of resources, endless.
Online and offline settings, and you can easily create
various types of dynamic desktop sources. 
it from the Mac app Store

$3.99 Jiffy for Mac Y

Jiffy lets you quickly search and discover GIFs from
GIPHY. When you have found an awesome GIF, just
drag and drop it into an app. Available on the Mac
App store

$8.99 John's Background Switcher Y
John’s Background Switcher puts beautiful full-screen
photos and stunning montages on your Mac desktop.
Available from the Mac App Store

$22.30 KeyCue Y

KeyCue helps you to use your macOS applications
more effectively by displaying a concise table of all
currently available menu shortcuts. KeyCue gives you
an instant overview of the overall functionality of any
application, plus lets you automatically start working
more efficiently by making use of menu shortcuts.

Keep your hands on the keyboard. Start with a single
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$31.60 LaunchBar Y keyboard shortcut to access and control every aspect
of your digital life.

$31.60 LiteIcon Y

LiteIcon is a simple app which allows you to change
your system icons quickly and easily. Simply drag an
icon onto the one you want to change, and click the
Apply Changes button.

$29.95 MacPilot

With the power of Unix and the simplicity of
Macintosh, you have a phenomenal amount of
untapped power in your hands! Use MacPilot to
unlock over 1,200 features, and access them all with
the easy and familiar Macintosh user interface. No
command line tools or complicated file operations!
Display hidden files in the Finder, disable the startup
chime, add spacers and stacks to the Dock, change
the screenshot file format, run maintenance tools,
tweak network settings, force empty the Trash, and
tons more. Keep yourself in awe and busy for days as
you discover how much macOS has "under the hood".

FREE Manico

Manico gives you direct access to the things you
need, using Option+Number key to launch or switch
to a target app extremely quickly! If you are the type
oe user who likes to use the keyboard to make
effective use of the operating system, Manico will help
you to maximize your efficiency.

$4.99 MiniNote Pro Y

MiniNote lives in your Mac's menubar (can be
detached) and is always available at the click of a
button. It is perfect for jotting down your thoughts and
important pieces of information, all of which is safely
stored and instantly accessible. 
Mac App Store

$10.00 MultiDock Y
MultiDock is a simple application that allows you to
organize frequently used applications, documents and
folders using small panels (Dock's).

$9.99 MultiPanel Y
MultiPanel is a simple application that allows you to
organize frequently used applications, documents and
folders using small panels (Dock’s).

$1.99 NetWorker Pro Y

NetWorker shows network information conveniently in
the menu bar. It also features a window that shows
additional information about the currently active
network adapter.

$0.99 Planets -- Live Wallpaper Y

Place all planets from our Solar System right on your
desktop and enjoy an amazing interactive Solar
System with a calendar, clock and iCal task list.
Available from the Mac App Store

FREE popCalendar Y

popCalendar is a calendar that fits in your menu bar
giving you a faster access to your timetable. Two
presentations, per month and per year, lets you find
the day you need or the events of it. 
the Mac App Store

$3.99 Pro Mouse Y

Whether you want to run a demo/presentation like a
pro or just want to know where your mouse cursor is
at all times, Pro Mouse is the tool for you! The app
allows users to quickly locate the mouse pointer, draw
anywhere on the screen, zoom into any location, and
highlight portions of the screen. 
Mac App Store
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FREE Service Station Y

Customize your Finder context menu with applications
and scripts. The app is fully sandboxed and uses
modern Finder Extension architecture to customize
the Finder's menus. The app is easy to set up and
includes default menus for Folders, Text files, and
Images. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Simple Screen Shade Y

If you work in a dark room, or in room lit by the sun, or
struggle with eye strain, Simple Screen Shade will
dim your displays - this way it will care for your health
and comfort. You can set gray shade to mitigate bright
and vivid colors, or white shade to view details in dark
pictures. When you read and write, a greenish shade
will relax your eyes. Using the predefined shade
samples will speed up the selection of the appropriate
shade color. The app doesn't change the monitor
settings. It places translucent layers over your
desktop and running applications. Thus it will dim
monitors even more than the hardware limit. 
from the Mac App Store

$1.99 Smart Tunes for Mac Y

Smart Tunes is a small tool to monitor, manage, save
and restore state of iTunes application from macOS
status menu as iTunes currently lacks these basic
features. Available from the Mac App Store

$0.99 Theine Y

Prevent your Mac from falling asleep, dimming your
screen or starting the screensaver. Theine keeps
macOS awake just like caffeine does with you. And
we all do enjoy a good cup of coffee occasionally,
don’t we? So does your Mac! Available from the Mac
App Store

FREE Tiles Y

Tiles is a window manager which allows you to easily
reorganize windows by either dragging them to the
edges of the screen, using keyboard shortcuts, or the
menu bar.

$12.00 TotalFinder Y
TotalFinder for Mac users who demand more from
their Finder

$12.00 TotalSpaces2 Y
TotalSpaces is a desktop manager that brings back
grid Spaces to OS X and more! The ultimate grid
spaces manager for your Mac.

$29.95 TunesKit Screen Recorder Y

TunesKit Screen Recorder is capable of recording
anything you like on the PC or Mac screen, such as
online videos, computer games, app tutorials, how-
tos, video lectures, webinars, video conferences,
video calls, live broadcasts, and much more in an
easy way. It's not only a high-quality video recorder,
but also an independent audio capture that allows
users to grab any audio from system sound and/or
microphone, including streaming music, sound
effects, background music, or other appearing sound
through browser, media player or many other
applications. In addition, you can also extract audio
from videos on the computer, etc. with lossless
quality.

FREE UTC Time for Mac Y
Show the time in UTC in the menu bar or a widget.
Available in the Mac App Store

FREE Vanilla for Mac Y Hide menu bar icons on your Mac.

$10.00 Vanilla Pro for Mac Y Hide menu bar icons on your Mac.
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$12.99 WindowSwitcher for Mac Y

Powerful Mac Desktop Window Switcher and Window
Manager for macOS. When Mac several applications
are running, with many windows open, it is difficult to
manage the chaos and to work productively. Manually
switching between windows and placing them on the
screen wastes a lot of time. WindowSwitcher provides
several tools to quickly switch and manage Mac
desktop windows. WindowSwitcher transforms the
chaos of a messy desktop into neatly arranged
windows, where one can easily see all the information
in an organized display.

$14.00 Witch Y

The built-in macOS app switcher is great if all you use
are one-window applications. But you probably have
many windows open in many apps, possibly with
many tabs, and navigating them all is a pain. Enter
Witch, with which you can switch everything.

$19.00 World Clock Deluxe Y

Regularly work with people across the world? Have
family or friends living in other countries or time
zones? Often travel abroad? World Clock Deluxe will
make your life much easier.

$8.99 Yoink Y
Simplify and improve drag and drop on your Mac and
speed up your daily workflow. Available from the Mac
App Store

FREE Zappy Y

The fastest, all-in-one way to share screenshots,
GIFs, and recordings with your teammates. Zappy is
an incredibly fast screen capture tool for remote
teams. It lets you communicate more effectively by
sharing what you see. It’s built for speed and makes
annotations way quicker than futzing with your
computer's built-in tools.

Editors

FREE Typora

Typora gives you a seamless experience as both a
reader and a writer. It removes the preview window,
mode switcher, syntax symbols of markdown source
code, and all other unnecessary distractions,
replacing them with a real-time preview to help you
concentrate on the content itself.

File & Disk Management

$17.95 A Better Finder Attributes Y

A Better Finder Attributes 6 allows you to change
JPEG & RAW shooting dates, JPEG EXIF meta-data
tags, file creation & modification dates, file flags and
deal with invisible files.

$15.00 Ammonite Y

Ammonite provides an easy to use interface to find
tagged files quickly. It also works with OpenMeta tags
and databases of DEVONtechnologies’ excellent
product DEVONthink Pro.

$22.95 AnyToISO Y
Extract/Convert to ISO any disk image. Create ISO
from CD/DVD/Blu-ray disks and folders.

FREE Archive Mounter Y Mount ZIP and RAR archive files as disk images.

$17.95 Big Mean Folder Machine Y

The Big Mean Folder Machine" makes it easy to
organize huge file collections. The assistant-style
interface walks you through the decision process and
allows you to create multi-level folder hierarchies and
populate them with your digital photos, music, movies
or document files. Conversely it also allows to merge
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the files from multiple folder hierarchies into a single
folder. It can also split large file collections into
batches of a pre-determined size, for instance for
backing them up to CD/DVD or tape.

$18.99 Centurion Y

Centurion is a productivity utility that helps you
manage a massive load of files. The application will
watch a source folder, and will distribute the files load
balanced to multiple destination folders, based on file
extension and/or file name characteristics. In one run,
files can be renamed using c-actions. 
the Mac App Store

FREE Commander One Y

Free dual pane file manager for Mac. For all those
who’ve been missing a famous dual-panel file
manager for Mac, we tried to keep the best of what
the classic solution offered, and did it with all the
affection to OS X users. Totally new Commander One
for Mac is 100% naturally written in Swift and will
bring back long forgotten feeling of fast & convenient
keyboard and mouse Finder alternative.

$29.99 Commander One Pro Pack Y

The PRO Pack offers additional benefits to
Commander One: built-in fast FTP client that enables
you to connect to remote server through FTP, SFTP
or FTPS; easy access to data on your devices, both
iOS and Android; compression and extraction of ZIP,
RAR, TBZ, TGZ, 7z files; integration of any number of
Dropbox accounts

$29.99 DAEMON Tools for Mac Y

Smart mounting and imaging software. Mount all
types of image files and VHDs. Organize favorite files
in smart collection. Share files between DAEMON
Tools & mobile apps. Dedicated 24/7 support. Lifetime
updates for basic functionality. Free with any
advanced feature.

$29.99 Duplicate Finder for Mac Y

Find and Delete Duplicate Files Fast and Accurately
on Mac. Duplicate File Finder Mac helps you find
duplicate files that have identical content, regardless
of name and display them in an easy to understand
report. The program ensures 100% accuracy and will
ensure you'll keep at least one instance of each
duplicated item for sake of safety.

$2.99 Duplicate Manager Pro Y

Automatically finds and removes Duplicates and
Large Files. Cleans up your Mac and keeps your
precious time. Developed for Beginners and
Professionals.

$40.00 EagleFiler Y
Organize, search, and archive your e-mail, Web
pages, files, and miscellaneous scraps of information.

$39.96 Easy Duplicate Finder

Easy Duplicate Finder will help you find and delete all
sorts of duplicate files in just a few clicks. Its intuitive
interface lets you delete duplicates in a simple three-
step process: add folders, run a scan, delete duplicate
files. You can choose to delete all duplicates
automatically, or you can inspect the scan results
before you delete, move or rename the duplicates.

$1.99 Easy New File for Mac Y
Easy New File is a finder extension which adds some
functions in right click menu in the Finder

FREE Fast! Y
Quickly find or view files, show folders and launch
applications.
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$6.99 File Cards Y
Use cards, zoomed-out view, and workspaces to
navigate a huge collection of files and folders.

$9.99 FileTools Y

FileTools is a flexible and powerful suite of tools for
easily performing a wide variety of file wrangling and
processing tasks. It is fast and simple to call up a tool
when needed, and yet FileTools stays unobtrusively in
the background when not in use. 
Mac App Store

FREE FileWatcher Y

FileWatcher is a utility that listens to the operating
system event monitor and reports changes to files on
your system. You can view the event monitor log and
see a visualisation of the file system as a tree
structure. Entries in the log and tree will be either
changes to files such as file creation, renaming and
deletion or as running process and terminated
processes. The file icons in the tree will be overlaid
with a symbol indicationg these events.

$18.00 File Juicer Y

File Juicer doesn't care what type file you drop onto it;
it searches the entire file byte by byte. If it finds a
JPEG, JP2, PNG, GIF, PDF, BMP, WMF, EMF, PICT,
TIFF, Flash, Zip, HTML, WAV, MP3, AVI, MOV, MPG,
WMV, MP4, AU, AIFF or text file inside, it can save it
to your desktop or to another folder you choose.

$19.95 Gemini for Mac Y

The intelligent duplicate file finder. Find duplicate files
and wipe them away with Gemini 2. It's smart, laser
accurate, and recovers tons of space on your Mac.

FREE Hasleo NTFS Y
Easily and Securely Read & Write NTFS Drives in
macOS & OS X for Free!

FREE HoudahGPS Y
HoudahGPS is an easy-to-use tool to download and
convert GPS track logs

$34.00 HoudahSpot Y
Find Files. Fast! Use HoudahSpot to find important
documents, correspondence, photos, image files and
more.

$3.70 Loads of Folders Y
Batch-create sequentially numbered folders with a
single click.

$9.99 maFileRenamer Y

maFileRenamer is, what’s in the name, a file renamer.
maFileRenamer gives you numerous file renaming
options. You can even rename files based on a text
file. With the ability to create c-action and in
combination with Centurion you are the master of
your files flow. Available in the Mac App Store

FREE Marta Y Fast and configuarable dual-pane file manager.

FREE NameChanger for Mac Y

Rename a list of files quickly and easily. See how the
names will change as you type. NameChanger is
designed for the sole purpose of renaming a list of
files.

$48.00
[NXPowerLite for
Mac]https://www.neuxpower.com/nxpowerlite-
desktop-mac)

Y
NXPowerLite Desktop Mac will quickly reduce the
size of your PDF, PowerPoint, Word, JPEG, PNG and
TIFF files.

OneDrive (formerly SkyDrive) is the easiest way to
access your OneDrive from your Mac. When you
install OneDrive, a OneDrive folder is created on your
computer. Everything you put in this folder is
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FREE OneDrive automatically kept in sync between your computers
and OneDrive.com, so you can get to your latest files
from virtually anywhere. Whenever you add, change,
or delete files in one location, all the other locations
will be updated.

$19.95 Paragon NTFS Y

Microsoft NTFS is one of the primary file systems of
Windows. If you work on a Mac computer and need to
read or write files from HDD, SSD or a flash drive
formatted under Windows, you need Microsoft NTFS
for Mac by Paragon Software.

$4.95 ProFind for Mac Y
ProFind provides fast and complete searches of any
disk, beneath an elegant and extremely powerful
interface.

$0.99 Rename X Y

Rename X allows you to change names of many files
at once. You can replace the file name, add the date,
number a series of files and more. Preview and Undo.
Simple but powerful. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE SmartSwitch Y

Samsung Smart Switch seamlessly transfers
contacts, photos, music, videos, messages, notes,
calendars and more to virtually any Samsung Galaxy
device. Available from the Mac App Store

$15.00 Tembo for Mac Y

Tembo is a super-efficient, organized file search tool.
It will get to your files as quickly as possible. Tembo
finds documents, folders, PDF files, images, videos,
and more.

$29.99 Trickster Y Your recently used files, at your fingertips

Basic level FREE
with Pro upgrade for
$99.96/year

Wavebox for Mac Y

With customizable toolbars, sleeping tabs, cookie
containers, and multiple profiles, Wavebox has
everything you need to work better across Slack,
Asana, Gmail, Teams, Figma, and all your other daily
web tools. Tab managementTab organizing, sleep,
and search. Multiple containersContainers for multi-
accounts. Multiple profilesProfiles for multiple setups.
High performanceHigh performance, longer battery
life. Zero ads or trackingZero ads or tracking. Replace
disparate desktop clients with one focused app.
Optimize every app, tab, and window for lightning-fast
performance. Stay signed-in to all your web accounts,
and easily work across them e.g. for home, for work,
for your customers, for multiple businesses. Eliminate
manual tasks such as copy/pasting links and signing
in and out. Save 90 minutes per day by being more
organized and focused.

File Sharing

$14.99 ChronoAgent for Mac Y

ChronoAgent is an invisible app that runs silently in
the background providing ChronoSync or
InterConneX a direct connection to a remote Mac. It
provides a much more secure, reliable and higher
performance connection than standard file sharing. If
you’re synchronizing or backing up files between two
Macs, ChronoAgent is simply the best way to
establish a connection between them.

Dropshare is a menu bar application for drag & drop
upload files, screenshots and even directories to your
own server, Amazon S3, Backblaze B2 Cloud Files,
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$24.99 Dropshare

Rackspace Cloud Files, Microsoft Azure Blob
Storage, Google Drive or Dropbox. Additionally,
Dropshare offers a file sharing provider called
Dropshare Cloud, which is perfectly suitable to start
uploading in just minutes. Sharing files with friends,
customers, colleagues or anyone else has never been
so easy an professional!

FREE Jumpshare for Mac Y

Jumpshare is the best free file sharing app for
Windows 10, Mac, and the Web. It’s easy to upload
files via drag & drop and share using a link - all in real
time.

Font Management

$33.46 PopChar Y

Most of your fonts contain thousands of characters,
many more than you can access from the keyboard.
PopChar makes "typing" of unusual characters easy
without having to remember keyboard combinations.

$49.00 RightFont for Mac Y

RightFont 5 is an innovative, beautiful and
professional font manager app for Mac, helping
designers preview, install, sync and manage their font
files.

$35.99 Typeface Pro Y

Typeface is a wonderful font manager for macOS that
helps you pick the perfect type for your designs. A
minimal interface and total focus on your fonts makes
browsing your collection a delightful experience. And
Typeface 3 lets you effortlessly organize even the
largest collections with new powerful font
management features.

Graphics

$49.99 Affinity Designer Y Vector graphic illustration tool.

$149.99 OmniGraffle

OmniGraffle helps you draw beautiful diagrams,
family trees, flow charts, org charts, layouts, and
(mathematically speaking) any other directed or non-
directed graphs. We've had people use Graffle to plan
plotlines for a story, make an overview of an operating
system, show the evolution of computers, and even
show how diseases can spread in a closed
population. If you want to organize your thoughts,
your projects, or even your friends graphically using
boxes and lines, OmniGraffle is your tool.

$39.99 Logo Pop Y
Use the vector design tools in Logo Pop to create
your own logos. Includes over 150 pre-designed logo
templates and 850+ editable SVG logo graphics.

$249.99 OmniGraffle Pro

OmniGraffle Pro helps you draw beautiful diagrams,
family trees, flow charts, org charts, layouts, and
(mathematically speaking) any other directed or non-
directed graphs. We've had people use Graffle to plan
plotlines for a story, make an overview of an operating
system, show the evolution of computers, and even
show how diseases can spread in a closed
population. If you want to organize your thoughts,
your projects, or even your friends graphically, using
boxes and lines, OmniGraffle is your tool.

An all-in-one diagram software with rich templates for
all scenarios: flowchart, UML, presentation, and much
more. Transform your ideas into visuals. Edraw has
the ultimate diagramming solutions you could want for
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$99.00/Yr Wondershare EdrawMax for Mac Y your teams, including marketing, engineering, design,
and more. Use diagrams, mind maps, and visual tools
to turn complexity into clarity. Give the power from
visualizing to building the future.

Miscellaneous

$15.99 [AirParrot for Mac]https://airparrot.com/) Y Mirror your Mac's display on your Apple TV.

FREE CCheatSheet Y
Just hold the ⌘-Key a bit longer to get a list of all
active short cuts of the current application. It's as
simple as that.

FREE Command E for Mac Y
Command E thinks just as fast as you do. Meet your
newest and quickest way to access absolutely
everything on your computer and in your cloud.

$12.99 CSV Converter Y

CSV Converter is a simple application for opening,
editing and saving CSV (Comma-separated values)
files. The CSV file format is widely used to exchange
data arranged in a table, like in a Numbers or Excel
spreadsheet.

$9.99 CursorSense Y

CursorSense is an application that adjusts cursor
acceleration and sensitivity. It can move the cursor to
a specified destination, such as OK and Cancel
button automatically.

FREE littleDarkr for Mac Y

this simple yet powerful background-app gives you a
quick light/dark-switch in the menubar, a quick mic-
mute, a mac-concentration-button - and lots of options
to fully control the 'dark-mode' of your mac: add
personal, automated daily light/dark-times (yours or
through local sun / moon-position), switching-sounds,
-hotkeys or just only darken/lighten the colors of your
macs windows.

$100.00 Eagle Y

EAGLE is an electronic design automation (EDA)
software. Enabling printed circuit board (PCB)
designers to seamlessly connect schematic diagrams,
component placement, PCB routing, and
comprehensive library content.

FREE HTMLtoMD Y
Convert HTML to Markdown. Single page or suck and
convert an entire site.

FREE iKaleid for Mac Y

iKaleid is a simulation of a kaleidoscope that runs on
Mac OS X as screen saver. I love kaleidoscopes and
this tries to match how I perceive them to look like.
iKaleid will produce an endless array of patterns and
colours and will not drain your laptop battery. iKaleid
is tested on Mac OS X 10.11 El Capitan, but will
probably work on older versions of Mac OS X,
provided its a 64-bit system.

FREE iSentry Free Y

iSentry is a webcam security system for Macs. Just
launch iSentry, point your camera to the region you
want to monitor, and prepare to receive a video or
photo should any motion activity be detected. With a
wide selection of settings, iSentry allows you to
configure the quality of pictures and video clips,
enable sound, alerts and receive email notifications
about the events detected. iSentry can also upload
the pictures and video clips it takes on a disk. Sentry
Free is the free version of iSentry. iSentry Free comes
with many basic features, including the ability to set
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up mail notifications and alarms alerting users to
security risks. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE iSentry Pro Y

iSentry is a webcam security system for Macs. Just
launch iSentry, point your camera to the region you
want to monitor, and prepare to receive a video or
photo should any motion activity be detected. With a
wide selection of settings, iSentry allows you to
configure the quality of pictures and video clips,
enable sound, alerts and receive email notifications
about the events detected. iSentry can also upload
the pictures and video clips it takes on a disk. iSentry
Pro provides you with all of the basic features
included in the free version of iSentry plus the ability
to schedule the beginning of motion detection during
any period of the day or week, work with higher
resolution cameras, setup an area "detection mask"
for a single camera and much more. 
the Mac App Store

FREE iSentry Enterprise Y

iSentry is a webcam security system for Macs. Just
launch iSentry, point your camera to the region you
want to monitor, and prepare to receive a video or
photo should any motion activity be detected. With a
wide selection of settings, iSentry allows you to
configure the quality of pictures and video clips,
enable sound, alerts and receive email notifications
about the events detected. iSentry can also upload
the pictures and video clips it takes on a disk. With
iSentry Enterprise you get all the benefits of iSentry
Pro plus the ability to connect multiple cameras in
your home or office and organize them into "security
zones" to detect any possible security risks. 
from the Mac App Store

$29.99 Just Translate Y

Just Translate is the complete translation environment
for professionals who want to edit, review and
manage translation projects as well as corporate
terminology. Deliver world-class localized content to
support your global sales and marketing efforts with
software trusted by translation professionals
worldwide. Available from the Mac App Store

$19.99 Live Home 3D Y

Live Home 3D, a successor of Live Interior 3D, is the
powerful yet intuitive home design software that lets
you build the house of your dreams right on your Mac.
It doesn't matter whether you're a homeowner who is
planning some upcoming home improvements or a
professional interior designer trying to bridge the gap
between ideas and visualization. Live Home 3D can
help you. Available from the Mac App Store

$98.00 MacDoppler Y

MacDoppler will provide any level of station
automation you need from assisted Doppler Tuning
and Antenna Pointing right on up to fully automated
Satellite Gateway operation. MacDoppler is a native
macOS app. MacDoppler is used around the world by
Amateur Radio operators, satellite spotters, educators
and commercial customers from CBS News to the
International Space Station Amateur Radio Hardware
Management program, Delta Telemetry Tracking and
Control at Boeing Integrated Defense Systems,
Florida State University, and the CalPoly CubeSat
Project.
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FREE Mac Mouse Fix Y

Do the things you do on a trackpad. Without a
trackpad. Switch between Spaces, activate Mission
Control, reveal the Desktop, trigger Quick Look, or
use the side buttons to navigate through pages in
your browser. All of that and more. Right from your
mouse.

FREE Manpower Y

Search, Browse and Read Man Pages: Fast and
Easy! Manpower is a simple, elegant three-pane
interface that makes reading man pages on OS X
easy. Search, browse, display, and bookmark man
pages for future reference. It's all in a single place.

$29.99 Mate Translate for Mac Y

Mate breaks the language barrier. Translate anywhere
there's text, instantly, in over 100 languages.
Translations are perfectly accurate and instantly
there, then gone, so your workflow continues
uninterrupted. Jump around with keyboard shortcuts
and learn languages as you go. It feels absolutely
native. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE**/$10.00 PortAuthority Y

PortAuthority makes it easy to install thousands of
Unix software packages for Mac OS X. Powered by
the MacPorts Unix-software management system,
PortAuthority's familiar three-pane interface lets you
get started doing what you want to do--finding,
installing, and removing software

$99.00 Presentation Prompter for Mac Y
Presentation Prompter helps you deliver successful
presentations. It is built for anyone who has ever used
cue cards or read from a script.

$19.99 Printopia for Mac Y
Wireless printing to any printer. Share any printer, old
or new, with your iPad or iPhone.

$4.99 Playly Y
Playly is a minimalistic menu bar app to control
iTunes.

$20.00 QR Factory for Mac Y
Professional QR code creator. Export as bitmap or
vector with colorspace support. Unlimited batch
codes. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE RemoteHelper NA

Remote HD is the most feature-packed remote for
your Mac/PC/AppleTV! This super fast VNC/Remote
hybrid will instantly become an integral part of your
state-of-the-art home theatre by allowing you to take
complete control of your Mac/PC/AppleTV from your
iPhone/iPad/iPodTouch. Available from the App Store

FREE Sandkorn for Mac Y

Sandkorn is a new and easy to use utility that shows
you which of your macOS apps that are sandboxed. It
also shows you what entitlements those apps have.
Many apps are restricted in a sandbox - all new Mac
App Store apps are - but it is hard to know what those
restrictions are for each app. And it is even harder to
get an overview of all your apps. But Sandkorn helps
you with that.

FREE SpeakLine for Mac Y

SpeakLine lets your Mac talk to you! Write some text,
select a voice and your Mac reads it out loud. Enjoy
your words with funny voices or read texts in native
languages. Available on the Mac App Store

$19.99 SteerMouse Y
SteerMouse is a utility that lets you freely customize
buttons, wheels and cursor speed. Both USB and
Bluetooth mice are supported.
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$4.99 The Clock Y

The Clock has been crafted with care, and deliver
everything you could expect from an advanced and
beautiful World Clock app. You can even add
Complications, like Time Zone Offset, Sunrises and
Sunsets, Yesterday/Today, and more... You can adjust
the color theme. Really personalize your experience.
The Clock make working easier.

$9.99 The Noun Project Y

Get the icons in just the color you need, right from the
Mac app. No need to download—just drag and drop
icons right into your favorite apps, so you can get
more done in your day. Choose between SVG, PNG,
or PDF formats.

$49.99 Winclone Y

Winclone 9 is the complete solution for protecting
your Boot Camp Windows system against data loss
and for moving your Boot Camp partition to a new
Mac.

FREE Yet Another NFO Viewer Y
a small, light and hopefully fast tool to properly view
ASCII artwork files in DOS encoding (with extensions
NFO, ASC and DIZ)

Network

6,99 € ICMPUtil Y

Multiple host response monitoring. ICMPUtil helps
network troubleshooting by graphically displaying the
response time of multiple hosts simultaneously.
ICMPUtil helps network troubleshooting by graphically
displaying the response time of multiple hosts
simultaneously. Monitored hosts can be established
using IP Network/range discovery or manually
specifying IP Addresses or DNS names. Hosts lists
can also be saved or loaded from files. 
the Mac App Store

FREE IP Scanner Y Scans your local network. Free for up to 6 devices.

$49.99 Network Toolbox Y

39+ Networking Tools in one App for Network
Professionals and beginners. This App contains the
most powerful and fastest scanning engines. Network
or Port scans will be performed by hundreds of
concurrently running tasks and repeated several
times to ensure no ports and devices will be missed.
Automatic random selections ensures that Firewalls
or intrusion protection systems fail to detect these
scans. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE NetSpot for Mac Y

NetSpot is the only professional app for wireless site
surveys, Wi-Fi analysis, and troubleshooting on Mac
OS X and Windows. It's a FREE Wi-Fi analyzer. No
need to be a network expert to improve your home or
office Wi-Fi today! All you need is your MacBook
running Mac OS X 10.10+ or any laptop with Windows
7/8/10 on board and NetSpot which works over any
802.11 network.

$49.00 NetSpot Home for Mac Y

NetSpot is the only professional app for wireless site
surveys, Wi-Fi analysis, and troubleshooting on Mac
OS X and Windows. All you need is your MacBook
running Mac OS X 10.10+ or any laptop with Windows
7/8/10 on board and NetSpot which works over any
802.11 network.

NetSpot is the only professional app for wireless site
surveys, Wi-Fi analysis, and troubleshooting on Mac
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$149.00 NetSpot Pro for Mac Y OS X and Windows. All you need is your MacBook
running Mac OS X 10.10+ or any laptop with Windows
7/8/10 on board and NetSpot which works over any
802.11 network.

$499.00 NetSpot Enterprise for Mac Y

NetSpot is the only professional app for wireless site
surveys, Wi-Fi analysis, and troubleshooting on Mac
OS X and Windows. No need to be a network expert
to improve your home or office Wi-Fi today! All you
need is your MacBook running Mac OS X 10.10+ or
any laptop with Windows 7/8/10 on board and
NetSpot which works over any 802.11 network.

$26.99 Passport Y
Authentication services for secure network access
with a very high degree of functionality and
configurability.

$19.99 WiFi Scanner Y

WiFi Scanner scans for surrounding networks and
supplies vital WiFi information needed for
troubleshooting purposes. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE Wireshark Y Network protocol analyser

Notes

FREE* Agenda Y

Agenda is a date-focused note taking app for both
planning and documenting your projects. From
business professionals and technical users, to
students and artists, Agenda is for anyone wanting
well organized and easily navigable notes that help
drive your projects forward.

$3.99 FSNotes Y

FSNotes is a plain-text note manager for macOS, and
is modern reinvention of notational velocity (nvALT)
on steroids. Our application respects the following
open formats: plain/text, Markdown, and RTF, and
stores data in the file system. You can view, edit, and
copy data in your favourite external editor, and see
live results in FSNotes.

$19.99 MWeb Y
Pro Markdown writing, note taking and static blog
generator App. Available from the Mac App Store

$7.99 Second Notes Y

Second Notes is an app for making a note with Live
Markdown. You can share the note with your iOS
devices via Second Notes for iOS. And Live
Markdown automatically indents lists and quoted
strings, and changes font to bold or italic. 
the Mac App Store

$9.99 SideNotes

SideNotes is a smart app for note-taking. It shows
and hides on the side of your monitor to manage your
notes without distracting you. You can finally keep
your notes organized, personalized and always at
your fingertips. Simple software to boost your
productivity.

Free Simplenote
Simplenote is a streamlined note-keeping app that
syncs with all your devices for free.

$3.99 SnipNotes Y

SnipNotes is your clever notebook on the Mac,
iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch. Capture new ideas
right in the menu bar and create rich text notes with
images. Quickly add content from other apps with
Drag & Drop or save your clipboard automatically.
Access your notes from anywhere with the versatile
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menu bar app. Available from the Mac App Store

Free QOwnNotes Y

QOwnNotes is the open source (GPL) plain-text file
markdown note taking application for GNU/Linux, Mac
OS X and Windows by Patrizio Bekerle (pbek on
GitHub and IRC), that (optionally) works together with
the notes application of ownCloud or Nextcloud.

$9.99 Quiver Y

Quiver is a notebook built for programmers. It lets you
easily mix text, code, Markdown and LaTeX within
one note, edit code with an awesome code editor, live
preview Markdown and LaTeX, and find any note
instantly via the full-text search. 
Mac App Store

FREE Tot Y
An elegant, simple way to collect & edit text on your
Mac, iPhone, and iPad. Available on the Mac App
Store

Phone Managers

FREE Apple Configurator Y
Apple Configurator 2 makes it easy to deploy iPad,
iPhone, iPod touch, and Apple TV devices in your
school or business. Available from the Mac App Store

$39.99 AnyTrans for Android Y

The Only Android Manager You’ll Need for All Cases.
From data management to cross-device transfer, take
complete control of your Android content at any time,
from any place, in any way you like.

$59.00 Data Shredder for iOS for Mac Y

The most popular iOS Eraser: Securely Erase
iPhone® and iPad® incl. temporary data cleaner.
Since 2010, this secure deletion software has won
numerous awards and is used by more than
3,000,000 users, in over 100 countries worldwide.
iShredder™ uses data shredding techniques that go
beyond international standards. Its data deletion is so
secure that government agencies and defense
ministries trust, and use this robust process.

$59.00 Do Your Data Recovery for iPhone Y
Smart iPhone data recovery software for Mac –
recover deleted or lost data from iPhone, iPad, iPod
touch and iTunes under Mac OS.

$39.99 iExplorer for Mac Y

iExplorer is the ultimate iPhone manager. It transfers
music, messages, photos, files and everything else
from any iPhone, iPod, iPad or iTunes backup to any
Mac or PC computer. It's lightweight, quick to install,
free to try, and up to 70x faster and more resource
efficient than the competition.

$29.95 MacX MediaTrans Y

Your bulky 4k videos max out iPhone storage. Your
chaotic songs mess up music library. Your HD records
and HEIC photos run into format issues. Your
valuable data are exposed to cybertheft attacks. Meet
MacX MediaTrans - the best iTunes alternative.
Secure, backup and transfer photos, music, videos,
ringtone, ibook, iTunes purchases, etc, all in one fell
swoop. Say goodbye to space woes, data loss,
lengthy syncing, and other iTunes errors or
restrictions.

$39.95 Magoshare iPhone Data Recovery Y

Magoshare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac is one of
the most powerful iPhone data recovery software to
help you completely recover deleted or lost iPhone
data.
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$29.95 PhoneView

PhoneView is the Mac companion for iPhone, iPad,
and iPod Touch. Access voicemail, iMessages,
SMS/MMS, WhatsApp messages, call history, photos,
app data, notes, file storage, iTunes media, voice
memos and contacts with one click. PhoneView also
automatically archives your messages, call history
and voicemails, so you can access them even when
your iPhone is not available.

$39.95 TogetherShare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac

The best iPhone data recovery software for Mac OS -
securely and easily recover deleted WhatsApp
messages, WeChat, Kik messages, photos, videos,
voice memos, contacts and more from iPhone, iPad,
iPod touch.

$40.00 TouchCopy for Mac
Transfer music, messages and more from your iPod,
iPhone or iPad to your computer. Backup all your
iPod, iPhone and iPad Content with Ease.

Productivity

FREE 1Piece Y Suite of features to improve the usability of your Mac.

$49.99 2Do Y

2Do has a simple-to-use interface and a
comprehensive and flexible set of powerful features, it
lets you focus on what's most important to you: your
life. There is no wrong way of using 2Do, and unlike
other to-do apps, it won't force you to adhere to a
particular task-management methodology.

FREE* Alfred

Alfred is an award-winning app for macOS which
boosts your efficiency with hotkeys, keywords, text
expansion and more. Search your Mac and the web,
and be more productive with custom actions to control
your Mac. I have been using Alfred for a few years
and consider it to be an essential Mac App.

Free Any.do

Any.do lets you capture thoughts, break big projects
to small tasks, and share lists with the people around
you. From planning an awesome vacation, to
organizing a big project at work, or sharing a
shopping list with a loved one - Any.do makes it easy
to keep your life organized in one place. It seamlessly
syncs between your mobile, desktop, web, and tablet
so you, and everyone around you, can access it from
anywhere.

FREE CustomShortcuts Y

Keyboard shortcuts help you work efficiently. Add
keyboard shortcuts to common tasks. Use shortcuts
that are easy to reach and easy to remember. Get
your work done faster.

$42.00 Hazel Y

Hazel watches whatever folders you tell it to,
automatically organizing your files according to the
rules you create. Have Hazel move files around
based on name, date, type, what site it came from
and much more. Automatically sort your movies or file
your bills. Keep your files off the desktop and put
them where they belong.

$414.99 iClip for Mac Y

iClip saves the contents of the clipboard every time
you copy plain-text, rich-text, images, files, anything.
Access your clip history in the gorgeous iClip
interface.

$36.00 Keyboard Maestro Y
Automate applications or web sites, text or images,
simple or complex, on command or scheduled. You
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can automate virtually anything.

19.99 EUR KeyCue Y
KeyCue helps you to use your macOS applications
more effectively by displaying a concise table of all
currently available menu shortcuts.

$24.50 Klokki

Klokki is a rule-based time-tracking that will
start/pause the timer for you automatically. The
automation is based on the rules you configure and
that gives you full control over what should be tracked
and what not.

$6.99 Magic Number Y Abetter calculator for your Mac.

$349.00 Mindjet MindManager Y

Visual work management & mind mapping. Elevate
your project & workflow management. Create
beautiful interactive maps, charts & diagrams.
Process & organize information more effectively. Bring
structure and clarity to plans & projects

$76.45 Mindomo Y Mind mapping, concept mapping, and outlining.

Free Monosnap
Monosnap lets you capture screenshots, share files,
and record video and gifs.

$12.23 Mosaic Pro

Mosaic Pro is a powerful window manager that allows
easy repositioning and resizing of macOS apps,
transforming multi-window chaos into a productive
suite of tools.

Free MostRecent

With Most Recent, you don't have to think about
organising your app list, as the last app you launch
always moves to the top. MostRecent is for those who
prefer the mouse over the typing required to quickly
identify apps with Spotlight, Alfred, etc. If your hand is
already on the trackpad, go to the menu bar item and
the app you probably want is right there. This is the
app that will take the absolute least amount of effort to
launch one of the apps you use the most.

$2.99 Nice Clipboard

A clipboard history manager that is always waiting for
you under menu bar icon on your Mac or on your
Home Screen on your iPhone. Customizable global
hotkey and in-app keyboard navigation let you use it
without reaching for mouse or trackpad. It is synced
via iCloud between your Macs and iOS devices and is
built using newest Apple technologies to be
lightweight and superfast. These features make your
clipboard a much more useful tool in your everyday
life. Available on the Mac App Store

Free Opus One

Opus One is like a paper planner, but better. Glance
at your day, week or month. Drag and drop to reorder,
prioritize or reschedule tasks, events, compass items
& goals. Arrange tasks by categories, set them to
specific time zones, make them last for several days,
add alerts and bulk edit. Use our Growth Sections to
make time for the things that matter and when
needing a little cheer, add your own inspiring images,
share via mail or post your Goals to Facebook.

$4.99 PasteBox Y Clipboard manager.

$12.00 Paste Wizard Y Clipboard manager.

FREE Pendo Y Take notes and keep track of your ideas.
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29.99 EUR PopChar Y
PopChar makes "typing" of unusual characters easy
without having to remember keyboard combinations.
Whenever you need a special character, PopChar is
there to help.

$29.00 Qbserve Y

Qbserve keeps track of what you do on your Mac and
provides constant feedback on your productivity. This
way you can stay focused and develop better habits.
It automatically tracks work hours and can generate
invoices based on the collected data. No need to
remember to start and stop time tracking.

$12.95 Rest Time Y

Rest Time: The small, simple, elegant and
unobtrusive break reminder. Taking regular rest
breaks away from your computer is essential to stay
focused and productive throughout the day. Short
breaks also boost concentration and prevent
discomfort and Repetitive Strain Injuries.

$39.00 Timemator 2 Y

Automate your time-tracking and forget about the
timer. Timemator automatically captures everything
you do on your Mac. You can go back to review what
you were working on and with just a few clicks, assign
the time to your projects.

$7.99 Typeeto Y

Your Mac can supply all your devices with a Bluetooth
keyboard. Type on all devices that have Bluetooth
from your Mac’s or MacBook’s keyboard. Type on
iPhone with a full scale keyboard or use your Mac
keyboard as Apple TV control. Also your Mac can
serve as a Bluetooth keyboard for Android, iPad or as
a Windows remote typing app. Available from the 
App Store

$27.85 Typinator Y
Typinator boosts your productivity by automating the
process of inserting frequently used text and graphics
and auto-correcting typing errors.

$33.35 Tyme

Tyme 2 is a simple and effective time-tracking tool for
anyone who wants to keep an overview of the times
they have worked. It is as clean and simple as the
previous version, but with powerful new features that
will make your life even easier!

$19.99 Unclutter
A new handy place on your desktop for storing notes,
files and pasteboard clips. Get three great tools at the
price of one. Available from the Mac App Store

Scanning & OCR

$119.99 FineReader OCR Pro Y

Easily transform paper documents, PDFs and digital
photos of text into editable and searchable files. No
more manual retyping or reformatting. Instead you
can search, share, archive, and copy information from
documents for reuse and quotation – saving you time,
effort and hassles.

Security & Privacy

$3.99/month 1Password Y

With 1Password you only ever need to memorize one
password. All your other passwords and important
information are protected by your Master Password,
which only you know.

AppLocker can password protect individual apps on
your Mac. It's easy to use and there is absolutely no
configuration required. Just start AppLocker, add a
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FREE AppLocker Y

password and select the apps you want to keep
private. It also supports Touch ID, Bluetooth ID,
Network ID (unlock apps with your fingerprint, with a
nearby personal device or when you are connected to
your preferred networks). Use this tool and stop
worrying about your privacy when you lend your
computer to a guest, friend or family member. No one
will mess with your important apps anymore. 
from the Mac App Store

FREE Bitdefender Virus Scanner Y

Bitdefender Virus Scanner finds Mac malware as well
as Windows viruses with ease. Scan running apps,
scan critical locations, scan a specific location or scan
the entire system, the award-winning Bitdefender
engines will find that malware. For free! Don't put your
friends and family at risk by unknowingly passing
malware along. Download from the Mac App Store

$29.99 Cisdem AppCrypt Y

Need to get some work done? Use Cisdem AppCrypt
to lock app and block distracting websites on your
Mac so you can get your work done. Facebook,
Twitter, games, Reddit - no worries. Just set a time
limit and pick which apps or website to be blocked
and AppCrypt keeps them secure.

$19.99 Cookie Y

macOS cookie and privacy management app. Cookie
gives you total control over all cookie storage types:
HTTP cookies, Flash cookies, HTML5 databases,
localStorage, IndexedDB as well as browser history
and caches.

Free Cryptomator
Cryptomator is a multi-platform transparent client-side
encryption of your files in the cloud that protects your
documents from an unauthorized access.

$39.99 ESET Cyber Security Y
Fast, effective Mac antivirus protects your Mac
against malware and phishing.

$49.99 ESET Cyber Security Pro Y
Effective all-in-one internet security for your Mac,
including personal firewall and parental control.

FREE* Kaspersky Password Manager Y
Gives you easy access to your accounts, plus a
secure digital vault for your passport, driver’s license,
bank cards & other personal data.

$45.00 Little Snitch Y

Little Snitch makes all of your application Internet
connections visible and puts you back in control!.
Whenever an app attempts to connect to a server on
the Internet, Little Snitch shows a connection alert,
allowing you to decide whether to allow or deny the
connection.

FREE LockRattler for Mac Y

LockRattler is a simple and free app which checks
some of the more important protection systems out.
Decompress it, drop it into your Applications folder,
run it, and click on its single button. It will then tell you
the result of eight checks on those security systems.

$4.99 Privatus Y

Avoid spying and tracking of your personal browsing
habits. Privatus has been designed from the ground
up with simplicity in mind. After a quick initial setup,
Privatus will take care of clearing your personal and
private browsing tracks automatically after each
browsing session. Available from the Mac App Store

You’ll never need to remember or type your
passwords again. RoboForm securely stores all of
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$17.90/year RoboForm Y your passwords and logs you in with a single click (or
tap). Save time entering personal and billing
information with AutoFill for long web forms.

$17.99 Safe + Password Manager Y
Safe + for Mac allows you to store and organize your
private data. Available from the Mac App Store

FREE Snort for Mac Y

Snort is the foremost Open Source Intrusion
Prevention System (IPS) in the world. Snort IPS uses
a series of rules that help define malicious network
activity and uses those rules to find packets that
match against them and generates alerts for users.

$29.99 Virus Scanner Plus Y
Bitdefender is a global cybersecurity leader protecting
over 500 million systems in more than 150 countries.

Server Software

$39.00 VirtualHostX Y

VirtualHostX is an easy-to-install local server
environment for macOS. You can build and test web
apps like WordPress or even host a production web
server on your Mac

$9.99 Transfer Y
A TFTP server for your Mac. Modern and reliable.
Transfer is built for IT and network administrators
looking to manage network equipment using TFTP.

FREE XAMPP Y
XAMPP is an easy to install Apache distribution
containing MariaDB, PHP, and Perl. Just download
and start the installer. It's that easy.

System

$14.95 App Tamer Y

Some applications, particularly web browsers and
older apps, continue running tasks or animating ads
even when they're idle. That uses valuable processing
(CPU) power, which leaves you with: Less CPU
power for the application you're using: Increased heat
and fan noise; and Reduced battery run-time. Tame
Them with App Tamer.

FREE CPUSetter Y
CPUSetter adjusts the number of active cores in your
cpu(s). It can also enable/disable hyperthreading on
supported cpus.

FREE Deeper Y

Deeper is a personalization utility for macOS that you
can use to enable and disable the hidden functions of
the Finder, Dock, Safari, iTunes/Music, login window,
and many Apple applications, and more.

$19.95 Display Maestro Y

Display Maestro gives you full control over attached
displays, allowing the use of all available resolutions
and bit depths. Latest versions of macOS strip out the
useful ability to set specific resolutions and presents a
more user-friendly approach.

$4.99 Displays
Displays will let you quickly change your monitor
resolution, and adds a lot of additional functions for
your monitors

$19.99 Elimisoft App Uninstaller Y

Elimisoft App Uninstaller helps you find all Apps on
your Mac and its related remaining files, incl. leftover,
logs, caches, preferences, crash reports, etc. It will
also scan for rogue Apps and viruses that slow down
your Mac. The App Uninstaller can also find the
related junk files.

FREE Go64 Y Check your system for 32-bit Apps.
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FREE iTerm

iTerm is a fork of the older iTerm project. iTerm is a
Terminal replacement and the successor of iTerm. It
focuses on speed, internationalization, and building
new features to improve your life.

FREE Karabiner Elements Y Keyboard remapper.

$36.00 Keyboard Maestro Y
Perform a multitude of tasks with just a few
keystrokes.

FREE LiteIcon Y

LiteIcon is a simple app which allows you to change
your system icons quickly and easily. Simply drag an
icon onto the one you want to change, and click the
Apply Changes button.

FREE MachineProfile Y

MachineProfile collects key technical hardware
information about your Mac that's not easily found
elsewhere or by clicking through the tabs in "About
This Mac…". Get that information now with
MachineProfile, before you need to use it.
MachineProfile is especially valuable when reviewing
system compatibility or when sharing your Mac's
system information with others. MachineProfile
displays the technical profile of a Mac in a single
window, which can then be saved as Text or PDF or
emailed to others. Using MachineProfile, it's easier to
find your Mac's serial number, processor speed, if
you're running in 64 bit or 32 bit mode, whether you
can run the next version of the macOS, and more.
Available from the Mac App Store

$1.33/month billed
annually

MacPilot Y

Mac Pilot will allow you to supercharge your Mac by
tweaking more than 225 hidden features. The
application allows you to activate or deactivate
features in all of your Mac's applications, like the
Finder, Spotlight or Photo Booth. You can also view
the settings for the different volumes mounted on your
Mac, set applications to start up at login, manage
power usage or lock specific files.

FREE Mactracker Y

Mactracker provides detailed information on every
Apple Macintosh, iPod, iPhone, and iPad ever made,
including items such as processor speed, memory,
graphic cards, supported OS versions, price, storage,
and expansion options. Also included is information
on early Apple systems, Newton, Apple TV, Apple
Watch, Apple accessories, displays, printers,
scanners, storage, Wi-Fi products, and operating
systems. Available from the Mac App Store

$2.50 MemoryTamer Y

MemoryTamer is an automatic memory-freeing app
that runs in your menu bar. It supports notifications
with both Growl and Notification Center (on supported
versions of OS X), and also lets you free memory
whenever you want with the "Free memory now"
menu item.

$25.00 Microsoft NTFS for Mac by Tuxera Y
Add complete NTFS read and write capabilities to
MacOS

FREE Particulars

Display system information about your Mac: computer
name, model, CPU, RAM, OS version, Server version,
current user, uptime, disk space and network
configuration

Control fan speeds, monitor temperatures, and find
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$20.00 TG Pro Y faulty sensors.

FREE Toothpicks Y Bluetooth device manager.

$69.95 TuneupMyMac Y

TuneupMyMac's advanced features and powerful
tools help enhance Mac speed with ease and improve
your experience exclusively. Clean your Mac in single
click. Free up space on your hard drive. Speed up
your Mac by removing junk files. Delete sensitive and
confidential data securely. Optimize your hard drive
and make your Mac more stable

$4.99 Tweak and Tuneup Lite Y

One click Cleaning includes four essential clean up
tools to scan and clean your Mac with one click.
Cleans system and user cache files Cleans system
and user log files Keeps your Mac's trash non-
susceptible to junk Cleans all partially downloaded
files. Available from the Mac App Store

$9.95 Turbo Boost Switcher Y

Turbo Boost Switcher is a little application for Mac
computers that allows to enable and/or disable the
Turbo Boost feature. It installs a precompiled kernel
extension (32 or 64 bits depending on your system)
that updates the Turbo Boost MSR register, so It will
ask for your admin password when using it.

FREE Wine Y
Run Windows applications on your Mac with this
compatibility layer.

System Maintenance

FREE AppCleaner Y

AppCleaner is a small application which allows you to
thoroughly uninstall unwanted apps. Installing an
application distributes many files throughout your
System using space of your Hard Drive unnecessarily.
AppCleaner finds all these small files and safely
deletes them.

$29.95 AweCleaner Y
All-in-one Mac cleaner & manager to optimize, clean
and speed up your Mac in easy way.

$14.95 BlueHarvest Y

BlueHarvest keeps your disks free of metadata while
you work without you needing to lift a finger.
BlueHarvest automatically removes .DS
AppleDouble files from your USB keys, SD cards,
music players, file servers or any non Mac disk.
BlueHarvest removes these items as they’re created
or modified so you’ll always be metadata free without
you needing to lift a finger. Available from the Mac
App Store

FREE (upgrade
$19.95 to paid
version)

CCleaner

CCleaner is a system optimization, privacy and
cleaning tool. It removes unused files from your
system - allowing your Mac to run faster and freeing
up valuable hard disk space. It also cleans traces of
your online activities such as your Internet history.

$39.95/year CleanMyMac X

CleanMyMac X is all-in-one package to awesomize
your Mac. It cleans megatons of junk and makes your
computer run faster. Just like it did on day one.
CleanMyMac X replaces dozens of optimization tools
for Mac. It can be anything you tell it to be: a macOS
cleaner, a performance monitor, a malware remover,
and well, a life saver.

DriveDx will protect you from data loss and downtime

https://www.tunabellysoftware.com/tgpro/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/toothpicks/id998361254
https://www.tuneupmymac.com/
https://www.tuneupmymac.com/lite/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tuneup-for-mac/id916683896
https://www.rugarciap.com/turbo-boost-switcher-for-os-x/
https://www.winehq.org/
http://freemacsoft.net/appcleaner/
https://www.magoshare.com/mac-cleaner/awecleaner-for-mac.html
https://zeroonetwenty.com/blueharvest/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/blueharvest-lite/id739483376
https://www.ccleaner.com/ccleaner-mac
https://macpaw.com/cleanmymac


$19.99 DriveDX

With DriveDx you need not worry about losing your
important data, music, and photographs. You can
know before your drive is going to fail, because
DriveDx tracks more indicators of impending failure
than any other product on the market for both SSDs
and HDDs.

$4.99 Disk Clean Pro Y

Disk Clean Pro is a highly rated app that removes
junk files and data from your Mac. It cleans redundant
files securely and ensures your important data is
never at risk. Available from the Mac App Store

$4.99 Duplicate Finder and Remover Y

Remove duplicate image files, audios, videos,
documents and archives files from your Mac and free
up storage space without any hassles with Duplicate
Finder and Remover. Available from the Mac App
Store

FREE Go64

Go64 helps you prepare for macOS 10.15 Catalina by
scanning your system for 32-bit apps. Those apps
won't run in Catalina, so it's best to find them now.
Also see
https://johnpurvis.wordpress.com/2019/10/05/is-
your-mac-ready-for-macos-catalina/

$25.99 iMac Cleaner Y

iMac Cleaner lets you safely scan and clean up your
entire Mac system, delete unused files, duplicate files,
reduce the size of your iPhoto library, uninstall
unnecessary apps, shred files, manage startup items,
extract RAR archives, save Winmail.dat, etc to keep
your mac best performance.

$29.95/month MacBooster Y

Your one-stop Mac maintenance tool to clean up 20
types of junk files and remove Mac malware and virus
to protect your Mac, Besides, MacBooster can
optimize Mac hard disk to boost your Mac to the peak
performance.

$29.00 MacClean360 Y

MacClean360 is all-in-one Mac cleaner & manager to
help you clean up, manage and optimize your Mac
computer. Make your Mac run faster than ever.
MacClean360 offers easy and reliable cleanup
solution to help you remove all junk data inside your
Mac. The junk cleaner can clean up system junk, App
junk, iTunes junk, Email junk, trash bin junk and other
junk files by only 1-click. The best way to free up disk
space and speed up slow Mac.

$44.95 MacCleaner Pro Y
Clean up your Mac and optimize its performance.
Speed up a slow Mac, free up disk space, remove
junk files, prevent the “Startup Disk Full” error.

$1.33/month
($0.92/month for
students or seniors)

MacCleanse Y

MacCleanse is the product of thousands of hours of
intense research and development. It meticulously
scans all of the nooks and crannies of a computer for
unnecessary junk that can take up huge amounts of
disk space!

$29.99 MacOptimizer Y

Is your Mac running slow? Are your applications
crashing? Is your battery running out of juice quickly?
Are you running out of space on your Desktop? Get
your Mac back in shape with an incredibly fast disk
utility that will optimize and clean your hard drive,
maximize battery life, free memory, organize your
Desktop, and more. A “must have” app for every

https://binaryfruit.com/drivedx
https://www.diskcleanpro.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/disk-clean-pro/id1028314558
http://www.duplicatefilesremover.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/duplicate-finder-and-remover/id1053840317
https://www.stclairsoft.com/Go64/index.html
https://johnpurvis.wordpress.com/2019/10/05/is-your-mac-ready-for-macos-catalina/
https://www.ccleanmac.com/clean-mac-uninstall-app.html
https://www.macbooster.net/
https://www.doyourdata.com/clean-mac/macclean360.html
https://nektony.com/mac-cleaner-pro
https://www.koingosw.com/products/maccleanse/
https://macappware.com/software/mac-optimizer/


home and business. Supports Mac OS X 10.9 and
newer.

FREE Maintenance Y

Maintenance is an operating system maintenance and
cleaning utility for macOS that you can use to perform
miscellaneous tasks of computer maintenance: run
periodic scripts; rebuild the databases; delete
application, font, and system caches; and more.

$0.99/month,
$4.87/year

MyQuickMac Neo Y AI-powered care for your Mac

$19.99 Omni Remover for Mac Y

Your Essential Mac Uninstaller. An average Mac may
store around 5-20 GB of junk files. So to keep you
Mac in neat shape could be hard, since there's a
variety of accumulated junk file taking residence on
your Mac hard drive over time. Thankfully, the new
Omni Remover comes to offer a wealth of Mac
cleaning tools designed to clean up more than 20
kinds of macOS system junk.

$9.99 PRO Disk Cleaner Y

Disk Clean does all the work for you! Optimized the
most efficient locations to quickly scan and remove all
the junk taking up your valuable disk space. Stop
wasting disk space on unneeded files leftover from
uninstalled apps, temporary internet files, old mail
attachments and others you didn't know about.
Available from the Mac App Store

$4.99 SSDReporter Y

SSDReporter is an application that checks the health
of your internal Solid State Disks ("SSD" aka "Flash
Storage"). Since SSDs have a limited life-time
determined by the number of write operations it is
important to keep an eye on your SSD status.
SSDReporter can warn you by e-mail or on-screen
each time the health of your SSD decreases and/or
when the health falls below the 'warning' or 'error'
thresholds. The current status of your SSDs is also
always easily recognizable because SSDReporter
changes its icon (optionally in the menubar) from
green to yellow (warning threshold) and finally red
(error threshold) as the SSD health decreases.

FREE OnyX Y

OnyX is a multifunction utility that you can use to
verify the structure of the system files, to run
miscellaneous maintenance and cleaning tasks, to
configure parameters in the Finder, Dock, Safari, and
some Apple applications, to delete caches, to remove
certain problematic folders and files, to rebuild various
databases and indexes, and more. [I run this on my
Mac once per month]

$129.99 TechTool Pro Y

Test and Repair your Mac. Your Macintosh counts on
you to keep it running at its best. And other people
may count on you to keep their own computers
running at their best as well. Whether you're a single
user or you support many other Macintosh users at
work, you'll want to get the latest version of Techtool
Pro. After many, many months of development, we're
proud to announce version 13 of the ultimate utility for
Macintosh. Shipping now, this is the most feature-rich
release of Techtool Pro ever. Check out the new
features below and order your copy today!

Tidy Up 5 is the new generation of duplicate finders

https://www.titanium-software.fr/en/index.html
https://www.abtco.us/MyQuickMac-Neo/
https://www.minicreo.com/omni-remover/
https://appyogi.com/webapps/index.php?product_id=39&ref=apps
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1231405402
https://www.corecode.io/ssdreporter/index.html
https://www.titanium-software.fr/en/onyx.html
https://www.micromat.com/products/techtool-pro


$29.00 Tidy Up Y and disk tidiness. It's the only fully-featured duplicate
remover available on the market. Tidy Up is designed
for pro users that need a modern and efficient tool.

Virtualization

$79.99 Parallels Desktop for Mac Y

Run thousands of Windows apps like Microsoft Office,
Internet Explorer, Access, Quicken, QuickBooks,
Visual Studio, even graphic intensive games and CAD
programs without compromising on performance or
rebooting. Optimized for the latest Windows 10
updates and macOS Catalina (10.15).

FREE VBoxRawdisk Y
VBoxRawdisk is a small utility that makes it a little
easier to generate the raw disk (VMDK) file required
to load a real disk drive into VirtualBox.

$159.99 VMware Fusion Pro

VMware Fusion gives Mac users the power to run
Windows on Mac along with hundreds of other
operating systems side by side with Mac applications,
without rebooting. Fusion is simple enough for home
users and powerful enough for IT professionals,
developers and businesses.

Weather

$14.99 ClassicWeather
Weather widgets provide forecasts in the dock and
menu bar.

Website

FREE ReActivity Y
Test response time, load speed and size of all
elements on a web page

* With in-App purchase

** Shareware

https://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/TidyUp.html
https://www.parallels.com/landingpage/pd/general/
https://www.whatroute.net/vboxrawdisk.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/fusion.html
https://www.demodit.com/index.php
https://peacockmedia.software/mac/reactivity/

